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Editorial on the Research Topic
Advances in non-linear systems and networks

1 Introduction

If there are non-linear elements in the system or network, and the input and output are
not superimposed and uniform, such system or network is called non-linear system or non-
linear network. Non-linearity makes the whole not equal to the sum of parts, and the
superposition principle fails. At some joint points of non-linear system, small changes in
parameters often lead to qualitative changes in the form of motion, and behaviors that are
essentially different from external excitation appear. It is the non-linear effect that forms the
infinite diversity, richness, tortuosity, singularity, complexity, variability and evolution of the
material world.

Non-linear systems and networks have broad application prospects in the engineering
fields of the Internet of Things, medical care, intelligent systems [1–5], etc. With the
development of science and technology, according to the current research Frontier, it is not
difficult to find that the research fields of non-linear systems and networks are also
expanding, including chaotic systems and circuits [6–9], non-linear device models
[10–12], memristors [13–16], neural networks [17–21], neural circuits [22–24],
synchronous control [25–27] and application research in related fields [28–31].

Therefore, in this Research Topic, 12 articles about non-linear systems and networks and
their applications are reported. For non-linear systems, a reverse single side band (RSSB)
system with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal transmission is
designed Chen et al., and a credible and adjustable load resource trading system based on
blockchain networks is studied Jiang et al.. For non-linear networks, they have studied the
zeroing neural network and its trajectory tracking Zhao et al. and Lan et al., the Hindmash-
Rose neural network model Fan et al., the dynamic robustness of the directed network Sun
et al., the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) network Wang et al. and the critical brain
wave dynamics of neural networks Galinsky et al.. For non-linear devices, second-order
storage elements Liu et al. are studied. For the synchronization control of non-linear systems
and networks, the finite-time tracking adaptive iterative learning control method of aircraft
track angle system Zhang et al. and finite-time hybrid function projection synchronization
Zhang et al. are studied. In addition, considering the application of non-linear systems and
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networks, an image encryption algorithm based on three-
dimensional (3D) chaotic Hopfield neural network is designed
Yao et al.. Finally, the published articles are written by scientists
working in major universities and research centers in China and the
United States. However, in the second volume, more researchers
from outside China should be attracted to participate.

2 Summary of papers presented in this
Research Topic

Chen et al., in the paper “Pilot Optimization for OFDM in the
RSSB System”, proposed a reverse single sideband (RSSB) system
with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal
transmission based on the improved pilot interval scheme and pilot
power scheme. The improved pilot power scheme proposed in this
paper can compensate for frequency selective fading by increasing
pilot power in areas with relatively poor channel conditions. The
simulation results show that the improved pilot interval scheme and
the improved pilot power scheme can improve the system reception
sensitivity by 2 dB respectively. The authors believe that these
schemes can improve the system performance without increasing
the complexity of the algorithm and the cost of RSSB system.

Jiang et al., in the paper “A Credible and Adjustable Load Resource
Trading System Based on Blockchain Networks”, proposed a trusted and
adjustable load resource transaction framework based on blockchain,
which uses blockchain to realize trusted grid load resource transaction.
This paper first proposes a two-layer blockchain architecture based on
alliance chain. Then a distributed transaction processing mechanism
based on hybrid consensus and fragmentation technology is designed.
Finally, a two-level biddingmodel is proposed. Through a large number
of experiments, the authors show that their proposed framework can
achieve satisfactory results.

Zhao et al., in the paper “A Novel Zeroing Neural Network for
Dynamic Sylvester Equation Solving and Robot Trajectory Tracking”,
proposed a new activation function to ensure fast convergence in
predefined times and robustness in the presence of external noise
perturbations. This paper theoretically analyzes the effectiveness and
robustness of the zeroing neural network system, and verifies it by
simulation results. Finally, the proposed theory is applied to robot
trajectory tracking to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

Lan et al., in the paper “Towards Non-linearly Activated ZNN
Model For Constrained Manipulator Trajectory Tracking”, proposed
a non-linear activation function (NAF), and established a non-linear
activation ZNN (NAZNN) model based on NAF. In this paper, the
NAZNN model is applied to solve the exact solution of constrained
TVLME (CTVLME), and the constrained robot manipulator
trajectory tracking (CRMTT) problem is completed. In addition,
the authors have also carried out theoretical analysis on the track
tracking fault of wheeled robots with physical constraints, and
applied the NAZNN model to the problem of manipulator track
tracking fault. The experimental results of this paper prove that the
NAZNN model can also effectively deal with the problem of
manipulator track tracking fault.

Fan et al., in the paper “Hidden firing patterns and memristor
initial condition-offset boosting behavior in a memristive Hindmarsh-
Rose neuron model”, proposed a 3D memristive Hindmash-Rose

(mHR) neuron model based on an ideal flux-controlled memristor
with sinusoidal memductance function and non-linearly modulated
input. The numerical results show that the mHR neuron model can
generate rich hidden dynamics. Then, memristor initial condition-
offset boosting behavior is revealed. This can trigger the generation of
an infinite number of coexisting excitation patterns along the variable
coordinates of the memristor. Finally, this paper designs an analog
circuit to implement the mHR neuron model, and carries out circuit
simulation based on PSIM.

Sun et al., in the paper “A New Effective Metric for Dynamical
Robustness of Directed Networks”, studied the dynamic robustness of
a directed complex network with additive noise. In the framework of
mean square stochastic stability, a new robustness metric is
proposed to characterize the synchronization of the network
against additive noise. It is found that node dynamics plays a key
role in the dynamic robustness of the directed network. They
explained and verified it through numerical simulation.

Wang et al., in the paper “Intrusion detection framework based
on homomorphic encryption in AMI network”, proposed an
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) network intrusion
detection method based on joint learning client security. First,
calculate the direction similarity of the model trained by the data
processing center and the model trained by each client. Then,
normalize the size of each client model update to the same size
as the data processing center model update. Finally, the normalized
update and adaptive weights are weighted average. The research
results show that this method can effectively resist inference attack
and poisoning attack.

Galinsky et al., in the paper “Critical brain wave dynamics of
neuronal avalanches”, studied the potential collective process behind
the phenomenological statistics of neuron avalanches, and analyzed
that neuron avalanche is only the manifestation of different non-
linear sides of the rich wave process in cortical tissue. In this paper, it
is found that the wave mode system generates an anharmonic wave
mode with time and space scale property through all possible
combinations of the third-order non-linear terms described by
the general wave Hamiltonian.

Liu et al., in the paper “AC Power Analysis for Second-order
Memory Elements”, deduced the real power, reactive power and
apparent power of the proposed second-order memory element, and
revealed the difference between the ideal memory element and the
traditional passive memory element. The authors quote the
corresponding curves, which prove the difference between storage
elements, and verify that the harmonic value in the element means
that it will continue to provide energy when AC power is used.

Zhang et al., in the paper “Adaptive iterative learning control
method for finite-time tracking of an aircraft track angle system based
on a neural network”, proposed an adaptive iterative learning
control method based on a neural network. This method can
control the aircraft track inclination through the designed control
input rudder deflection angle, so as to track the preset trajectory in a
limited time interval. Through Lyapunov stability analysis, it can be
seen that the designed controller and adaptive laws can stabilize the
whole closed-loop system and realize the tracking of target trajectory
in a limited time interval. Finally, the paper verifies the feasibility
and effectiveness of the theory through a simulation example.

Zhang et al., in the paper “A new adaptive iterative learning control
of finite-time hybrid function projective synchronization for unknown
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time-varying chaotic systems”, proposed a new adaptive iterative
learning control scheme to solve the finite-time hybrid function
projection synchronization problem of chaotic systems with
unknown periodic time-varying parameters. Through Lyapunov
stability analysis, two different chaotic systems achieve asymptotic
synchronization in a finite time interval according to different
proportion functions. Finally, the authors proved the feasibility and
effectiveness of this method through simulation examples.

Yao et al., in the paper “An image encryption algorithm based on
a 3D chaotic Hopfield neural network and random row-column
permutation”, proposed a color image encryption algorithm
based on 3D chaotic Hopfield neural network and random row
and column arrangement. Firstly, this paper proposes a 3D chaotic
Hopfield neural network to generate random sequences for
generating diffusion keys and permutation keys. Then, the rows
and columns of the original image are randomly arranged according
to the arrangement key. Finally, the separately encrypted sub-images
are spliced together to obtain the final encrypted image. The
simulation results and security analysis show that the encryption
scheme has good performance.

3 Concluding remarks

It can be seen that in this Research Topic, we focus on
multidisciplinary scientific research by considering non-linear
systems and networks. They can be applied to different research
fields, including non-linear physics, mathematics, medicine,
economics, computer science and engineering. Through this
Research Topic, we hope to encourage more scholars and
researchers to promote innovative research in non-linear systems
and networks and their applications.
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Adaptive iterative learning
control method for finite-time
tracking of an aircraft track angle
system based on a neural
network

Chunli Zhang*, Xu Tian and Lei Yan

Xi’an University of Technology, Shaanxi Key Laboratory of Complex System Control and Intelligent
Information Processing, Xi’an, China

Based on a neural network, this paper presents a new adaptive iterative learning

control method for the finite-time tracking control problem of an uncertain

aircraft track angle system, which can control the aircraft track inclination

through the designed control input rudder deflection angle, so that it can

track the preset trajectory in a finite time interval. First, the flight path angle

system of the aircraft is abstractly modeled by variable substitution to obtain a

triangular model in the form of strict feedback. Second, radial basis function

neural network approximation is used to model the uncertain part of the

system, aiming at the abstract strict feedback model, and two virtual

quantities are designed through the three-layer inversion design method,

and then, Lyapunov functions are designed for each subsystem to derive

virtual control laws, the actual control law, and the neural network weight

adaptive laws. Through Lyapunov stability analysis, it can be seen that the

designed controller and adaptive laws can make the whole closed-loop system

tend to be stable and realize the tracking of a target trajectory in a finite time

interval. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of the theory are verified by a

simulation example.

KEYWORDS

aircraft track angle system, adaptive iterative learning control, neural network,
Lyapunov stability, finite-time interval tracking

1 Introduction

Today, aircraft has become an important tool for the human society. People are

constantly considering the flight safety of an aircraft, which is followed by the rapid

development of aircraft technology. In order to ensure the flight safety of the aircraft, it is

necessary to find the optimal flight trajectory that satisfies the trajectory constraints.

Therefore, a careful study of aircraft trajectories is required. With the continuous

development of the technological era, the control process of the aircraft has become

more and more complex [1, 2]. This has led to a new upsurge in the research on aircrafts.

However, due to the strong coupling and highly non-linear characteristics of the aircraft
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dynamics model, the design of the aircraft control law has certain

challenges. This paper mainly studies the flight path angle of the

aircraft, designs the control law of the aircraft in the finite time

interval, and ensures the safety and stability of the flight process

of the aircraft.

Under the current boom in aircraft research, many scholars

who study aircraft trajectory planning have emerged. Up to now,

it can be roughly divided into four categories: the online real-time

trajectory search algorithm based on a large environment [3],

target route planning for motion [4], aircraft planning method

for multiple tracks, and path planning method for coordinated

multiple aircraft working at the same time. For the research on

the aircraft track angle system, it is generally adopted to abstract

the aircraft track angle model into the aircraft longitudinal model

for research [5–7].

Adaptive iterative learning control combines adaptive

control and iterative learning control. In the iterative learning

control, the characteristics of an adaptive control that can deal

with systems with uncertain terms are introduced. Thus, the

problem that the adaptive control [8, 9] cannot achieve the

desired control effect in a given time is improved. Therefore,

many scholars have joined in the theoretical research on the

adaptive iterative learning control. For example, in [10], the

method of adaptive iterative learning control combined with

fuzzy control is introduced into the high-speed train model,

which solves the problem that the system has a random varying

iteration length and speed and input force constraints and

realizes the tracking control of the non-linear and uncertain

high-speed train motion system. In [11], a barrier adaptive

iterative learning control scheme is proposed, which uses

adaptive iterative learning control technology and robust

control technology to compensate for parametric and non-

parametric uncertainties and asymmetric dead zone non-

linearity. The trajectory tracking problem of the tank gun

control system under the condition of a non-zero initial error

is solved.

A neural network [12–15] is an algorithm mathematical

model for distributed parallel information processing by

simulating the network behavior characteristics of a biological

neural network using bionics ideas. The radial basis function

(RBF) neural network is a neural network with RBF as the

activation function. The existence of the RBF makes the

neural network structure have the characteristics of a local

response. Later, people found that a better system accuracy,

system robustness, and adaptability can be obtained by using

the RBF neural network to approximate. Therefore, they have

been paid more attention in the field of non-linear control, which

has triggered a large number of scholars’ research. As in [16], self-

organizing recursive radial basis function neural networks are

studied, and a non-linear model predictive control scheme is

designed to predict the future dynamic behavior of non-novel

systems. In [17], an adaptive gradient multi-objective particle

swarm optimization algorithm was designed, the AGMOPSO

algorithm was proposed, and it was used in the RBF neural

network so as to solve the problem that the RBF neural network

converges to the local minimum value.

The neural network was combined with adaptive iterative

learning control to design the controller. The combined

application of the neural network and the adaptive iterative

learning control system [18, 19] greatly improves the information

processing ability and adaptability of the system and has a great

impact on the intelligence level of the system. In [20], an adaptive

iterative learning control strategy is proposed by using the RBF

neural network, which solves the non-uniform trajectory tracking

problem of a class of non-linear pure feedback systems with initial

state errors. In [21], an iterative learning control algorithm based on

the RBF neural network is proposed, which solves the trajectory

tracking control up to the rehabilitation robot.

According to the aforementioned discussion, this paper uses

the RBF neural network algorithm and the adaptive iterative

learning control method to control the longitudinal uncertainty

model of the aircraft. Using the characteristics of the RBF neural

network approximation model, the uncertainty function in the

aircraft is approximated. Using the adaptive iterative learning

control to design the control law, on the basis that the closed-loop

system tends to converge and stabilize, the system output can

better track the desired trajectory within a limited time. Finally,

the reliability and stability of the modified method are verified by

an example simulation.

2 Model building and a controller
design

In this paper, the research on the flight path angle system of

the aircraft takes the longitudinal model of the uncertain aircraft

as the object, converts it into a strict feedback system with model

uncertainty, and then, applies the designed neural network

FIGURE 1
Longitudinal model of the aircraft.
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adaptive iterative learning controller to the system to complete

the tracking of the ideal trajectory of the aircraft.

2.1 System specification

Due to the strong coupling and highly non-linear

characteristics of the dynamic model of the aircraft, this paper

considers controlling the inclination of the aircraft track by

inputting the ideal inclination of the rudder surface of the aircraft.

The simplified longitudinal model of the aircraft is shown in

Figure 1:

The simplified model is

_γ � �Lαα − g

VT
cos γ + �Lo,

_α � q + g

VT
cos γ − �Lαα − �Lo,

_θp� q,

_q � Mo +Mδδ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(1)

FIGURE 2
Curve of the maximum error z1,k with iteration times.

FIGURE 3
Curve of ‖ω̂i,k‖ with the number of iterations.
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where we see �Lo � Lo
mVT

and �Lα � Lα
mVT

, where γ is the inclination of

the aircraft track. α is the angle of attack of the aircraft. θp is the

pitch angle of the aircraft. q is the change speed of the pitch angle.

VT is the flight speed. m is the mass of the aircraft. g is the

acceleration of gravity. �Lα is the slope of the lift curve. �Lo is the

other influencing factor of the lift. Mδ is the control pitch

moment. Mo is the moment from other sources, which is

approximately replaced by Mo � Mα +Mδδ. δ is the

deflection angle of the rudder surface. At any time, the slope

of the lift curve, other influencing factors of the lift, control pitch

moment, other source moment, and other values are all unknown

constants.

By defining the states x1,k � γ, x2,k � α, and x3,k � q, the

control input is the declination angle of the rudder surface

uk � δ; at this time, considering the uncertainty, the following

triangular model under a strict feedback form is obtained:

_x1,k � a1x2,k +W1,k x1,k, t( ),
_x2,k � x3,k +W2.k x1,k, x2,k, t( ),
_x3,k � a3uk +W3,k x2,k, x3,k, t( ),

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (2)

where W1,k � f1,k(x1,k) + Δ1,k(xk, t), W2,k � f2,k(x1,k, x2,k)+
Δ2,k(xk, t), W3,k � f3,k(x2,k, x3,k) + Δ3,k(xk, t), and Δi,k(xk, t),
i � 1, 2, 3 are the uncertain parts, |Δi,k(xk, t)|≤ ρi, and ρi is a

positive real number and

f1,k x1,k( ) � − g

VT
cosx1,k + �L0,

f2,k x1,k, x2,k( ) � g

VT
cosx1,k − �L0 − �Lαx2,k,

f3,k x2,k, x3,k( ) � Mαx2,k +Mqx2,k.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(3)

At the same time, a1 � �Lα > 0, a3 � Mδ > 0.

The following assumptions about the model will be used in

the controller design process.

Assumption 1. The speedVT will stabilize within a small region

of the ideal value through a linear controller, which is treated as a

constant.

Assumption 2. All state variables can be solved and used for

feedback.

Assumption 3. The bounds of the unknown parameters are

known, that is to say, for � 1, 3, there are known positive

numbers aim and aiM such that aim ≤ ai ≤ aiM.

Assumption 4. The ideal trajectory is bounded, whose first and

second derivatives exist, and x2
1d + _x21d + €x2

1d ≤ χ is satisfied for a

positive real number χ.

The control objective is to design a neural network adaptive

iterative learning controller uk, which makes the output of the

system yk(t) track the ideal trajectory yr(t) in a limited

time [0, T].

2.2 Design of a neural network adaptive
iterative learning controller for the aircraft
track angle system

During the design of the controller, the following definition

and lemma of the convergent series sequence will be used.

Definition 1. The convergent series sequence Δk is defined as

FIGURE 4
Curve of ‖Ŝi,k‖ with the number of iterations.
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Δk � a

kl
, (4)

where k � 1, 2,/; a and l are constant parameters that need to be

designed, satisfying a> 0 ∈ R and l≥ 2 ∈ N.

Lemma 1. For a given sequence 1
kl{ }, where k � 1, 2,/ and the

positive integer l≥ 2, the following inequality holds:

lim
k→∞

∑k

i�1
1
il
≤ 2. (5)

Next, the whole process of the controller design is given.

Step 1. Define three errors.

Define the error between the first actual trajectory and the

ideal trajectory as

z1,k � yk − yr � x1,k − yr. (6)

Define the error between the first virtual control variable x2,k

and the first virtual controller α1,k as

z2,k � x2,k − α1,k. (7)

Define the error between the second virtual control variable

x3,k and the second virtual controller α2,k as

z3,k � x3,k − α2,k. (8)

Derive and combine it with model Eq. 2 to get

_z1,k � _x1,k − _yr � a1x2,k +W1,k − _yr � a1 x2,k + W1,k

a1
− 1
a1

_yr( ),
(9)

_z2,k � _x2,k − _α1,k � x3,k +W2,k − _α1,k, (10)

_z3,k � _x3,k − _α2,k � a3uk +W3,k − _α2,k � a3 uk + W3,k

a3
− 1
a3

_α2,k( ).
(11)

Step 2. Approximate the unknown parts in step 1 with RBF

neural networks.

Let

W1,k

a1
� ω*T

1 ξ1 x1,k, t( ) + σ1,k t( ),

W2,k � ω*T
2 ξ2 x1,k, x2,k, t( ) + σ2,k t( ),

W3,k

a3
� ω*T

3 ξ3 x2,k, x3,k, t( ) + σ3,k t( ),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(12)

where ω1
*, ω2

*, and ω3
* are the ideal weight, ‖ω1

*‖≤ωM, ‖ω2
*‖≤ωM,

‖ω3
*‖≤ωM, and ω1

*,ω2
*,ω3

* are unknown parameters, The

corresponding adaptive control law needs to be designed for

estimation, and the specific design will be explained later.

σ1,k, σ2,k, and σ3,k are approximation errors, and

|σ1,k|≤ σM, |σ2,k|≤ σM, |σ3,k|≤ σM.

Simultaneously,

_z1,k � a1 x2,k + ω*T
1 ξ1 + σ1,k − 1

a1
_yr( ), (13)

_z2,k � x3,k + ω*T
2 ξ2 + σ2,k − _α1,k, (14)

_z3,k � a3 uk + ω*T
3 ξ3 + σ3,k − 1

a3
_α2,k( ). (15)

Define

ωT
1 � ω*T

1 ,ωT
2 � ω*T

2 ,ωT
3 � ω*T

3 , (16)

FIGURE 5
Curve of ‖P̂1,k‖ with the number of iterations.
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1
a1

� P1,
1
a3

� P2. (17)

Step 3. Select the Lyapunov function to design the controller.

According to the closed-loop system composed of the

triangular model and the actual controller in the form of

strict feedback, in the case of satisfying the four assumptions,

it can be obtained from the second principle of Lyapunov

stability in the preliminary knowledge, the set V(x) must

satisfy the positive definite condition, and the reciprocal

satisfies the negative semidefinite condition to achieve

asymptotic stability.

The Lyapunov function is designed as follows:

V1,k � 1
2
z21,k +

a1
2
~ωT
1,kΓ−11 ~ω1,k + a1

2
Γ−12 ~S

2

1,k +
a1
2
Γ−13 ~P

2

1,k, (18)

V2,k � 1
2
z22,k +

1
2
~ωT
2,kΓ−14 ~ω2,k + 1

2
Γ−15 ~S

2

2,k +
1
a1
V1,k, (19)

Vk � 1
2
z23,k +

a3
2
~ωT
3,kΓ−16 ~ω3,k + a3

2
Γ−17 ~S

2

3,k +
a3
2
Γ−18 ~P

2

2,k + a3V2,k,

(20)
where ~ωi,k � ω̂i,k − ωi , ~Si,k � Ŝi,k − S, i � 1, 2, 3, ~P1,k � P̂1,k − P1,
~P2,k � P̂2,k − P2 , and S � σ2M. ω̂i,k, Ŝi,k, P̂1,k, and P̂2,k are estimates

of ωi, Si, P1, and P2, respectively.

The virtual control laws α1,k and α2,k and the actual control

law uk are designed as

α1,k � −ω̂T
1,kξ1 −

1
Δk

z1,kŜ1,k − c1z1,k + P̂1,k _yr, (21)

α2,k � −ω̂T
2,kξ2 −

1
Δk

z2,kŜ2,k − c2z2,k + _α1,k − z1,k, (22)

uk � −ω̂T
3,kξ3 −

1
Δk

z3,kŜ3,k − c3z3,k + P̂2,k _α2,k − z2,k, (23)

where c1, c2, and c3 are normal parameters that can be

designed.

Step 4. Design the parameter update law.

_̂ω1,k � Γ1ξ1z1,k, _̂S1,k � Γ2
1
Δk

z21,k,
_̂P1,k � Γ3 _yrz1,k, (24)

_̂ω2,k � Γ4ξ2z2,k, _̂S2,k � Γ5
1
Δk

z22,k, (25)

_̂ω3,k � Γ6ξ3z3,k, _̂S3,k � Γ7
1
Δk

z23,k,
_̂P2,k � Γ8 _α2,kz3,k, (26)

where Γi, i � 1,/, 8 are a positive definite diagonal gain matrix

of suitable dimension, Γi � ΓTi > 0.

Assumption 5. As far as the initial state is concerned, for any k,

when t � 0, x1,k(0) � yr(0), ω̂i,k(0) � ω̂i,k−1(T),
Ŝi,k(0) � Ŝi,k−1(T), P̂1,k(0) � P̂1,k−1(T), and P̂2,k(0) � P̂2,k−1(T).

3 Stability analysis

According to the obtained strict feedbackmodel Eq. 2 and the

specific controller designed in Section 2.2, the stability analysis of

the designed controller will be carried out in the following

sections.

Theorem 1. Under the condition that assumptions 1–5 are

satisfied and the stability function at the initial equilibrium

FIGURE 6
Curve of ‖P̂2,k‖ with the number of iterations.
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state is less than any normal number, design virtual control

laws (21) and (22), the actual control law (23), and the

parameter update law (24–26) can observe that all signals

of the closed-loop system are bounded on [0, T], and the

tracking error zi,k(t), i � 1, 2, 3 converges asymptotically.

According to the assumptions, definition, and lemma, it is

easy to prove that the conclusion of the theorem holds. The proof

process is as follows:

V1,k and the derivation process of the error system (13) are as

follows:

_V1,k � z1,k _z1,k + a1 ~ω
T
1,kΓ−11 _̂ω1,k + a1Γ−12 ~S1,k

_̂S1,k + a1Γ−13 ~P1,k
_̂P1,k

� a1z1,k z2,k + α1,k + ωT
1 ξ1 + σ1,k − P1 _yr( )

+a1 ~ωT
1,kΓ−11 _̂ω1,k + a1Γ−12 ~S1,k

_̂S1,k + a1Γ−13 ~P1,k
_̂P1,k

� a1z1,k z2,k + α1,k + ωT
1 ξ1 − P1 _yr( ) + a1z1,kσ1,k

+a1 ~ωT
1,kΓ−11 _̂ω1,k + a1Γ−12 ~S1,k

_̂S1,k + a1Γ−13 ~P1,k
_̂P1,k ≤ a1z1,k

z2,k + α1,k + ωT
1 ξ1 − P1 _yr( ) + a1 z1,k

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ σ1,k

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣
+a1 ~ωT

1,kΓ−11 _̂ω1,k + a1Γ−12 ~S1,k
_̂S1,k + a1Γ−13 ~P1,k

_̂P1,k ≤ a1z1,k
z2,k + α1,k + ωT

1 ξ1 − P1 _yr( ) + a1 z1,k
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣σM

+a1 ~ωT
1,kΓ−11 _̂ω1,k + a1Γ−12 ~S1,k

_̂S1,k + a1Γ−13 ~P1,k
_̂P1,k ≤ a1z1,k

z2,k + α1,k + ωT
1 ξ1 − P1 _yr( ) + a1

Δk
z21,kσ

2
M + a1

4
Δk

+a1 ~ωT
1,kΓ−11 _̂ω1,k + a1Γ−12 ~S1,k

_̂S1,k + a1Γ−13 ~P1,k
_̂P1,k

� a1z1,k z2,k + α1,k + ωT
1 ξ1 − P1 _yr( ) + a1

Δk
z21,kS +

a1
4
Δk

+a1 ~ωT
1,kΓ−11 _̂ω1,k + a1Γ−12 ~S1,k

_̂S1,k + a1Γ−13 ~P1,k
_̂P1,k. (27)

V2,k and the derivation process of the error system (14) are as

follows:

_V2,k�z2,k _z2,k+ ~ωT
2,kΓ−14 _̂ω2,k+Γ−15 ~S2,k

_̂S2,k+ 1
a1

_V1,k�z2,k
z3,k+α2,k+ωT

2 ξ2− _α1,k( )+z2,kσ2,k
+~ωT

2,kΓ−14 _̂ω2,k+Γ−15 ~S2,k
_̂S2,k+ 1

a1
_V1,k≤z2,k z3,k+α2,k+ωT

2 ξ2− _α1,k( )
+ z2,k
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ σ2,k∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣
+~ωT

2,kΓ−14 _̂ω2,k+Γ−15 ~S2,k
_̂S2,k+ 1

a1
_V1,k≤z2,k z3,k+α2,k+ωT

2 ξ2− _α1,k( )
+ z2,k
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣σM

+~ωT
2,kΓ−14 _̂ω2,k+Γ−15 ~S2,k

_̂S2,k+ 1
a1

_V1,k≤z2,k z3,k+α2,k+ωT
2 ξ2− _α1,k( )

+ 1
Δk

z22,kσ
2
M+1

4
Δk

+~ωT
2,kΓ−14 _̂ω2,k+Γ−15 ~S2,k

_̂S2,k+ 1
a1

_V1,k�z2,k z3,k+α2,k+ωT
2 ξ2− _α1,k( )

+ 1
Δk

z22,kS+
1
4
Δk+ ~ωT

2,kΓ−14 _̂ω2,k+Γ−15 ~S2,k
_̂S2,k+ 1

a1
_V1,k . (28)

Vk and the derivation process of the error system (15) are as

follows:

_Vk � z3,k _z3,k + a3 ~ω
T
3,kΓ−16 _̂ω3,k + a3Γ−17 ~S3,k

_̂S3,k + a3Γ−18 ~P2,k
_̂P2,k + a3 _V2,k

� a3z3,k uk + ωT
3 ξ3 + σ3,k − P2,k _α2,k( ) + a3 ~ω

T
3,kΓ−16 _̂ω3,k + a3Γ−17 ~S3,k

_̂S3,k
+a3Γ−18 ~P2,k

_̂P2,k + a3 _V2,k � a3z3,k uk + ωT
3 ξ3 − P2 _α2,k( ) + a3z3,kσ3,k

+a3 ~ωT
3,kΓ−16 _̂ω3,k + a3Γ−17 ~S3,k

_̂S3,k + a3Γ−18 ~P2,k
_̂P2,k + a3 _V2,k ≤ a3z3,k

uk + ωT
3 ξ3 − P2 _α2,k( ) + a3 z3,k

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ σ3,k

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣
+a3 ~ωT

3,kΓ−16 _̂ω3,k + a3Γ−17 ~S3,k
_̂S3,k + a3Γ−18 ~P2,k

_̂P2,k + a3 _V2,k ≤ a3z3,k
uk + ωT

3 ξ3 − P2 _α2,k( ) + a3 z3,k
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣σM

+a3 ~ωT
3,kΓ−16 _̂ω3,k + a3Γ−17 ~S3,k

_̂S3,k + a3Γ−18 ~P2,k
_̂P2,k + a3 _V2,k ≤ a3z3,k

uk + ωT
3 ξ3 − P2 _α2,k( ) + a3

Δk
z23,kσ

2
M + a3

4
Δk

+a3 ~ωT
3,kΓ−16 _̂ω3,k + a3Γ−17 ~S3,k

_̂S3,k + a3Γ−18 ~P2,k
_̂P2,k + a3 _V2,k � a3z3,k

uk + ωT
3 ξ3 − P2 _α2,k( ) + a3

Δk
z23,kσ

2
M

+a3
4
Δk + a3 ~ω

T
3,kΓ−16 _̂ω3,k + a3Γ−17 ~S3,k

_̂S3,k + a3Γ−18 ~P2,k
_̂P2,k + a3 _V2,k. (29)

FIGURE 7
Curve of ‖uk‖ with the number of iterations.
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Substitute Eqs 21 and 24 into Eq. 27 to get

_V1,k ≤ a1z1,kz2,k − a1c1z
2
1,k +

a1
4
Δk. (30)

Substitute Eqs 22 and 25 into Eq. 28 to get

_V2,k ≤ z2,kz3,k − c1z
2
1,k − c2z

2
2,k +

2
4
Δk. (31)

Substitute Eqs 23 and 26 into Eq. 29 to get

_Vk ≤ − a3c1z
2
1,k − a3c2z

2
2,k − a3c3z

2
3,k +

3a3
4
Δk, (32)

where for any r> 0, we have mn≤ 1
rm

2 + 1
4n

2r (r � Δk).
According to Assumption 1, there are zi,k(0)2 � 0≤ zi,k(T)2

and i � 1, 2, 3, and by Eq. 20, we get

Vk zi,k 0( ), ω̂i,k T( ), Ŝi,k T( ), P̂1,k T( ), P̂2,k T( )( )
≤Vk zi,k 0( ), ω̂i,k 0( ), Ŝi,k 0( ), P̂1,k 0( ), P̂2,k 0( )( ) + ∫T

0
Vkdt.

(33)

Substituting Eq. 32 into Eq. 33, we get

Vk zi,k 0( ), ω̂i,k T( ), Ŝi,k T( ), P̂1,k T( ), P̂2,k T( )( )
≤V1 zi,k 0( ), ω̂i,k 0( ), Ŝi,k 0( ), P̂1,k 0( ), P̂2,k 0( )( )
−∑3

i�1
∑k
j�1
∫T

0
a3ciz

2
i,jdt +

3a3
4

∑k
j�1
ΔjT.

(34)

Let V0 � V1(zi,k(0), ω̂i,k(0), Ŝi,k(0), P̂1,k(0), P̂2,k(0)) +
3a3
4 ∑k

j�1ΔjT be substituted into Eq. 34, rewritten as

∑3
i�1
∑k
j�1
∫T

0
a3ciz

2
i,jdt≤V0 k( )

− Vk zi,k 0( ), ω̂i,k T( ), Ŝi,k T( ), P̂1,k T( ), P̂2,k T( )( ). (35)

According to Eq. 5, lim
k→∞

V0(k)≤V1 + 2a
4 (3a3)T, V0(k) is

bounded, and

Vk(zi,k(0), ω̂i,k(T), Ŝi,k(T), P̂1,k(T), P̂2,k(T))≥ 0, so

lim
k→∞

∑3
i�1
∫T

0
a3ciz

2
i,kdt � 0. (36)

According to Eq. 20, for any k, Vk(t) � Vk(0) + ∫t

0
_Vk(τ)dτ,

Eq. 29 is substituted, then

Vk t( ) � Vk 0( ) −∑3
i�1
∫T

0
a3ciz

2
i,kdτ + t

3a3
4
Δk. (37)

According to Eq. 36, ∑3

i�1 ∫T

0
a3ciz2i,kdt is bounded.

According to Definition 1, Δk is bounded, and t ∈ [0, T];
therefore, t 3a34 Δk is bounded.

According to ω̂i,k(0) � ω̂i,k−1(T), Ŝi,k(0) � Ŝi,k−1(T),
P̂1,k(0) � P̂1,k−1(T), P̂2,k(0) � P̂2,k−1(T)(i � 1, 2, 3), and Eq.

34, for any k, Vk(0, ω̂i,k(T), Ŝi,k(T), P̂1,k(T), P̂2,k(T)) is

bounded and Vk(0, ω̂i,k(0), Ŝi,k(0), P̂1,k(0), P̂2,k(0)) �
Vk−1(0, ω̂i,k−1(T), Ŝi,k−1(T), P̂1,k−1(T), P̂2,k−1(T)) is bounded.

It can be seen that for any k, Vk(t), ω̂i,k(T), Ŝi,k(T),
P̂1,k(T), and P̂2,k(T) are bounded. Therefore, uk and
_zi,k(i � 1, 2, 3) are bounded, zi,k is consistent and

continuous, so lim
k→∞

zi,k(t) � 0, (i � 1, 2, 3).

FIGURE 8
Trajectory trace graph without iterations.
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4 Simulation analysis

According to the control model established in the design part

of Section 1,

_x1,k � a1x2,k +W1,k x1,k, t( ),
_x2,k � x3,k +W2.k x1,k, x2,k, t( ),
_x3,k � a3uk +W3,k x2,k, x3,k, t( ),

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (38)

where W1,k � f1,k(x1,k) + Δ1,k(xk, t), W2,k � f2,k(x1,k, x2,k)+
Δ2,k(xk, t), W3,k � f3,k(x2,k, x3,k) + Δ3,k(xk, t), Δi,k(xk, t), i �
1, 2, 3 is the uncertain part, |Δi,k(xk, t)|≤ ρi , and ρi is a

positive real number and satisfies

f1,k x1,k( ) � − g

VT
cosx1,k + �L0,

f2,k x1,k, x2,k( ) � g

VT
cosx1,k − �L0 − �Lαx2,k,

f3,k x2,k, x3,k( ) � Mαx2,k +Mqx3,k,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(39)

where a1 � �Lα > 0, a3 � Mδ > 0.

The ideal trajectory x1d � sin t is given corresponding to the

example hypothesis. TakeΔ1,k � 0.01 sin 2t,Δ2,k � 0.1 cos 2t, and

Δ3,k � 0.05 sin t cos 2t.

The unknown physical parameters are selected as follows:
�L0 � −0.1, �Lα � 0.74,Mα � 0.1, Mq � −0.02, andMδ � 1.36.

Assume the stable speed VT � 200m/s and g � 9.8m/s2,

where the initial state of the model takes x(0) � [0 0 0]T.
From the controller design part in Section 2, it can be seen

that the functions that need to be approximated by the RBF

neural network are W1
α1
, W2, and

W3
α3
. Nine hidden nodes are

selected, the center of the Gaussian basis function is evenly

distributed in the range of [−1, 1], and the width is 5.3, then

the initial values of the network weights are set as

W10 � 11.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01[ ]T,
W20 � 1 0.001 0.01 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.001[ ]T,
W30 � 30 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.009[ ]T.

Let all the initial values x1,0(0), x2,0(0), and x3,0(0) be zero.
All the initial values S1,0(0), S2,0(0), S3,0(0) are 0.1, and the

initial values P1,0(0) and P2,0(0) are both 0.01. All the initial

errors are zero, ρ1 � 0.01, ρ2 � 0.1, ρ3 � 0.05, a1M � 0.74, and

a3M � 0.36.

The control parameters are selected under the condition that

Lyapunov stability is satisfied. c1 � 23, c2 � 3, c3 �
40, Γ1 � diag 42 0.1 0.1 2 2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1{ }, Γ2 � 70, Γ3 � 0.1,

Γ4 � diag 37 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1{ }, Γ5 � 1,

Γ6 � diag 40 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1{ }, Γ7 � 1000, Γ8 � 0.1.

The simulation is carried out under the actual control law

uk � −ω̂T
3,kξ3 − 1

Δk
z3,kŜ3,k − c3z3,k + P̂2 _α2,k − z2,k and the adaptive

law _̂ω1,k � Γ1ξ1z1,k , _̂S1,k � Γ2 1
Δk
z21,k,

_̂P1,k � Γ3 _yrz1,k,
_̂ω2,k � Γ4ξ2z2,k, _̂S2,k � Γ5 1

Δk
z22,k,

_̂ω3,k � Γ6ξ3z3,k, _̂S3,k � Γ7 1
Δk
z23,k,

_̂P2,k � Γ8 _α2,kz3,k, and the given initial state. The simulation

results are as follows.

From Figure 2, the inclination error of the aircraft

trajectory can basically tend to zero with the increase in

the number of iterations. The simulation results from

Figures 3–6 show the boundness of the designed

FIGURE 9
Trajectory trace graph for iteration 400.
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parameters. Figure 7 shows that as the number of iterations

increases, the control input can remain unchanged, and the

stable state of the controller and the control effect are good.

By comparing the tracking effect in Figures 8, 9, the

tracking effect is more significant with the increase in

iteration times.

In summary, the designed neural network adaptive iterative

learning controller is suitable for a tracking control in a limited

time period and the RBF neural network has a very good effect on

approximating any unknown parameters.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a new adaptive iterative learning

control method for the flight path of the aircraft to complete

the tracking control problem in the finite time interval based

on the RBF neural network. According to the feedback

system in the form of strict feedback abstracted by the

longitudinal model of the aircraft, the method of an

inversion design is adopted, and the virtual control law is

designed to control each subsystem, and finally, the actual

control law is obtained by inversion. For each subsystem, a

neural network is used to approximate the unknown

function in the control, which can greatly improve the

control performance of the uncertain system. According

to the Lyapunov stability function set by each subsystem, the

adaptive law of the neural network that meets the

constraints is derived. According to the error between the

system output and the ideal trajectory, the adaptive weights

and the adjustment parameters are updated to make the

entire closed-loop system tend to convergence and stability,

and the control objectives of system stability and all signals

in a bounded area are achieved. Finally, the effectiveness

and feasibility of applying the controller designed by the

neural network adaptive iterative learning control method

to the aircraft track system are verified by the example

simulation.
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In order to alleviate the privacy issue of traditional smart grids, some researchers

have proposed a power metering system based on a federated learning

framework, which jointly trains the model by exchanging gradients between

multiple data owners instead of raw data. However, recent research shows that

the federated learning framework still has privacy and security issues. Secondly,

since the server does not have direct access to all parties data sets and training

process, malicious attackers may conduct poisoning attacks. This is a new

security threat in federated learning - poisoning attack. However, solving the

two problems at the same time seems to be contradictory because privacy

protection requires the inseparability of the training gradients of all parties, and

security requires the server to be able to identify the poisoned client. To solve

the above issues, this paper proposes an intrusion detection method based on

federated learning client-side security in AMI networks, which uses CKKS to

protect model parameters. In addition, to resist the poisoning attack in

federated learning, the model trained by the data processing center and the

model trained by each client are firstly calculated for the direction similarity, and

the similarity value is scaled as the adaptive weight of the aggregation model.

Then, the size of each client model update is normalized to be the same size as

the data processing center model update. Finally, the normalized updates and

adaptive weights are weighted averaged to form a global model update. The

research results show that the method in this paper can effectively resist

inference attacks and poisoning attacks. In the AMI network, the intrusion

detection method based on federated learning can maintain a good

detection performance.
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1 Introduction

Because smart grid Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is

an important part of the power system, and the power system is also

related to information security and computer network, it is

vulnerable to various network threats, and advanced technologies

need to be adopted to protect the security of smart grid AMI. With

the gradual development of machine learning technology, machine

learning is widely used in the field of smart grid, such as intrusion

detection Li et al. [1], electricity stealing detection Hasan et al. [2],

private data sharing Su et al. [3], and so on. However, despite the

rapid development of machine learning-based power systems, their

privacy and security problems are still exposed. Federated learning is

proposed as a promising privacy-preserving method, which can

jointly learn a common machine learning model in a decentralized

training manner under the coordination of a central server. During

this training process, each participant uses the local data set to learn

the model parameters, and the local data does not need to be

uploaded to the data center, so it will not be exposed. All in all,

federated learning can protect the privacy of training data and

detection data to a certain extent. However, recent work shows that

federated learning still confront many privacy and security issues.

From a privacy perspective, direct communication of gradients

may reveal sensitive information. Whether it is a semi-honest server or

a third party, once the gradient information is obtained, a large amount

of sensitive information about the client may be obtained through

inference, thereby revealing the privacy of the client. From a security

point of view, if there are malicious actors in the federated training

process, they can perform poisoning attacks on data or models, send

poisonous localmodel updates to the server, or insert hidden backdoors

into the global model. So in order to build a privacy and security

federated learning framework, these two problems must be settled.

In order to deal with the privacy attacks faced by federated

learning, researchers have proposed many solutions, which are

mainly based on the following technologies: methods such as

differential privacy, secure multi-party computation, and

homomorphic encryption. For federated learning poisoning

attack defense, the main idea is to eliminate malicious models

before local model parameters are aggregated. Then the

corresponding defense methods are as follows: similarity-based

defense, statistics-based defense, performance-based defense, and

feature extraction-based defense. Both the privacy and poisoning

attacks of federated learning are solved by constructing linear or

non-linear functions. The machine learning model is composed of

linear and non-linear models. For example, the neural network

(Neural Network,NN) used in the machine learning model is a

mathematical model that simulates the structure and function of

biological networks and is composed of neurons and synapses.

Among them, neurons have complex non-linear characteristics and

are the basic unit of biological information processing nervous

system [4–6].

In order to solve the privacy and poisoning attack security

problems of smart grid AMI federated intrusion detection

concurrently, this paper proposes a privacy protection method

using homomorphic CKKS encryption. When the client upload

gradient is not obtained by the untrustworthy, we calculate the

directional similarity between the client training model and the

data center training model, and then extract the similarity by

using a non-linear function (logarithmic function). Specifically, this

paper makes three contributions:

1) This paper adopts a privacy-enhanced federated learning

framework based on CKKS in the smart grid AMI network,

which can prevent malicious clients from inferring client

information through their uploaded gradients (malicious

clients may be sham clients injected by attackers or real

clients compromised by attackers), thereby revealing client

privacy. It also prevents semi-honest data centers and control

servers from violating client privacy.

2) This paper improves a poisoning attack defense method. First,

use the Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate the directional

similarity between the model trained by each client and the

model trained by the data center, and then scale the similarity

value. The data center model is obtained by training on a clean

dataset. Second, the gradients are normalized to avoid malicious

attackers from affecting the global model by enlarging the

gradient size. Finally, the scaled similarity is used as the

adaptive weight to calculate the aggregation model.

3) This paper provides algorithm, security analysis and tests on

the dataset to prove that the proposed scheme can resist the

Trim attack of federated learning.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

analyze related work. In Section 3, the relevant knowledge is

needed to supplement the research content. In Section 4, we

make a problem statement. Section 5 then details a privacy-

enhanced robust federated learning framework. Next, analysis

and performance evaluation are performed in Section 6. Finally,

Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related work

2.1 Research status of federated learning
privacy issues

For user privacy in federated learning, the existing work mainly

focuses on guaranteeing the secrecy of gradients. These solutions are

mainly based on the following techniques: Differential Privacy [7–9],

Secure Multi-Party Computation [10–12], Homomorphic

Encryption [13–15] and other methods.

Wu et al. [7] proposed a new Local Differential Private (LDP)

algorithm that redesigned the training process. This enables data

owners to add layers of randomization before the data leaves and

reaches potentially untrustedmachine learning services. Kumar et al. [8]

proposedPrivacy-aware and asynchronousDeep-Learning-assisted IoT
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applications (PADL) to enable several data collection sites to

cooperatively train deep neural networks (Deep Neural Networks).

Neural Networks, DNN) while maintaining the secrecy of private data.

Liu et al. [9] proposed an adaptive privacy-preserving federated learning

framework APFL. These differential privacy-based methods may result

in lower federated learning accuracy.

Bonawitz et al. [10] proposed a novel, communication-efficient,

fault-robust protocol for secure aggregation of high-dimensional data.

Mohassel and Zhang [11] proposed SecureML, which conducts

privacy-preserving learning through Security Multi-Party

Computation (SMC). During the initial setup phase, data owners

operate, encrypt, and secretly share their data between two non-

colluding servers. Riazi et al. [12] pointed out an SMC-based protocol

that enables multiple participants to collaboratively compute an

agreed-upon function without revealing any participant’s input

information except that which can be inferred from the

computation results. As a result, secure multi-party computation

will not only lead to large communication overhead, but also cannot

fully guarantee the prevention of information leakage.

Aono et al. [13] conducted model training through

asynchronous SGD, and then homomorphically encrypted the

gradient, which could obtain high accuracy while protecting the

security of federated learning. Xu et al. [14] designed a new

solution to decrease the negative influence of irregular users on

training accuracy, thereby guaranteeing that the training results

are mainly computed from the contribution of high-quality data,

while using chaotic circuits and additional homomorphic ciphers

system to ensure the confidentiality of all user-related

information. Fang and Qian [15] encrypted the uploaded

gradients using an improved paillier algorithm, which is

almost the same as the training accuracy of the multi-party

privacy-preserving machine learning framework.

According to the analysis, this paper proposes a

homomorphic CKKS encryption method to protect the

privacy of the gradient uploaded by the client.

2.2 Research status of federated learning
poisoning attack

In order to solve the federated learning poisoning attack,

researchers have proposed some defense schemes, which are divided

into four types: similarity-based defense, statistics-based defense,

performance-based defense and feature extraction-based defense.

Similarity-based defense is to design aggregation algorithms

based on the similarity between gradients, such as Krum Blanchard

et al. [16] for Euclidean distance, which selects one gradient with the

lowest predefined score as the aggregated gradient from all uploaded

gradients. Xia et al. [17] iteratively filter the models that are farthest

from the mean of the remaining models, taking the mean of the last

remainingmodels as the aggregatedmodel. Thesemethods aremore

effective when there are few malicious attackers. However, when

there are many attackers colluding with each other, they will lead to

choosing a malicious value as the comparison standard, then the

similarity calculation value lacks reliability.

Statistics-based defense is to use statistical features such asmedian

and mean to circumvent malicious model parameters. Yin et al. [18]

first eliminated some extreme values and selected themedian result of

the corresponding dimension of the client model as the aggregated

model. Chen et al. [19] used the gradient dimension median as a

global update. These methods can bypass malicious models with high

probability by selecting the median or mean as the aggregated result.

However, the globalmodel lacks a lot of normal gradient information,

which weakens the accuracy of the model.

Fang et al. [20] argue that neither of the above two

aggregation rules is efficacious enough for an opponent with

certain knowledge, and they can carefully design a similar set of

gradients to confuse the aggregation rules.

Performance-based defense is to use auxiliary datasets to test

the accuracy, loss value, etc. Of each client model to eliminate

malicious models. Xie et al. [21] used the validation dataset to

directly test the loss value and modulo length of the model, and

calculate the score of each model to remove outliers. Zhao et al.

[22] assign each client’s submodel to other clients for cross-

validation to find toxic updates. These defenses are to use a new

dataset on the server to test the client’s model for anomalies.

Feature extraction-based defenses can extract features from

high-dimensional models and then discriminate feature spaces.

Zhao et al. [22] directly decomposed the uploaded model by

Principal Components Analysis (PCA), and then considered the

model corresponding to the principal component to be the normal

model. Nguyen et al. [23] introduced the FLAME defense

framework for estimating a sufficient amount of noise to inject

to ensure backdoor elimination. To minimize the amount of noise

required, model clustering and weight clipping methods are also

used to maintain good performance of the aggregated model. A

problem with these methods is that which type represents normal

and which type represents abnormal, and a benchmark needs to be

determined in advance, which is a technical problem.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Homomorphic encryption

Homomorphic encryption is an encryption scheme that can

still perform homomorphic computations in an encrypted

situation. Under the same operation rules, the result of its

ciphertext calculation is the same as the ciphertext of the

plaintext calculation result. According to different operation

rules, homomorphic encryption can be divided into two types:

one is additive homomorphism and the other is multiplicative

homomorphism. According to the supported operation types

and operation times, homomorphic encryption schemes can be

divided into three types: Partially Homomorphic Encryption

(PHE), somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE), and Fully
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Homomorphic Encryption (FHE). Some of the homomorphic

encryption methods can only perform one type of homomorphic

calculation, addition or multiplication. Somewhat

homomorphism supports addition and multiplication

operations on ciphertext at the same time, but can only

perform ciphertext operations for a limited number of times.

While the homomorphic encryption method can simultaneously

perform addition and multiplication homomorphic calculations,

and can support infinite ciphertext operations. CKKS Cheon

et al. [24] is a fully homomorphic encryption method, which

supports the addition andmultiplication of floating-point vectors

in the ciphertext space. Homomorphic encryption CKKS consists

of key generation (KeyGen), key distribution (DisKey),

encryption algorithm (Enc), and decryption algorithm (Dec).

• KeyGen: Responsible for the generation of the public key

(PK) and private key (SK) of the entire system.

• DisKey: Responsible for distributing keys.

• Encryption: Indicates the encryption function, which uses

the public key to encrypt the plaintext to attain the

ciphertext.

• Decrypt: Indicates the decryption function, which uses the

private key to decrypt the ciphertext to obtain the

corresponding plaintext.

The homomorphic encryption CKKS used satisfies the

additive homomorphic property and the multiplicative

homomorphic property as shown in Equations 1, 2.

E x1( ) + E x2( ) � E x1 + x2( ) (1)
E x1( )pr � E rpx1( ) (2)

3.2 Pearson correlation coefficient

The Pearson correlation coefficient is a method of measuring the

similarity between vectors, which measures whether the vectors are

linearly related. In addition, it can be regarded as the cosine similarity

after centering the vectors. The disadvantage of cosine similarity is

that the two vectors calculated cannot be empty in each dimension,

and the Pearson correlation coefficient overcomes this defect.

When there are two vectors X = [x1, x2, . . . , xn], Y = [y1, y2,

. . . , yn], the similarity calculation between vector X and vector Y

is shown in formula (3).

ρ X,Y( ) � Cov X, Y( )
σ X( )pσ Y( ) �

∑n
i�1 xi − �X( )p∑n

i�1 yi − �Y( )������������∑n
i�1 xi − �X( )2√

p

�����������∑n
i�1 yi − �Y( )2√ (3)

The Pearson correlation coefficient value ρ(X,Y) is between -1 and

1. Different values of the Pearson correlation coefficient indicate that

the two vectors have different relationships, and different value ranges

represent different correlation strengths of the vectors.

When the Pearson correlation coefficient value is 0, it means

that there is no linear correlation between the two vectors.

When the value of the Pearson correlation coefficient is

between (-1, 0), it means that when the value of one vector

increases (decreases), the value of the other vector decreases

(increases), indicating an inverse relationship between them.

When the value of the Pearson correlation coefficient is

between (0,1), it means that when the value of one vector

increases (decreases), the value of the other vector increases

(decreases), indicating the same change between them.

It is assumed that the larger the absolute value of the correlation

coefficient of two vectors, the stronger their correlation. And the

closer their correlation coefficient values are to 0, the weaker the

correlation between the two vectors, as shown in Table1.

This paper uses the Pearson correlation coefficient to compute

the correlation between the federated learning data center training

model and the client-side training model. When the correlation

coefficient value is less than 0.25, we consider that the model trained

by the client has nothing to do with the model trained by the data

center, and set the aggregation weight of the model trained by the

client to 0, thereby suppressing the poisoning model. Here we have

tested and set the Pearson correlation coefficient to 0.25,

0.5 equivalent. It is found that when the Pearson correlation

coefficient is 0.25, the effect is better. The focus of this paper is

to use CCKS and similarity based robust aggregation algorithm to

build our intrusion detection framework and implement intrusion

detection. Therefore, the setting process of Pearson correlation

coefficient correlation value is not shown in the paper.

4 Problem statement

4.1 Threat model

When the intrusion detection method based on federated

learning is deployed in the smart grid AMI network, there may

still be security risks. For example, an attacker may want to obtain

client information, and can intercept the model updates

uploaded by each client to conduct inference attacks. Other

attackers want to influence certain decisions of smart grid

AMI by reducing global model performance. Among them,

these clients may be sham clients injected by attackers, or real

clients invaded by attackers. But the attacker will not

compromise the data center and control server (too

expensive), which means that the data center and control

server can honestly do everything correctly and according to

the regulations. Client privacy may also be compromised as data

centers and control servers have access to model updates for

individual clients. Therefore, we consider the data center and

control server to be semi-honest, and furthermore, assume that

the four entities do not collude with each other.

When the attacker has the following information about the

FL system: training data, local updates, loss function and learning
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rate on the client. When the attacker knows the training data of

the client, he may carry out a data poisoning attack; When an

attacker knows the local update, loss function and learning rate of

the client, he has the ability to modify the local model, that is, to

poison the model. We believe that the proposed method can

defend against attacks such as Trim attacks initiated by attackers

possessing the above information.

4.2 Client security objective

The goal of this paper is to design a scheme that achieves

robustness against poisoning attacks launched by malicious

clients while preserving privacy and without loss of accuracy.

Specifically, we have three design goals:

• Privacy: An attacker can reveal privacy by inferring

gradients or parameters to recover training samples. In

order to protect the privacy of users, it is proposed to

protect the gradient uploaded by the client.

• Robustness: refers to the presence of attacks, the proposed

method can still maintain the classification accuracy of the

global model. That is, regardless of whether there is an

attack, the proposed method should have the same

performance as FedAvg without an attack.

• Accuracy: Poisoning attacks cause model performance

degradation by poisoning datas or models, such as

inaccurate predictions, misclassifications, etc. Therefore,

the federated learning intrusion detection method must

guarantee that the accuracy is within a rational range.

4.3 System model of smart grid AMI

As shown in Figure 1, the system model of this AMI has four

types of entities:

• Key Generation Center (KGC): An independent and

trusted third-party agency responsible for distributing

and managing the public and private keys required by

the AMI federation system.

• Clients: The data owner trains a unified model under the

coordination of the data center. Based on security

considerations, the client uses its own data for local

training, and then uploads the cryptographic gradients or

parameters to the data center, and we presume that the data of

each client is independent and identically distributed.

• Data Center (DC): Receives model updates from

individual clients and aggregates them. DC has a small

dataset of no attack samples, which provides a basis of trust

for the model to resist poisoning attacks.

• Control Server (CS): completes the aggregation work

together with the DC, and has the public-private key

pair (pkc, skc) generated by the KGC for encryption and

decryption. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

For ease of reading, symbols and descriptions appearing in

this paper are listed in Table 2.

5 Federated learning intrusion
detection method based on
homomorphic encryption

In this paper, the full connected neural network is used to

train the detection model, and the trained model parameters

or gradients are floating point, while homomorphic

encryption CKKS can support the addition and

multiplication of floating point vectors in the ciphertext

space. Therefore, In order to settle the issue that the client

model update of each client suffers from inference attacks and

leaks user privacy, this paper uses the homomorphic

encryption method (CKKS) to encrypt the data generated

by each entity, so as to protect the client upload gradient

from being obtained by untrusted people. A trusted key

generation center generates keys for individual entities. All

authorized entities can access the public key generated by

KGC for other entities, and the private key generated by KGC

for an entity is kept by that entity. For example, the key (pkc,

skc) generated by KGC for the control server, in which

all authorized entities (each client, data center) can use the

public key of the control server, and the private key is stored

by CS.

This paper believes that there is a deviation between the

malicious gradient vector and the benign gradient vector,

and judges whether the gradient is malicious according to

the similarity with the benign gradient, so that the influence

of the malicious gradient can be identified and reduced. This

article is based on such a foundation. In order to train an

intrusion detection model that can resist poisoning attacks,

this paper also considers the model updates of the DC and

each client to jointly build a global model. Specifically, in

each iteration, the data center trains a benchmark model

Wang et al. [25] based on its data set, and performs

TABLE 1 Correlation table.

Absolute value 0–0.2 0.2–0.4 0.4–0.6 0.6–0.8 0.8-1

Correlation extremely weak weak medium Strong extremely Strong
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directional similarity calculation with the model update of

each client, and then scales the calculated value as a model

Aggregated adaptive weights. The closer the directions are,

the greater the adaptive weight. This protects against attacks

where an attacker manipulates the direction of the client’s

model. At the same time, the model update amplitude of

each client is normalized according to the data center model

update amplitude, so that it has the same size as the data

center model update, so that it can resist the scaling attack of

the client model by the attacker. The entire federated

learning model building process repeats three steps.

5.1 Client local training

In round t, the client Ux, x ∈ [1, 2, . . . , K] participating in

the training obtains the global model parameters [ωt−1
x ]pkx

issued by the DC, wherein the global model parameters are

encrypted with pkx. After decryption by the private key skx,

use the client’s data for training to update the model, the

expression is ωt
x � ωt−1

x − α∇Gt−1
X . In order to prevent

attackers or semi-honest data centers from obtaining

updates of each client and compromising user privacy, the

gradient [ωt
x]pkc is obtained by encrypting the local update

with the public key pkc of the control server.

5.2 Secure aggregation

The DC interacts with the CS to identify and defend against

user-initiated poisoning attacks. Specifically, since the data saved

by DC is safe, the gradient [Gt
d]pkc obtained by its training model

is used as a comparison benchmark.

Since an attacker may manipulate the direction of model

updates on malicious clients, so that the global model is updated

in the opposite direction to the update direction, we use the Person

correlation coefficient to calculate the encryption gradient

[Gt
x]pkcx�mx�1 of the selected m clients in a similar direction to the

baseline encryption gradient, as shown in Algorithm 1. To compute

the similarity without exposing client privacy, DC blurs the gradients

of client and DC by formula (4) and formula (5):

Ex � Gt
x[ ]pkcprx, x ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m[ ] (4)

FIGURE 1
Smart grid AMI system model.

TABLE 2 Symbol definition.

Symbol Describe

Pk public key

Sk private key

ω model weights

G Gradient

α learning rate

V magnified person correlation coefficient

T Federated Learning Iterations

t Federated Learning Iteration Index

K number of clients

A Number of malicious clients
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Ed � Gt
d[ ]pkcprd (5)

where rx and rd are two randomly selected non-zero numbers.

Input: DC owns [Gt
x]pkc and [Gt

d]pkc , x ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m], CS owns

private key skc

Output: similarity between [Gt
x]pkc, x ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m]

and [Gt
d]pkc

DC:

1: Randomly select two non-zero numbers ri, i ∈ x, d{ }
2: Using Equation 4 and 5 to get: Ei � [Gt

i ]pkc*ri, i ∈ x, d{ }
3: Send Ei to CS

CS:

1: Decrypt Ei using its private key

skc: Di � Dec(skc, Ei), i ∈ x, d{ }
2: Calculate the similarity ρx,dbetween client

parameters and data center parameters using

formula (6)

Algorithm 1. Similarity Calculation

The DC then sends the obfuscated data to the CS, which

decrypts using its private key to obtain Dx and Dd. CS uses the

Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate the update direction

similarity of the decrypted client model gradient and data center

model gradient, as shown in formula (6):

ρx,d �
Cov Dx,Dd( )
σ Dx( )pσ Dd( ), x ∈ 1, 2, . . . , m[ ] (6)

Among them, the decrypted data and are still obscure.

After the DC performs the similarity calculation, the Person

correlation coefficient is scaled by Eq. 7.

vx � max 0, In
1 + ρx,d
1 − ρx,d

( ) − 0.5{ } (7)

For those with low similarity, we consider them to be

abnormal. Eq. 7 indicates that the higher the correlation is,

the more information is extracted by the scaling function, and

the lower the correlation is, the less information is extracted by

the scaling function. For below a certain value, the aggregation

weight vx is 0.

Since it is possible for an attacker to launch an attack by

expanding the scale of client model updates Wang et al. [25],

thus affecting the global model update scale, this paper

normalizes the magnitude of model updates for each

client. The specific operation is to normalize the gradient

obtained by each client training model to the same

magnitude as the gradient of the DC training model, as

shown in Eq. 8.

�Gi � ‖Gd‖
‖Gi‖pGi (8)

where Gi represents the gradient of the ith client in the current

training round, Gi represents the normalized gradient of the ith

client, Gd represents the gradient obtained by data center

training, and ‖.‖ represents the L2 norm of a vector.

Normalization guaranteess that updates to individual client

models do not have too much influence on the aggregated

global model. At the same time, the normalization in this

paper also enlarges the smaller value of the update of the

client to make it the same as the update value of the data

center, because we think that the smaller update is more likely

to be a normal model. Such normalization can mitigate the

influence of malicious models on the global model.

Considering that the higher the similarity, the closer the

model parameters are to the model trained by the data center,

and the greater the impact on the final model. In this paper, the

scaled similarity value is used as the weight of model

aggregation, and the parameters of the global model are

shown in formula (9).

ωt � ωt−1 − α ∑
i∈ 1,2,...,m[ ]

vi∑i∈ 1,2,...,m[ ]vi
Gi (9)

where α is the global learning rate.

Algorithm 2 represents safe aggregation based on similarity

and normalized gradient magnitude, which enables safe

aggregation in the case that neither DC nor CS knows the

true gradient of the client and CS does not know the true

gradient of the data center.

Input: DC owns [ωt−1]pkc, [Gx]pkc , x ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m] and [Gd]pkc,
CS owns private key skc and vx, x ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m]

Output: [Gt]pkc
DC:

1: randomly select m non-zero numbers rx, x ∈ [1, 2,

. . . , m] and one non-zero positive number rd

2: Calculate Ex′ � [Gt
x]pkc*rx, x ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m]

and Ed′ � [Gt
d]pkc*rd

3: Send Ei′ and Ed′ to CS

CS:

1: Decrypt Ei′ using its private key

skc: Di � Dec(skc, Ei′), i ∈ x, d{ }
2: Use Eq. 7 to obtain vx

3: Compute the client-side model normalization

using Eq. 8 to obtain rd*Gx � ‖Dd‖
‖Dx‖*Dx

4: Calculate ex � α vx∑i∈[1,2,...,m]vx
*rd*Gx, x ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m]

5: Use CS’s public key pkc for

encryption: Ex � [ex]pkc , x ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m]
6: send Eex{ }x�mx�1 to DC

DC:

1: Remove noise: Fx � Eex*
1
rd
, x ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m]

2: Update the global model to: [ωt]pkc �
[ωt−1]pkc− (∑i∈[1,2,...,m]Fx)

Algorithm 2. Safe Aggregation Based on Similarity and

Normalized Gradients
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5.3 Model distribution
Since the global model parameters after security aggregation

are encrypted with the public key of CS, if they are sent directly

to the client, the client cannot decrypt it without the private key

[22]. Therefore, it is necessary to communicate between the DC

and CS, obtain the global model parameter [ωt]pkx re-encrypted
by the public key held by all users, and then broadcast the

parameter to all clients. The global model security broadcast

Algorithm 3 is as follows:

Input: DC owns [ωt]pkc, CS owns private key skc

Output: Client public key pkx encrypted [ωt]pkx
DC:

1: Randomly choose n non-zero numbers r

2: Calculate R � [ωt]pkc + [r]pkc
3: Send R to CS

CS:

1: Decrypt R using its private key skc: d = Dec

(skc, R)

2: Re-encrypt with public key pkx: R′ � [d]pkx
3: Send R′ to DC

DC:

1: Remove noise: [ωt]pkx � R′ + [−r]pkx
2: broadcast [ωt]pkx to all clients

Algorithm 3. Global Model Safe Broadcast Algorithm

6 Analysis and performance
evaluation

This section analyzes the algorithm, security and

experimental results of the proposed method.

6.1 Analysis of algorithms

1) Optimization problem: optimize the algorithm by reducing

the number of communications. For Algorithm 1, when

calculating the correlation coefficient between the gradient

of the data center and the gradient of the client, there are m

clients training the model, then call Algorithm 1 m times, and

the model parameters trained by the data center will be sent

each time, so it can be sent by sending 1-time data centermodel

parameters to optimize. Furthermore, we found that Ei and Ei′
in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are independent of each other

and blinded in the same way, where Ed′ needs to be blinded

with a positive number, so one blinding can be performed in

DC (using Algorithm 2 blinded). And reduce the number of

communication rounds by sending EI′ to CS in one round.

2) Correctness of the security aggregation algorithm: In order

to ensure that the proposed scheme can effectively discern

malicious gradients, we need to ensure that the data with

blinding factors added in Algorithm 1 can be calculated

correctly. It can be seen from the literature Cheon et al.

[24] that the Pearson correlation coefficient can calculate the

blinded variables in the right direction.

6.2 Security analysis

1) This paper discusses the security of three subjects: raw data,

model parameters, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient. For

the original data, in the framework based on federated

learning in this paper, the security of the raw data has

been greatly guaranteed. The data analysis platform in the

AMI network is transferred from the data center to the

concentrator, and the small distance transmission of the

original data from the smart meter to the concentrator

reduces the risk of long-distance movement from the

smart meter to the data center, so the privacy of data has

been greatly protected. For model parameters, the model

parameters trained using the CKKS encryption

concentrator are then uploaded to the data center for

aggregation. In order to prevent the semi-honest data

center from leaking client privacy, let the control server

and the data center aggregate model parameters together,

so that neither the data center nor the control server can know

the original data of the model parameters. This paper believes

that it is unnecessary to protect the privacy of the Pearson

correlation coefficient. Although the control server can

directly obtain the Person correlation coefficient, since the

control server is semi-honest, it will perform operations

correctly as required, so it will not change the correlation

coefficient value. Although there is literature showing that the

similarity between gradients contains more information

about the training data than the gradient values, samples

can be reconstructed using gradient similarity. However, this

method relies on the sign of the gradient, and in the context of

homomorphic encryption, the method of obtaining data

information through gradient similarity is ineffective

Cheon et al. [24].

2) Discuss security when it comes to secure aggregation and

model distribution. During secure aggregation, the client first

uses CKKS to encrypt its training parameter [Gt
x]pkc, and then

sends it to the DC. The DC performs a homomorphic

operation on the encrypted parameters (to achieve the

purpose of fuzzy parameters) to obtain

Ei � [Gt
i]pkc*ri, i ∈ x, d{ }, and sends it to the CS. After the

CS is decrypted, the similarity calculation is performed to

obtain the similarity value ρx,d. CS calculates the aggregation

weight vx according to the similarity value, then CS

normalizes the client model to obtain rd*Gx, then

calculates the aggregated gradient ex � α vx∑x∈[1,2,...,m]vx
rd*Gx
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with noise added, and then encrypts it and sends it to DC.

After DC removes noise, the model is updated. In this

aggregation process, except for Person correlation

coefficient and aggregation weight, DC and CS have no

direct contact with parameters, and all parameters are

invisible during the aggregation process, so the data in the

aggregation process is safe. Among them, Person correlation

coefficient privacy does not need to be protected (explained in

the previous paragraph), and vx is obtained by Person

correlation coefficient, so it does not need to be protected,

so the secure aggregation process is safe. When distributing

the model, the model [ωt]pkc owned by the DC is encrypted

with the CS public key. The homomorphic encryption

operation of [ωt]pkc is performed to obtain

R � [ωt]pkc + [r]pkc, and R is sent to CS. CS re-encrypts it

to obtain R′ � [d]pkx, and then sends it to DC, DC After

removing the noise, the [ωt]pkx is obtained and sent to each

client. Neither DC nor CS obtains the original model ωt in this

distribution process, so the model distribution process is safe.

6.3 Performance evaluation

6.3.1 Experimental setup
1) Dataset: In order to evaluate the performance of the intrusion

detection method based on federated learning in the smart

grid AMI network, this paper adopts the NSL-KDD dataset

for testing, and the data includes training set and test set. The

data set is randomly allocated on the client side, and the data

center has non-attack NSL-KDD data. It is assumed that the

sample distribution of the data center is biased towards a

certain type, that is, the proportion of the samples of the data

center to a certain type of samples is q, and the other types the

sample probability is (1 − q)/4, and the remaining types of

samples have the same proportion, this q is called the data

center sample bias.

2) Evaluated Poisoning Attack: Trim attack is a kind of off-

target local model poisoning attack optimized for Trim mean

and median aggregation rules. Because attackers poison the

client’s data, it is also reflected in the impact training model.

Therefore, this paper uses Trim attack to test the method in

this paper, which can protect the client from data poisoning

attacks and model poisoning attacks.

3) Evaluation Metrics: Since the Trim attack aims to improve

the test error rate, this paper uses the test error rate of the

global model to evaluate the robustness, where the test error

rate of the global model refers to the proportion of labels that

the global model mispredicts. When the proposed method

obtains a lower test error rate under this attack, the method is

robust against this attack. This paper also uses the accuracy

rate as one of the evaluation metrics of our method.

4) System settings: In this paper, the number of clients is set to

50, the proportion of malicious clients is 40%, the data of each

client is randomly allocated, the data center is allocated

100 training data, and the distribution of data in the data

center is the same as the distribution of the overall training

data. The model in this paper is an intrusion detection model

with 2000 federated learning iterations under the fully

connected neural network. Unless otherwise stated,

experiments were performed with this system setup. In

order to test whether the proposed method can resist the

poisoning attack and reasoning attack of federated learning in

smart grid AMI intrusion detection, this paper uses a simple

fully connected neural network, which can be replaced by

other neural networks later.

6.3.2 Experimental results
1) Robustness evaluation: This paper compares with FLTrust

Wang et al. [25], FedAvg Cheng et al. [26], PEFL Liu et al.

[27] methods. Table 3 shows the test error rate when the

distribution of the data center samples is the same as the

distribution of the overall training samples. At this time,

the number of clients is 50, the data of each client is

randomly allocated, the data center allocates

100 training data, and the distribution of data in the

data center is the same as that of the overall training

data. When there is no attack, the proportion of

malicious clients is 0%, and when there is an attack, the

proportion of malicious clients is 40%.

Without the attack, the test error rate of the proposed

method is lower, while FedAvg, FLTrust and PEFL have higher

test error rate. It shows that this method has no negative

impact on the federated aggregation process when there is no

attack. For example, the test error rate of the proposed method

is 0.1494, while the test error rates of FedAvg, FLTrust and

PEFL are 0.1465, 0.1602 and 0.1523. The results show that the

proposed method is more accurate than other methods against

poisoning attacks in the absence of attacks. In the presence of

Trim attack, the test error rate of the proposed method,

FLTrust and PEFL is higher than that of FedAvg without

attack, but the test error rate of the proposed method is the

closest to FedAvg without attack, which indicates that the

proposed method is robust. When there is an attack, the

proposed method has a lower test error rate than other

methods (FedAvg, FLTrust, PEFL) because our method

integrates all client data information for detection. FedAvg

has no defenses, and when there is a malicious attack, it may be

TABLE 3 Test error rate.

Method FedAvg FLTrust PEFL Proposedmethod

No attack 0.1465 0.1602 0.1523 0.1494

Trim attack 0.2881 0.1611 0.1553 0.1523
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guided by the malicious attack model. FLTrust updates the

model through the joint training of the data center model and

the client model, and uses the pruning cosine method to

eliminate the client models with a similarity less than zero,

and retain all the client models greater than zero. So when the

client model with low similarity and not less than zero

participates in model aggregation, the global model will

also be affected. The accuracy of PEFL is similar to the

FIGURE 2
The effect of iteration on accuracy.

FIGURE 3
The effect of the total number of clients on the accuracy.
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proposed method, because when the number of malicious

attackers is less than 50% of the total number, the baseline

model selected by PEFL according to the median dimension is

highly likely to bypass the malicious model, and the Pearson

correlation coefficient and A logarithmic function is used to

generate aggregate weights, assigning larger weights to clients

with high similarity and suppressing their weight values for

smaller clients.

2) Accuracy evaluation: Many factors affect the size of the

accuracy, s. ch as model type and structure, sample

quality, number of federated learning iterations, total

number of clients and proportion of malicious clients,

and data center data volume and distribution (bias). This

paper tests the effect of the number of federated learning

iterations, the number of clients and the proportion of

malicious clients, as well as the number and distribution of

samples in the data center on the accuracy.

Figure 2 shows the change in the accuracy of the proposed

method for 1,000 federated learning iterations when the number

of clients is 50, the data of each client is randomly allocated, the

data center allocates 100 training data, and the distribution of

data in the data center is the same as that of the overall training

data, and the proportion of malicious clients is 20%. When the

number of federated learning iterations raises, the precision of

the model improves. Before 250 federated learning iterations, the

model’s accuracy raises significantly, and after 400 federated

learning iterations, the model’s precision stabilizes.

Figure 3 shows the effect of the total number of clients on

the model accuracy. At this time, the proportion of malicious

clients is 40%, the data of each client is randomly allocated,

and the data center allocates 100 training data, and the

distribution of data in the data center is the same as that

of the overall training data. As the number of clients raises,

the precision of the model decreases. The total number of

clients ranges from 50 to 200. When the total number of

clients is 50, 100, 150, and 200, the intrusion detection rates of

the proposed method are 0.8477, 0.8457, 0.8438, and 0.8115,

respectively. Since the number of samples of the client is

more, the training effect of the model is more friendly.

Therefore, when the total number of clients increases, the

TABLE 4 The effect of malicious client ratio on accuracy.

Malicious ratio (%) 0 10 20 40 60 80 90 100

FedAvg 0.8535 0.8271 0.7559 0.7119 0.6807 0.6299 0.4639 0.2490

FLTrust 0.8477 0.8467 0.8428 0.8447 0.5479 0.4648 0.4648 0.4596

PEFL 0.8398 0.8389 0.8359 0.8389 0.8389 0.8379 0.8135 0.2549

Proposed method 0.8506 0.8447 0.8438 0.8477 0.8467 0.8496 0.8350 0.2510

FIGURE 4
The impact of data center sample size on accuracy.
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number of samples on each client decreases, which may have

a certain impact on the performance of the model.

Table 4 shows the effect of different malicious client

proportions on the model accuracy. At this time, the number

of clients is 50, the data of each client is randomly allocated, the

data center allocates 100 training data, and the distribution of

data in the data center is the same as that of the overall training

data. As the number of poisoned clients raises, the precision of all

models decreases. This is because the amount of malicious data

raises, the amount of normal data decreases, and there is too little

correct information for global model training, resulting in a drop

in accuracy. However, the method proposed in this paper can

maintain a similar accuracy rate as FedAvg without attack when

the proportion of malicious clients is 90%. Other methods, such

as FedAvg and FLTrust, can only tolerate less than 60% of

malicious clients. When the proportion of malicious clients is

20%, the FedAvg accuracy decreases from 0.8535 to 0.7559.

When the proportion of malicious clients is 60%, the accuracy

of FLTrust decreases from 0.8477 to 0.5479. This shows that the

method proposed in this paper has better performance

against Trim.

Figure 4 shows the effect of the number of data center

samples on the accuracy of the intrusion detection model. At

this time, the number of clients is 50, the proportion of

malicious clients is 40%, the data of each client is

randomly distributed, and the distribution of data in the

data center is the same as that of the overall training data.

Here, the number of data center samples is set to 50–500,

corresponding to different accuracy rates. When the number

of samples in the data center is 100, the accuracy rate reaches

84.77%, and then when the number of samples in the data

center increases, the accuracy rate decreases slightly,

indicating that the data center can verify the proposed

method with 100 data samples, and obtain Good detection

effect.

Table 5 describes the impact of the data distribution of the

data center on the model accuracy. At this time, the number

of clients is 50, and the proportion of malicious clients is 40%.

The data of each client is randomly allocated, and the data

center allocates 100 training data. The accuracy rate is the

highest when the sample distribution deviation of the data

center is 0.2, and the larger the deviation, the lower the

accuracy rate. When q = 0.2, it means that the number of

various samples in the data center is the same, and the more

uniform the distribution of samples in the data center, the

better the trained model can reflect the characteristics of

various samples. The model trained in the data center is used

as the benchmark model for eliminating malicious models.

The more reliable the benchmark model is, the more accurate

the malicious model can be eliminated.

7 Conclusion

This paper studies the possible inference attacks and

poisoning attacks in the joint training of smart grid AMI

using federated learning technology. Firstly, the reasons for

inference attack and poisoning attack in smart grid AMI

using federated learning technology are analyzed. Secondly,

the threat model of smart grid AMI scenario when applying

federated learning technology is proposed, and our defense

target is proposed according to the threat model, and then the

system model is proposed. Next, this paper proposes a

federated learning intrusion detection method against

inference attacks and poisoning attacks, which is achieved

through three processes:

1) Client local training: This process is that each local client

trains the model and encrypts the trained model using the

encryption technology CKKS and then uploads it.

2) Secure aggregation: In the CKKS environment, the Pearson

correlation coefficient is used to calculate the directional

similarity between the model trained by the client and the

model trained by the data center, and the scaled similarity

value is used as the adaptive weight value of the server model

aggregation. At the same time, the model gradient amplitudes

uploaded by each client are normalized according to the data

center model gradient amplitudes.

3) Model distribution: The data center distributes the aggregated

global model to each client. The initial aggregated global

model is encrypted with the public key of the control server. If

it is directly distributed to each client, the client cannot access

the specific model. Therefore, the global model is re-

encrypted using the client’s public key with the

cooperation of the data center and the control server.

Finally, the optimization analysis of the algorithm, the safety

calculation analysis and the performance evaluation of the proposed

TABLE 5 The impact of data center sample distribution on accuracy.

deviation q = 0.2 q = 0.4 q = 0.6 q = 0.8 q = 1

No attack 0.8411 0.8496 0.8389 0.4951 0.3574

Trim attack 0.8320 0.8154 0.8096 0.3818 0.3496
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method are carried out. The research results show that the proposed

method can effectively resist inference attacks and poisoning attacks,

and the intrusion detection based on federated learning canmaintain

a good detection performance in the AMI network.
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A new effective metric for
dynamical robustness of directed
networks
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In this article, dynamical robustness of a directed complex network with additive
noise is inverstigated. The failure of a node in the network is modeled by injecting
noise into the node. Under the framework of mean-square stochastic stability, a new
robustness metric is formulated to characterize the robustness of the network in
terms of synchronization to the additive noise. It is found that the node dynamics
plays a pivotal role in dynamical robustness of the directed network. Numerical
simulations are shown for illustration and verification.
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complex network, directed network, dynamical robustness, noise, synchronization

1 Introduction

In practical applications, power grids [1, 2], communication networks, secure
communication [3] and public transportation systems [4, 5] often encounter failures and
attacks [6–9]. A failure of a very small fraction of nodes in a network may lead to complete
fragmentation of the whole network. Therefore, the robustness of complex networks subjected
to failures or attacks is an important issue to study in network science and engineering [10].
Exploring the network robustness can help better understand various networked systems and
enable us to design more robust infrastructural or social systems.

In the past 2 decades, the issue of network robustness has attracted a lot of attention
[10–15]. Most of the previous works focus on the structural robustness of complex networks,
which is defined as the ability to maintaining their functionalities when they are disturbed or
attacked [16, 17]. Therein, the failure of a node or an edge in the network is modeled by the
removal of the node or the edge. To quantify structural robustness of complex networks, many
measures with respect to the network structure have been formulated, such as connectivity,
maximum strongly connected subgraph, natural connectivity, and average shortest path [18,
19]. Moreover, a variety of attack strategies, such as random attack and deliberate attack, have
been proposed to test the robustness of different kinds of networks [20–22]. The structural
robustness of complex networks can also be measured using some metrics derived from
statistical physics and percolation theory [23].

Recently, the network robustness with respect to the system dynamics has stimulated even
more interest [24–26]. A new concept of dynamical robustness [27] can be used to quantify the
ability of a network to maintain its dynamical activities against local perturbations. Different
from structural robustness where topological perturbations are considered, dynamical
robustness is concerned with the robustness of network dynamics. In [27], node failure is
modeled as the inactivation of diffusively coupled oscillators. In [28], dynamical robustness is
quantified through the synchronization error as a function of the noise variance, where node
failure is modeled by injecting noise into a node. In [29], a mathematical framework is
established to quantify the effect of noise injected at one of the nodes on the synchronization
performance of coupled dynamical systems. Indeed, noise is inevitable in real-world networks
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[30, 31]. It is natural to ask whether a networked system subjected to
noise can recover to its synchronous state? On the one hand, noise
may destroy the network’s stability and prevent network
synchronization [32, 33]. On the other hand, noise-induced
synchronization can be beneficial for coupled chaotic systems [34].
In order to clarify the influence of noise on the network, in [35]
networks of different structure and complexity are analyzed, showing
that many networks are better in coping with both intrinsic and
extrinsic noise.

Motivated by the above discussions, this article further investigates
the dynamical robustness of stochastic complex networks. The
network topology is directed and the nodes are higher-dimensional
non-linear dynamical systems. Similar to [29], the failure of a node in
the network is modeled by injecting noise into the node. However,
differing from [29], in this article it is not assumed that the network is
symmetric. From a technical perspective, this introduces more
challenges than its undirected counterpart [36]. A novel metric
measuring the dynamical robustness of a directed networked
system with additive noise is formulated. Notice that the proposed
robustness metric uncovers the complex interplay between node
dynamics and network topology on the overall network robustness.

The main contributions of this article are as follows. First, a
mathematical framework is established to examine the dynamical
robustness of a directed network of coupled dynamical systems. In this
article, the notion of dynamical robustness refers to the ability of a
network of coupled dynamical systems to return to its synchronous
state when it encounters the disturbance of noise. The new metric is
used to characterize the degree to which the networked system
withstand failures and perturbations. Assume that the networked
system synchronizes before the noise is introduced. The system’s
robustness is defined related to the synchronization error of the
network. Moreover, different from the methods used for undirected
networks, the Laplacian matrix of a directed network is decomposed to
two simpler matrices. In the context of mean-square stochastic
stability, the new robustness metric is precisely formulated. This
metric highlights the importance of the node dynamics in network
robustness. Finally, numerical simulations are presented for
illustration and verification using three chaotic systems (namely,
Rössler system, Chen system and Wang system). The study of
dynamical robustness can help better understand the roles of node
dynamics and network topology, thereby better designing noise-
tolerant networks.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the notation and some basic graph theory. In Section 3,
problem formulation is presented and a new robustness metric is
formulated. In Section 4, numerical simulations are shown for
illustration and verification. Section 5 concludes the
investigation.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

Let R denote the set of real numbers, Rn the set of the n-
dimensional real vectors, and Rn×m the set of n × m real matrices.
Let In be the n × n identity matrix, 1n the column vector of all ones, 0
the zeromatrix with appropriate dimensition, and diag (a1, . . . , an) the
n × n diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements being a1, . . . , an. Let

the trace of matrix A be denoted by Tr(A). Moreover, let ‖ · ‖ denote
the 2-norm of a matrix or a vector, ⊗ the Kronecker product, and ⊕ the
Kronecker sum. Let the superscript T denote the transpose. Let j
denote the imaginary unit satisfying j2 = −1. For a matrix A ∈ Rm×n,
Vec(A) � [colT1 (A), . . . , colTn(A)]T ∈ Rmn is the colum vector of size
mn × 1 obtained by stacking all columns of A, where coli(A) ∈ Rm

denotes the ith column of A.

2.2 Graph theory

A directed graph G � (V, E) consists of a node set V � {1, . . . , N}
and an edge set E � {(j, i)}. Let A � (aij) ∈ RN×N denote the
adjacency matrix of a digraph, where aij = 1 if there is a directed
edge from node j to node i, and aij = 0 otherwise. Moreover, aii = 0 for
all i = 1, . . . , N. Let D � diag(din1 , . . . , dinN) be the in-degree matrix,
where dini represents the in-degree of node i. The Laplacian matrix is
then defined by L � D −A. The Laplacian matrix can be decomposed
as L � U + Δ, where U � 1

2 (L + LT) is a symmetric matrix and Δ �
1
2 (L − LT) is an anti-symmetric matrix satisfying ΔT = −Δ.

For the anti-symmetric matrix Δ, the following lemma is obtained.

Lemma 1. Let Δ ∈ RN×N be an anti-symmetric matrix satisfying
ΔT = −Δ. Then, there exists an orthogonal matrix C such that

CTΔC � diag 0, . . . , 0,
0 b1
−b1 0

( ), . . . , 0 bl
−bl 0

( )( ), (1)

where 0, . . . , 0, ±b1j, . . . , ±blj (bi ≠ 0) are the eigenvalues of the matrix
Δ. Here, l � N−r

2 with r being the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of Δ.
Proof: Let μ1 = b1j be an eigenvalue of Δ and χ1 the corresponding

eigenvector. Let �μ1 � −b1j. It follows that Δχ1 = μ1χ1, Δ�χ1 � �μ1�χ1, and
χ1 ≠ �χ1, where �χ1 is an eigenvector of Δ associated with �μ1.

Recall that Δ is anti-symmetric. Consequently, it is a normal
matrix and is unitary similar to a diagonal matrix. Particularly, let
P � (0, . . . , 0, ς1, �ς1, . . . , ςl, �ςl), where ςi ∈ RN, �ςi ∈ RN, i = 1, . . . , l,
and ςi ≠ �ςi. It follows that

P−1ΔP � diag 0, . . . , 0, μ1, �μ1, . . . , μl, �μl( ). (2)
Let φ1 � ς1+�ς1�

2
√ and φ2 � ς1−�ς1�

2
√

j . One has

Δφ1 �
1�
2

√ Δς1 + Δ�ς1( ) � 1�
2

√ μ1ς1 + �μ1�ς1( ) � −b1φ2,

Δφ2 �
1�
2

√
j
Δς1 − Δ�ς1( ) � 1�

2
√

j
μ1ς1 − �μ1�ς1( ) � b1φ1.

Because p is a unitary matrix, φT
1φ1 � 1, φT

2φ2 � 1, and
�ςTj φ1 � 0 (j � 2, . . . , l). Similarly, φ3, . . . , φ2l have the same
property. It follows that C = (0, . . . , 0, φ1, . . . , φ2l) is an
orthogonal matrix, in which the number of zero eigenvalues is r
and r + 2l = N. Therefore,

CTΔC � diag 0, . . . , 0,
0 b1
−b1 0

( ), . . . , 0 bl
−bl 0

( )( ).

3 The new robustness metric

Consider a directed network consisting of N identical nodes with
linearly diffusive couplings, in which each node is an n-dimensional
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dynamical system. The network can be described by the following
coupled stochastic differential equation:

_xi t( ) � f xi t( )( ) − α∑N
j�1

lijh xj t( )( ) + υiHηη t( ),
i � 1, . . . , N,

(3)

where xi(t) ∈ Rn is the state vector of node i, f (·) a smooth function
describing the self-dynamics of each node, α > 0 the coupling strength,
lij the (i, j)th entry of the Laplacian matrix, and h (·) the inner-coupling
function of the nodes. The variable υi indicates whether node i is
subjected to noise. That is, υi = 1 when node i is contaminated with
additive noise, and υi = 0 otherwise. The vectorHη ∈ Rn describes how
the noise η(t) enters the dynamics of a node, where η(t) is a zero-mean
Gaussian white noise with variance θ

2 (θ > 0).
For network (3),L � (lij) ∈ RN×N is the Laplacian matrix defined by

lij =−1 if there is a directed edge fromnode j to node i, and lij= 0 otherwise,
with lii � −∑N

j�1,j≠ilij, for all i, j = 1, . . . ,N. Therefore,L is a zero row-sum
matrix. Recall from Section 2.2 thatL � U + Δ, in whichU � 1

2 (L + LT)
is a symmetric matrix and Δ � 1

2 (L − LT) is an anti-symmetric matrix
with ΔT = −Δ. Therefore, network (3) can be rewritten as

_xi t( ) � f xi t( )( ) − α∑N
j�1

uijh xj t( )( ) − α∑N
j�1

δijh xj t( )( )
+υiHηη t( ), i � 1, . . . , N,

(4)
where uij is the (i, j)th element of U and δij is the (i, j)th element of Δ.

The network is said to achieve synchronization if limt→∞‖xi(t) −
s(t)‖ � 0 for all i = 1, . . . ,N, where s(t) is the solution of _s(t) � f(s(t))
(see [37]).

Define the node synchronization error ξi(t) = xi(t) − s(t). The
linearized error system is given by

_ξ i t( ) � Jf s( )ξ i t( ) − α∑N
j�1

uijJh s( )ξj t( )

−α∑N
j�1

δijJh s( )ξj t( ) + υiHηη t( ), i � 1, . . . , N, (5)

where Jf(s) ∈ Rn×n and Jh(s) ∈ Rn×n are, respectively, the Jacobian
matrices of f and h, i.e., Jf(s) � zf(x)

zx |x�s(t) and Jh(s) � zh(x)
zx |x�s(t).

Let ξ(t) � [ξT1 (t), . . . , ξTN(t)]T ∈ RNn. The linearized error system
5) can be rewritten in a compact form as

_ξ t( ) � IN ⊗ Jf s( ) − αU ⊗ Jh s( ) − αΔ ⊗ Jh s( )[ ]ξ t( )
+ υ ⊗ Hη( )η t( ),

(6)
where υ � [υ1, . . . , υN]T ∈ RN denotes the location of the node where
noise is injected.

The objective is to provide a thorough analysis of (6) to illustrate
the overall effect of noise on network synchronization. Define the
network synchronization error as

ϕ t( ) � ξ t( )‖ ‖2. (7)
The expected value of ϕ(t) is given by

E ϕ t( )[ ] � E ξT t( )ξ t( )[ ] � Tr E ξ t( )ξT t( )[ ]( ). (8)

Let Σ(t) � E[ξ(t)ξT(t)]. Note that the analysis of the effect of noise
injected at the network node can be reduced to the study of the time
evolution of the trace of the correlation matrix Σ(t). Since UT = U and
ΔT = −Δ, one has

_Σ t( ) � E _ξ t( )ξT t( ) + ξ t( ) _ξT t( )[ ]
� IN ⊗ Jf s( ) − αU ⊗ Jh s( ) − αΔ ⊗ Jh s( )[ ]Σ t( )
+Σ t( ) IN ⊗ JTf s( ) − αU ⊗ JTh s( ) + αΔ ⊗ JTh s( )[ ]
+ υ ⊗ Hη( )E η t( )ξT t( )[ ] + E ξ t( )η t( )[ ] υT ⊗ HT

η( ).
(9)

Notice that the solution of (6) is

ξ t( ) � Φξ t, 0( )ξ 0( ) + ∫t

0
Φξ t, τ( ) υ ⊗ Hη( )η τ( )dτ, (10)

where Φξ(t, τ) is the state transition matrix associated with the state
matrix IN ⊗ Jf(s) − αU ⊗ Jh(s) − αΔ ⊗ Jh(s), and ξ(0) is the initial value.
Recall that η(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise with variance θ

2.
According to the analysis in [38], E[η(t)η(τ)] � θ

2 δ(t − τ) and
E[ξ(0)η(τ)] � θ

21Nn, where δ(t) is the Dirac delta function. Eq. 9
can be rewritten as the following time-varying Lyapunov equation for
the time evolution of the correlation matrix:

_Σ t( ) � IN ⊗ Jf s( ) − αU ⊗ Jh s( ) − αΔ ⊗ Jh s( )[ ]Σ t( )
+Σ t( ) IN ⊗ JTf s( ) − αU ⊗ JTh s( ) + αΔ ⊗ JTh s( )[ ]
+θ υυT ⊗ HηH

T
η( ).

(11)
Recall the definition of the matrix C in Lemma 1. Particularly, let C =

[c1, . . . , cN], ci ∈ RN. Let D = CTΔC, M = CTUC, ~C � C ⊗ In, and
~Σ(t) � ~C

TΣ(t)~C. Multiplying (11) from the left by ~C
T
and from the right

by ~C leads to

_~Σ t( ) � IN ⊗ Jf s( ) − αM ⊗ Jh s( ) − αD ⊗ Jh s( )[ ]~Σ t( )
+~Σ t( ) IN ⊗ JTf s( ) − αM ⊗ JTh s( ) + αD ⊗ JTh s( )[ ]
+θ CTυυTC ⊗ HηH

T
η( ).

(12)
Since the trace of a matrix does not change under a similarity

transformation, one has Tr(Σ(t)) � Tr(~Σ(t)) and
E[ϕ(t)] � Tr(~Σ(t)). Let

~Σ t( ) � ∑N
i,j�1

eie
T
j ⊗ ~σ ij t( ), (13)

where ei ∈ RN denotes the ith canonical vector and ~σ ij(t) ∈ Rn×n is the
(i, j)th block of the matrix ~Σ(t). It then follows that

E ϕ t( )[ ] � ∑N
i�1

Tr ~σ ii t( )( ). (14)

The dynamics of ~σ ii(t) are given by

_~σ ii t( ) � Jf s( ) − αmiiJh s( )[ ]~σ ii t( )
+~σ ii t( ) JTf s( ) − αmiiJ

T
h s( )[ ] + θ cTi υ( )2HηH

T
η ,

i � 1, . . . , N,

(15)

where mii is the ith diagonal element of M.
Let ζ i(t) � ~σ ii(t), κi = αmii, and βi � cTi υ. Eq. 15 can be rewritten as

_ζ i t( ) � Jf s( ) − κiJh s( )[ ]ζ i t( )
+ζ i t( ) JTf s( ) − κiJ

T
h s( )[ ] + θβ2i HηH

T
η ,

i � 1, . . . , N.

(16)

Rewrite (16) as follows:

Vec _ζ i t( )( ) � Jf s( ) − κiJh s( )[ ] ⊕ Jf s( ) − κiJh s( )[ ]( )
× Vec ζ i t( )( ) + θβ2i Vec HηH

T
η( ),

i � 1, . . . , N,

(17)
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where Vec indicates matrix vectorization defined in Section 2.1. The
solution of (17) is given by

Vec ζ i t( )( ) � ΦVec ζ i( ) t, 0( )Vec ζ i 0( )( )
+θβ2i∫t

0
ΦVec ζ i( ) t, τ( )dτVec HηH

T
η( ),

i � 1, . . . , N,

(18)

where ΦVec(ζ i)(t, τ) is the state transition matrix, which is associated
with the state matrix [Jf(s) − κiJh(s)] ⊕ [Jf(s) − κiJh(s)], and Vec (ζi
(0)) is the initial value.

Based on (14)–(18), the expectation of the network
synchronization error can be rewritten as

E ϕ t( )[ ] � ∑N
i�1

VecT In( )ΦVec ζ i( ) t, 0( )Vec ζ i 0( )( )

+∑N
i�1

VecT In( )θβ2i∫t

0
ΦVec ζ i( ) t, τ( )dτVec HηH

T
η( ).

(19)

In the following, consider the stochastic linear system (6), where
Jf(s) and Jh(s) are Jacobian matrics of f and h evaluated at s(t),
respectively. Constant α > 0 is the coupling strength and υ ∈ RN

denotes the location of the node where noise is injected. The vector
Hη ∈ Rn describes how the noise η(t) enters the dynamics of a node,
where η(t) represents zero-mean Gaussian white noise with variance θ

2.
Assume that one of the network nodes denoted by inoise is
contaminated with additive noise. Let ρ � VecT(In)Vec(ζ inoise(t)) be
the measurement metric of the system error, which is referred to as the
robustness metric.

Remark 1. It follows from the above analysis that the robustness of
the directed network subjected to noise is quantified by the robustness
metric ρ. Here, the networked system synchronizes before noise is
introduced. The notion of dynamical robustness refers to the ability
of a network of coupled dynamical systems to return to its synchronous
state after it encountered the disturbance of noise. The robustness metric
ρ is used to characterize the degree to which the networked system
withstand failures and perturbations. It is thus defined related to the
synchronization error of the network. The smaller the value of ρ, the
more robust the network. Furthermore, given the location of the node
where noise is injected, the dynamical robustness of the network
depends not only on the node dynamics but also on the network
topology. In particular, it is determined by the inherent dynamics of
the isolated node Jf(s), the inner-coupling function Jh(s), the coupling
strength α, the variance θ of the noise, and the network topology. Note
that Jf(s) and Jh(s) are the Jacobian matrices of f and h evaluated at s(t),
respectively. This implies that the robustness matric ρ is also determined
by the synchronization trajectory s(t).

4 Interplay between dynamics and
topology

In this section, the effects of node dynamics and network topology
on the system robustness are investigated in detail.

4.1 Node dynamics

In the following, three representative non-linear systems, namely,
Rössler system, Chen system, and Wang system, are introduced. In

simulations, these three systems with chaotic behaviors are adopted as
the self-dynamics of the nodes, respectively.

4.1.1 Rössler system
A single Rössler system [39] is described by

_x1 � −x2 − x3,
_x2 � x1 + ax2,
_x3 � b + x1x3 − cx3,

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (20)

which has a chaotic attractor when a � b � 1
5 and c = 9. The Jacobian

matrix evaluated at s(t) � [s1(t), s2(t), s3(t)]T is given by

Jf s( ) �
0 −1 −1
1

1
5

0

s3 0 s1 − 9

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (21)

FIGURE 1
The results are obtained under Rössler systems when a directed
path graph is considered.
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4.1.2 Chen system
A single Chen system [40] is described by

_x1 � a x2 − x1( ),
_x2 � c − a − x3( )x1 + cx2,
_x3 � x1x2 − bx3,

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (22)

which has a chaotic attractor when a = 35, b = 3, and c = 28. The
Jacobian matrix evaluated at s(t) � [s1(t), s2(t), s3(t)]T is given by

Jf s( ) �
−35 35 0

−7 − s3 28 −s1
s2 s1 −3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (23)

4.1.3 Wang system
A single Wang system [41] is described by

_x1 � x2x3 + a,
_x2 � x2

1 − x2,
_x3 � 1 − 4x1,

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (24)

which has a chaotic attractor when a = 0.006. The Jacobian matrix
evaluated at s(t) � [s1(t), s2(t), s3(t)]T is given by

Jf s( ) �
0 s3 s2
2s1 −1 0
−4 0 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (25)

4.2 Dynamical robustness beyond directed
path graphs

In simulations, consider a directed path graph with five nodes.
Assume that θ = 1. The noise is injected into the fourth node and the
third state variable of this node, that is the fourth element of υ is one
and Hη � [0, 0, 1]T.

Figure 1 shows the simulation results for the network of Rössler
systems. Assume that the nodes are coupled on the second and third
variables thereby Jh(s) = [0,0,0; 0.1,0; 0,0,1]T. As can be seen from

FIGURE 2
The results are obtained under Chen systems when a directed path
graph is considered.

FIGURE 3
The results are obtained under Wang systems when a directed path
graph is considered.
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Figure 1A, the robustness metric ρ first continuously oscillates and then
converges to around zero with the increase of the coupling strength α. As
shown in Figure 1B, the synchronization error exhibits a similar behavior.

Figure 2 shows the simulation results for the network of Chen
systems. Assume that the nodes are coupled through all state variables
thereby Jh(s) = [1,0,0;0,1,0;0,0,1]T. It is interesting to see from

FIGURE 4
Network topology.

FIGURE 5
The results are obtained under Rössler systems when a general
directed graph is considered.

FIGURE 6
The results are obtained under Chen systems when a general
directed graph is considered.
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Figure 2A that, after a sharp fall, the robustness metric ρ begins to
continuously oscillate and then converges to zero with the increase of
the coupling strength α. Figure 2B shows that the synchronization
error exhibits a similar behavior of the robustness metric.

Figure 3 illustrates the results for the network of Wang systems.
Assume that the nodes are coupled on the first and third variables
thereby Jh(s) = [1,0,0; 0,0,0; 0,0,1]T. It follows from Figure 3A that the
robustness metric first sharply decreases and gradually converges to
zero with the increase of the coupling strength. Also, the
synchronization error approaches to zero when the coupling
strength increases.

Recall that the networked system synchronizes before the
noise is introduced. This means that the choice of Jh(s) in the
simulation section can ensure the existence of the synchronized
region.

4.3 Dynamical robustness beyond general
digraphs

In this subsection, consider a general directed graph [42] as shown
in Figure 4. Assume that noise is injected into the fourth node, so the

FIGURE 7
The results are obtained under Wang systems when a general
directed graph is considered.

FIGURE 8
The main results are obtained under a general directed graph:
α = 20.
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element of υ is one into the fourth row and others are 0. In addition,
θ = 1 and Hη � [0, 0, 1]T.

Figures 5A, B are obtained under Rössler systems with Jh(s) =
[0,0,0; 0.1,0; 0,0,1]T. Notice that a much more complex scenario
emerges. The robustness metric increases rapidly with intermittent
descent when the coupling strength is larger than 19. From Figure 5B,
the synchronization error decreases after continuously oscillating.
When the coupling strength is larger than 19, the synchronization
error begins to increase rapidly with intermittent descent.

Figures 6A, B are obtained under Chen systems with Jh(s) = [1,0,0;
0.1,0; 0,0,1]T. After a sharp fall, the robustness metric is monotonically
decreasing. The synchronization error exhibits a similar behavior to
the robustness metric.

Figures 7A, B are obtained underWang systems with Jh(s) = [1,0,0;
0.0,0; 0,0,1]T. When the coupling strength gradually increases, the
curves in Figure 7A and Figure 7B both converge to zero, which
illustrates that the network of Wang systems is robust to noise and can
reach the synchronization when the coupling strength is enough large.

In summary, the 10-node network of Rössler systems shows
greatly different robustness from other systems.

In order to illustrate the effect of the location of the injected noise,
the robustness metrics are examined in Figure 8 for Rössler system,
Chen system, and Wang system, respectively, all with α = 20. Recall
that a smaller value of ρ implies a more dynamically robust network. It
is clear that, for Rössler system, Chen system, and Wang system, the
network shows a similar robustness. The results shown in Figure 8
provide guidance for minimizing the effect of noise on the network
robustness. For example, the network is more robust to noise if node
five is subjected to noise. Therefore, node five is the best choice to
minimize the effect of noise from the dynamical robustness
perspective.

5 Conclusion

This article investigates the dynamical robustness of a directed
network with noise. A novel robustness metric is formulated and
analyzed under the framework of mean-square stochastic stability. It is
found that the dynamical robustness of the directed network is
determined by both the node dynamics and the network topology.
Particularly, for networks of Rössler systems, with the increase of the
coupling strength, different network topologies show different effects
on the robustness metric. While for Wang systems, the robustness to
noise is stronger than other systems. These findings demonstrate that
node dynamics plays an important role in the network robustness. The
results of this study can provide theoretical and technical guidances for
designing a dynamically robust networked system.

In the future, it will be interesting to investigate dynamical
robustness of higher-order networks [37, 43]. Moreover, it will be
interesting to investigate the effects of different types of noise on the
network robustness. The dynamical robustness of stochastic complex
networks with time-delays [44] or heterogeneous node dynamics [45]
are challenging but also worthy of further investigation.
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A new adaptive iterative learning
control of finite-time hybrid
function projective
synchronization for unknown
time-varying chaotic systems
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A new adaptive iterative learning control (AILC) scheme is proposed to solve the
finite-time hybrid function projective synchronization (HFPS) problem of chaotic
systems with unknown periodic time-varying parameters. Fourier series expansion
(FSE) is introduced to deal with the problem of uncertain time-varying parameters.
The bound of the expanded remaining items is unknown. A typical convergent series
is used to deal with the unknown bound in the design process of the controller. The
adaptive iterative learning synchronization controller and parameter update laws are
designed. Two different chaotic systems are synchronized asymptotically according
to different proportional functions on a finite time interval by Lyapunov stability
analysis. The simulation example proves the feasibility and effectiveness of the
proposed method.
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hybrid function projective synchronization, chaotic systems, adaptive iterative learning
control, Fourier series expansion, finite time

Introduction

Chaos synchronization has a wide range of applications in physical systems, biological
networks, and secure communications [1]. However, due to the unpredictability, pseudo-
randomness, and extreme sensitivity to initial values of chaotic systems [2], hybrid function
projection synchronization of chaotic systems is widely concerned. In 1990, the pioneer workers
Pecora and Carroll first proposed the concept of chaos synchronization and solved the
synchronization problem of two identical chaotic systems under different initial conditions
[3]. Since then, chaos synchronization control has become a very active research topic [4–16],
for example, projective synchronization control and hybrid function projective synchronization
control. Many control methods have been used to synchronize different chaotic systems, such as
feedback linearization method [17], optimal control [18], and neural network control [19–24].
However, few people study the problem of chaos synchronization on a finite time interval.

When studying chaos synchronization, the problem of system parameter uncertainty will be
encountered. The adaptive control method is often used to solve this problem and improve
control performance [25–27]. Chaotic systems are vulnerable to encounter the problem of
uncertain parameters due to external interference. These uncertain parameters may disrupt
synchronization. Therefore, this is an important problem to study the synchronization of
chaotic systems with unknown time-varying parameters.
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The adaptive iterative learning control method can solve the
finite-time tracking control problem of uncertain non-linear
systems [28] by modifying the input information according to
the previous output data. This ensures that the output of the
system tracks the given trajectory on a finite time interval
accurately. This is one of the most effective control methods of
the non-linear systems’ repetitive tracking control. Because
synchronization is similar to tracking, the synchronization
problem of chaotic systems on a finite time interval can be
solved by adaptive iterative learning control [29, 30]. Achieving
finite-time hybrid function projection synchronization control of
chaotic systems with time-varying parameters is an interesting
topic.

This paper proposes a new adaptive iterative learning control
method to solve the HFPS problem of chaotic systems with
uncertain periodic time-varying parameters. FSE is introduced to
deal with the problem of uncertain parameters. Convergent series is
used to deal with the unknown upper bounds of uncertain parameters.
The parameter updating laws and AILC law are designed to synchronize
the states of two chaotic systems according to different proportion
functions asymptotically. The simulation example illustrates the
correctness and effectiveness of the research results in this paper.

The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

(1) The problem of chaos synchronization on a limited time interval is
very important. We proposed an adaptive iterative learning
control scheme to solve the finite-time hybrid function
projective synchronization of chaotic systems with unknown
periodic time-varying parameters.

(2) The problem of system parameter uncertainty of chaos
synchronization must be solved. Fourier series expansion (FSE)
is introduced to solve the problem of time-varying parameters.

(3) The residual term after expansion is bounded, but the bound is
unknown. Based on the author’s previous work, a typical convergent
series is used to deal with the remaining items after expansion.

System specification and
synchronization controller design

System specification

Consider the following continuous time chaotic systems with
unknown time-varying parameters:

_xk � Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( )M t( ), (1)
where xk ∈ Rn is the state. A ∈ Rn×n is the
coefficient matrix which is linear.f(xk): Rn → Rnis the non-
linear part. D(xk): Rn → Rn×d, M(t) � M + ΔM(t) �
[m1 + Δm1(t),/, md + Δmd(t)]T ∈ Rd is the uncertain parameter
vector. k is the number of iterations. Here, M is the nominal
value of M(t) andΔM(t) is a time-varying parameter. System (1) is
a driving system, and the response system containing controller
uk(t) ∈ Rn is shown in system (2):

_yk � Byk + g yk( ) + uk t( ), (2)
where yk ∈ Rn is the state. B ∈ Rn×n is the matrix. g(yk): Rn → Rn is
the non-linear function of (2) which is continuous. uk(t) ∈ Rn is the

control vector. Here, supposeM(t) ∈ Rd is an uncertain function with
a known period T, then M(t) � M(t − T). This assumption is
reasonable because many things in nature occur periodically, so the
parameters of the system often exist periodically.

According to the Fourier series expansion, the continuous period
vector Δmi(t), i � 1,/, d can be expressed as shown in (3):

Δmi t( ) � ΞT
i t( )Θi + σ i t( ), σ i t( )| |≤ �σ i, (3)

where Θi � [φi1, φi2,/,φiq]T ∈ Rq×d, φij ∈ Rq, j � 1,/, q is
composed of the first q parameters in the FSE of mi(t). σ i(t) is the
truncation error and �σ i > 0. Ξi(t) � [φi1(t),/,φiq(t)]T, where
φi1(t) � 1, φi(2j)(t) � sin(2πjtT ), φi(2j+1)(t) � cos(2πjtT ), j � 1,/, q−12 ,
and their nth derivative are smooth and
bounded. Take Θ � [Θ1,/,Θd]T,Ξ(t) � diag Ξ1(t),/,Ξd(t){ },
σ(t) � [σ1(t),/, σd(t)]T, and �σ � [�σ1,/, �σd]T. Then, by
substituting (3) into system (1), system (1) can be rewritten as follows:

_xk � Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( ) M + ΞT t( )Θ + σ t( )( ). (4)
According to (3), ‖σ(t)‖≤ ‖�σ‖ � s, suppose the upper bound s is an

unknown parameter.
Define the synchronization error as

ek t( ) � xk −H t( )yk. (5)
Here, H(t) � diag h1(t), h2(t),/hn(t){ } is the scale matrix and
hi(t), i � 1, 2,/, n is a bounded non-zero continuous differentiable
function.

The control objective of this paper is to design an appropriate
controller uk(t) and related parameter adaptive laws for response
system 2) on the finite time [0, T], so that response system 2) can
synchronize with drive system 1) using different scale functions as
k → ∞ asymptotically. That is to say, lim

k ����→∞
ek(t) � 0.

Design of the adaptive iterative learning
synchronization controller

In the process of controller design, the following definition and
lemma of the convergence series sequence will be used.

Definition. 1[31]: The sequence Zk{ } is defined as

Zk � b

kl
. (6)

This sequence is a convergence series. Here, k � 1, 2,/; b and l are
parameters to be designed, b> 0 ∈ R, l≥ 2 ∈ N.

Lemma. 1 [31]: For the sequence 1
kl{ }, k � 1, 2,/, l≥ 2, the following

conclusion holds:

lim
k ����→∞

∑k

j�1
1
jl
≤ 2. (7)

The specific design process of the controller is as follows:
From system (4) and system (2), it is easy to get (8)

_ek � Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( )ΞT t( )Θ +D xk( ) M + σ t( )( )
−H t( )Byk −H t( )g yk( ) −H t( )uk t( ). (8)

From (8), the following controller is designed:
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uk t( ) � H−1 t( ) Kek + Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( )ΞT t( )Θ̂k +D xk( )M̂k[ ]
+ 1
Zk

D xk( )DT xk( )ekŜk −H t( )Byk −H t( )g yk( ).
(9)

Here, K ∈ Rn×n is a positive feedback gain matrix, S � s2. Θ̂k, M̂k, and
Ŝk are estimates of Θ, M, and S, respectively.

Select the following parameter update laws:

Θ̂k � Γ1Ξ t( )DT xk( )ek,
M̂k � Γ2DT xk( )ek,
Ŝk � Γ3

1
Zk

eTkD xk( )DT xk( )ek,
(10)

where Γi, i � 1, 2, 3 is a positive definite diagonal gain matrix of the
appropriate dimension.

The initial conditions satisfy the following relations: for any k,
when t � 0, xk(0) � H(t)yk(0), Θ̂k(0) � Θ̂k−1(T), M̂k(0) �
M̂k−1(T), Ŝk(0) � Ŝk−1(T) .

Stability analysis

According to the aforementioned controller design process, the
following theorem is given in this paper:

Theorem 1. For the given scaling functionH(t), designing the control
law 9) and parameter update laws (10) for response system (2) can obtain
that all closed-loop signals are bounded on [0, T], and lim

k ����→∞
ek(t) � 0.

Proof. For convergence analysis, the following Lyapunov functions
are selected:

Vk t( ) � 1
2
eTk ek +

1
2
~ΘT

kΓ−11 ~Θk + 1
2
~M

T

kΓ−12 ~Mk + 1
2
Γ−13 ~S

2

k, (11)

where ~Θk � Θ − Θ̂k, ~Mk � M − M̂k, ~Sk � S − Ŝk.
According to the assumptions, definition, and lemma, it is easy to

prove that the conclusion of Theorem 1 is true.
The derivation process of _Vk(t) according to system 8) is as

follows:

_Vk t( ) � eTk ek − ~ΘT

kΓ−11
_̂Θk − ~M

T

kΓ−12
_̂Mk − Γ−13 ~S _̂Sk

� eTk Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( )ΞT t( )Θ( +D xk( ) M + σ t( )( )
−H t( )Byk −H t( )g yk( )−H t( )uk t( )) − ~ΘT

kΓ−11
_̂Θk

− ~M
T

kΓ−12
_̂Mk − Γ−13 ~S _̂Sk ≤ eTk Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( )ΞT t( )Θ(

+D xk( )M −H t( )Byk −H t( )g yk( ) −H t( )uk t( ))
+ eTkD xk( )



 



 σ t( )‖ ‖ − ~ΘT

kΓ−11
_̂Θk − ~M

T

kΓ−12
_̂Mk − Γ−13 ~S _̂Sk

FIGURE 1
(A) Change of the 10th iteration trajectories x1,10(t),h1(t)y1,10(t) and
error e1,10(t) on time t; (B) Change of the 10th iteration trajectories
x2,10(t),h2(t)y2,10(t) and error e2,10(t) on time t; (C) Change of the 10th
iteration trajectories x3,10(t),h3(t)y3,10(t) and error e3,10(t) on time t.

FIGURE 2
(A) Change of trajectories x1,0(t),h1(t)y1,0(t) and error e1,0(t)
without iteration on time t; (B) Change of trajectories x2,0(t),h2(t)y2,0(t)
and error e2,0(t) without iteration on time t; (C) Change of trajectories
x3,0(t),h3(t)y3,0(t) and error e3,0(t) without iteration on time t.
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≤ eTk Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( )ΞT t( )Θ( +D xk( )M −H t( )Byk

−H t( )g yk( ) −H t( )uk t( )) + eTkD xk( )



 



s − ~ΘT

kΓ−11
_̂Θk − ~M

T

kΓ−12
_̂Mk

− Γ−13 ~S _̂Sk

≤ eTk Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( )ΞT t( )Θ( +D xk( )M −H t( )Byk

−H t( )g yk( ) −H t( )uk t( )) + 1
Ζk

eTkD xk( )DT xk( )eks2 + 1
4
Ζk

− ~ΘT

kΓ−11
_̂Θk − ~M

T

kΓ−12
_̂Mk − Γ−13 ~S _̂Sk

� eTk Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( )ΞT t( )Θ( +D xk( )M −H t( )Byk

−H t( )g yk( ) −H t( )uk t( )) + 1
Ζk

eTkD xk( )DT xk( )ekS + 1
4
Ζk

− ~ΘT

kΓ−11
_̂Θk − ~M

T

kΓ−12
_̂Mk − Γ−13 ~S _̂Sk

� eTk Axk + f xk( ) +D xk( )ΞT t( )Θ( +D xk( )M + 1
Ζk

D xk( )DT xk( )ekS

−H t( )Byk −H t( )g yk( )−H t( )uk t( )) + 1
4
Ζk − ~ΘT

kΓ−11
_̂Θk

− ~M
T

kΓ−12
_̂Mk − Γ−13 ~S _̂Sk.

(12)
Substituting (9) and (10) into (12), we get

_Vk t( )≤ − eTkKek + 1
4
Ζk, (13)

where mn≤ 1
rm

2 + 1
4n

2r (r � Ζk) for any r> 0.
According to the initial conditions, we have ek(0)2 � 0≤ ek(T)2.

By (11), we get

FIGURE 3
Norm variation curve of controller ‖ui,k‖(A. i � 1;B. i � 2;C. i � 3) with iteration k.

FIGURE 4
Norm variation curve of parameter ‖Mi,k‖(A. i � 2;B. i � 3) with iteration k.
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Vk ek 0( ), Θ̂k T( ), M̂k T( ), Ŝk T( )( )≤Vk ek 0( ), Θ̂k 0( ), M̂k 0( ), Ŝk 0( )( )
+ ∫T

0

_Vkdt.

(14)
Substituting (12) into (14), we get

Vk ek 0( ), Θ̂k T( ), M̂k T( ), Ŝk T( )( )≤V1 e1 0( ), Θ̂1 0( ), M̂1 0( ), Ŝ1 0( )( )
−∑k

i�1∫
T

0
eTi Keidt +

1
4
T∑k

i�1Zi

.

(15)
Taking V0(k) � V1(e1(0), Θ̂1(0), M̂1(0), Ŝ1(0)) + 1

4T∑k
i�1Ζi,

formula (15) is rewritten as

∑k

i�1∫
T

0
eTi Keidt≤V0 k( ) − Vk ek 0( ), Θ̂k T( ), M̂k T( ), Ŝk T( )( ). (16)

From (7), we get lim
k ����→∞

V0(k)≤V1 + 2b 1
4T,V0(k), which is

bounded, and Vk(ek(0), Θ̂k(T), M̂k(T), Ŝk(T))≥ 0. Therefore,

lim
k ����→∞

∫T

0
eTkKekdt � 0. (17)

From (11), for any k, we have Vk(t) � Vk(0) + ∫t

0
_Vk(τ)dτ.

Substituting (12), we get

Vk t( )≤Vk 0( ) − ∫t

0
eTkKekdτ + t

1
4
Ζk. (18)

By (17), ∫t

0
eTkKekdτ is bounded. According to Definition 1, when

t ∈ [0, T],Ζk is bounded. So t 14Ζk is bounded and Θ̂k(0) �
Θ̂k−1(T), M̂k(0) � M̂k−1(T), Ŝk(0) � Ŝk−1(T). From (11), for any k,
Vk(0, Θ̂k(T), M̂k(T), Ŝk(T)) is bounded;
Vk(0, Θ̂k(0), M̂k(0), Ŝk(0)) � Vk−1(0, Θ̂k−1(T), M̂k−1(T), Ŝk−1(T)) is
bounded. When Vk(t) is bounded, Θ̂k(T), M̂k(T), Ŝk(T) is also
bounded. According to 9), uk(t) is bounded. By (8), _ek is bounded,
so ek is uniformly continuous. According to the aforementioned
parameters, we can draw the conclusion lim

k ����→∞
ek(t) � 0.

Simulation analysis

Consider the hybrid function projection synchronization of the
following two systems. The specific system is as follows:

The drive system is the Lorenz system:

FIGURE 5
Variation curve of parameter ‖Θ̂k‖ with iteration k.

FIGURE 6
Variation curve of parameter ‖Ŝk‖ with iteration k.
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_x1,k � m1 t( ) x2,k − x1,k( ),
_x2,k � −x1,kx3,k − x2,k +m2 t( )x1,k,
_x3,k � x1,kx2,k −m3 t( )x3,k.

(19)

The response system is the Chen system:

_y1,k � 35 y2,k − y1,k( ) + u1,k,

_y2,k � −y1,ky3,k + 28y2,k − 7y1,k + u2,k,

_y3,k � y1,ky2,k − 3y3,k + u3,k.
(20)

By comparing system (19) and system (20) with system (1) and system
(2), we can get

A �
0 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠, f xk( ) �
0

−x1,kx3,k

x1,kx2,k

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠,D xk( )

�
x2,k − x1,k 0 0

0 x1,k 0
0 0 −x3,k

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠,

B �
0 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠, g xk( ) �
0

−y1,ky3,k

y1,ky2,k

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠,

where the uncertain parameters are m1(t) � 10 + a1 sin t,
m2(t) � 28 + a2 cos t, and m3(t) � 8

3 − a3 sin t. During the
simulation, the parameters are chosen as T � 5, q � 5, l � 3,
b � 100, Γ1 � 0.0001I5, Γ1 � 0.1I3, and Γ3 � 1. The proportional
functions are chosen as h1(t) � 100 + 10 sin(2πt99 ),
h2(t) � 100 − 10 cos(2πt99 ), and h3(t) � 100 + 10 sin(2πt99 ). The initial
values of the drive system and response system are chosen as x0(0) �
[0.1, 0.1, 0.1]T and y0(0) � [0.0001, 0.0001, 0.0001]T, respectively.

According to controller 9) and adaptive iterative learning laws (10)
given in this paper, the results of Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4,
Figure 5, and Figure 6 can be obtained. It can be seen from Figure 1
and Figure 2 that there will be large errors between the drive signals
xi,0(t) and the response signals hi(t)yi,0(t), i � 1, 2, 3 (Figures 2A–C)
when there is no iteration, but in the 10th iteration, their errors tend to
zero (Figures 1A–C) basically. It can be seen that the synchronization
errors decrease as the number of iterations increases. Therefore, this
method can realize synchronization using different scale functions
between two different chaotic systems, which proves the correctness
and effectiveness of the proposed method.

At the same time, it can be seen from Figure 3 to Figure 6 that as
the number of iterations increases, the controllers ui,k, i � 1, 2, 3 and
the estimated system parameters will remain within a certain range,
which ensures the boundedness of system parameters M̂k, Θ̂k, and Ŝk.
This also satisfies the content of the theorem.

Conclusion

The AILC method is proposed to solve the different proportional
synchronization problems on finite time interval with uncertain
parameters. The adaptive iterative learning controller and
parameter update laws make the drive system and the response
system synchronize along different scale functions asymptotically.

The proposed controller solves the problem of hybrid function
projection synchronization between the Lorenz system and Chen
system successfully. The correctness of the method is verified by
theory and numerical simulation. Further work is needed on how
to realize the finite-time synchronization between hyper-chaotic
systems with time-varying parameters or chaotic systems with
different dimensions. As far as the author knows, these studies are
very difficult and interesting topics in the field of chaos
synchronization control.
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In recent years, the residents’ demands for power supply is increasing. The load
resource trading system responds to the demands through intelligent scheduling,
which can effectively relieve the severe power load pressure. The load resource
trading system is a type of nonlinear system because the trading price is adjustable
with user’s credit, instead of being linear to the power trading volume. The
adjustable load resource trading is faced with the challenges of large demands,
strong user autonomy, and secure and tamper-proof transaction data. The
blockchain technology has been widely concerned by industrial and academic
domains due to its decentralization, strong encryption of account information,
and traceability of transaction behaviour. In this paper, we propose a credible and
adjustable load resource trading framework based on blockchain, which uses
blockchain to achieve credible grid load resource trading. Firstly, we propose a
two-layer blockchain architecture based on the alliance chain. The main chain
maintains all the data of the system, and the station-area nodes constitute the
alliance chain. We design a distributed trading processing mechanism based on
hybrid consensus and sharding technologies, which promotes the speed of cross-
station transaction consensus. Next, we propose a two-level bidding model,
which determines the trading price of load resources based on the maximum
benefit of users and the lowest cost of grid companies. The results of extensive
experiments shows that our proposed framework can achieve the promising
result.

KEYWORDS

blockchain networks, nonlinear systems, data security, load resource trading, bidding

1 Introduction

The current social power resource distribution is unbalanced, and the urban power
burden is increasing day by day. Especially, residents’ demands for stable and flexible power
supply are increasing with the improvement of quality of life. For example, during the
summer power peak, the peak load of the grid continues to climb, but the duration is very
short. High peak-valley difference brings great challenges to the stability of the power
network and economic operation. Credible and adjustable load resource trading can start,
stop, and adjust the operation status of the power supply equipment and the energy storage
equipment, according to electricity price and transaction information. It alleviates the
contradiction between supply and demand, and ensures the stable and efficient operation of
the large smart grid.
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Targets for credible and adjustable load resource trading include
decentralized autonomy and reliable transactions. Decentralized
autonomy refers to that grid companies only need to publish
relevant power consumption control indicators, and do not need
to participate in residents’ power load management in depth. Users
are allowed to trade electricity, manage their peak power
consumption range, and monitor the specific electricity
consumption of each household appliance. To achieve
decentralized autonomy, grid participants from all regions need
to spontaneously coordinate, respond, and jointly maintain the
operation of the low-voltage interactive response management
platform. This can not only reduces the business burden of grid
companies but also makes power load resource scheduling more
flexible and improves the utilization of sustainable power resources.
Reliable transactions refer to the integrity, consistency and accuracy
of electricity and transaction data. All data cannot be tampered with.
Specifically, data records shall truly reflect the actual operation or
process. Original data shall be directly and synchronously recorded
into the formal record according to the corresponding procedures or
regulations at the time when it is generated or observed. Transaction
can be traced to the creator of the data through the signature and
other information in the record.

Traditional load resource trading relies on third-party central
institutions or trusted intermediaries, which manage and endorse
user data in the form of central nodes or service platforms.
However, the third-party central institutions will not only
increase the data processing and trading costs, but also may
cause a reduction in service quality and even a crisis of trust.
Blockchain technology provides decentralized services, with the
characteristics of strong encryption of account information and
traceability of transaction behaviour [1,2]. Blockchain stores,
verifies, transmits transaction data through distributed nodes
of the network, and ensures the tamper-proof and consistency of
transaction data through consensus technology and Merkle hash
tree, thereby having attracted extensive attention from industry
and academia. Although some researchers have applied
blockchain technology to the smart grid, such as data trading
[3–5], electric vehicle charging and discharging management
[6,7], and micro-grid energy auction [8], it is still in its
infancy and needs to be improved.

Therefore, we propose a framework on credible and
adjustable load resource trading based on blockchain, which
employs blockchain technology to achieve reliable grid load
resource trading, and encourages users to actively respond and
participate in reasonable power resource scheduling. The
blockchain adopts the bookkeeping method of distributed
ledger, and blockchain data are transparent and open and
cannot be tampered with, which can prevent the power
demand response business from recording false and wrong
accounts. As shown in Figure 1, the low-voltage interactive
response terminal collects the power consumption data of
each smart home appliance in the user’s home, and sends part
of the data to the IoT platform through the WiFi module, and
controls the smart home appliances to realize information
interaction with users. At the same time, all the collected
information is transmitted to the low-voltage interactive
response management platform through the blockchain
encryption link, and the acquired data are synchronized to the

station-area node. The station-area node collects the data of all
low-voltage interactive response terminals in the station area and
makes consensus with other station-area nodes in the station
area. The transaction data between different station areas are
agreed and stored by the selected special station-area nodes. As
the full node of the blockchain, the master station is responsible
for synchronizing the node data of station areas and storing all
the data in the whole system. There are four roles in the system:
low-voltage users, grid companies, load aggregators, and
regulators. Low-voltage users are the main participants in the
trading. The grid company is mainly responsible for making
decisions on electricity prices and smart contract writing. The
load aggregator is responsible for aggregating user demand
responses and other information. The regulatory authority
supervises and manages the whole process.

Based on the blockchain architecture, we propose a reliable
synchronous diffusion mechanism of transaction data based on
sharding. Full nodes of the grid master station maintain a main
chain, and the station-area node forms an alliance chain. The data of
the alliance chain consensus is synchronously spread to full nodes of
the master station, and full nodes maintain all data of the system.We
design a hybrid consensus mechanism of “response strength + PoW
+ PBFT”. Then the distributed trading processing is implemented
based on the sharding technology to improve the scalability of the
system. At last, we build a transaction system of users’ low-voltage
load demand response, and design a two-layer bidding model based
on the maximization of users’ interests and the lowest cost of grid
companies. The upper level model is designed for the transaction
matching stage, and the goal is to maximize the interests of all
groups of users participating in demand response transactions. The
lower level model corresponds to the settlement stage. It runs smart
contracts, and achieves information release, transaction matching,
transaction settlement, price incentive and other trading
processes.The goal is to minimize the cost of the grid company.

To sum up, our main contributions are as follows.

• We propose a framework for credible and adjustable load
resource trading, which uses blockchain technology to achieve
reliable grid load resource scheduling and power resource
trading for low-voltage users.

• We propose a two-layer blockchain architecture based on the
alliance chain. We design the mixed consensus mechanism
and distributed trading processing based on sharding, in order
to achieve reliable synchronization of blockchain node data.

• For grid load trading, we design the trading rules and a two-
layer bidding model, with the goal of making balance between
different groups.

• We conduct extensive experiments on blockchain prototype
system. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our
proposed framework.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
summarize the related work in Section 2. The system model is
presented in Section 3. We discuss about the synchronous diffusion
mechanism of transactions in Section 4. We present the low-voltage
load demand response trading scheme in Section 5. The
experimental design and results are presented in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusion.
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2 Related work

Recently, researchers begin to use the alliance blockchain
framework for credible and adjustable load resource trading. In
[9,10], an alliance blockchain based system is proposed for reviewing
and verifying transaction data. The schemes in [3–5] enable secure
data sharing and storage in the internet of vehicles as well as the
reliability and integrity of data transmission. In [6,7], an alliance
chain for building a secure energy trading and an electric power
trading system are proposed. [11] proposed a P2P energy blockchain
system in the energy transaction scenario of the industrial Internet
of things. [8] proposed a micro-grid energy auction method based
on alliance blockchain to protect the privacy information of each
participant. [12] proposed a security privacy protection scheme
based on medical health network.

A large number of researchers have begun to increase the
throughput of transactions on blockchain via sharding and
improving the consensus mechanism. [13] proposed to use a
three-tier architecture of shards to ensure the availability of
consumers’ data, limit competitors’ access, and provide scalability
for processing transaction loads. [14] proposed a polynomial coding
sharding scheme, which realized the information’s theoretical upper
limit of storage efficiency, system throughput and trust. [15]
proposed a novel two-layer scalable blockchain architecture. In
the upper layer of the chain, sharing-oriented shards are used to
achieve safe and efficient processing of macro-transactions on the
chain. Off-chain layer is designed for handling real-time shared
transactions. [16] proposed the membership-based hierarchical
sharding system. [17] designed a layered and fragmented
consensus based on the collaboration between multiple partitions.

For the demand response system, many researchers begin to pay
a lot of attention to the competition model that maximizes the
interests of all parties. For instance, an interactive system is designed
in the context of power trading market using distributed controllers

and centralized auction trading markets in [18–21]. [22] studied the
operation models of multiple virtual power plants. [23] designed a
distributed iterative algorithm that converges to the variational
decomposition of the generalized nash equilibrium problem and
a supplementary demand side management program. [24] proposed
the optimal bidding model of electric vehicle aggregator based on the
relationship between market price and bidding price. [25] proposed
an optimal bidding strategy model for implementing the demand
response program. [26] formed a daily demand curve or minimize
peak demand. [27] modelled demand response bidding in the real-
time balanced market. [28] proposed to manage the power
distribution (charging and discharging) of plug-in electric
vehicles that support vehicles to the power grid. [29] proposed
an optimal control strategy and an optimal bidding strategy. [30]
proposed a one-way adjustment algorithm for aggregators. [31]
proposed a new scheme to optimize virtual power plant operation
and bidding strategy. [32] devised a short-term planning framework
that predicts the load under dynamic electricity prices via building a
bidding curve. [33] proposed a robust optimal bidding strategy
based on risk measurement. [34] proposed the concepts of just-in-
time transmission and process-gate bidding. [35] proposed a
compensation mechanism of load aggregators to perform the
direct thermostat control program. [36] proposed a two-stage
process based on robust optimization. [37] established a new
method in to analyze the economic impact of vehicle-to-grid
regulatory reserves.

3 System model

The blockchain system in smart grid consists of a main chain
and alliance chains. The main chain is composed of nodes in the
cloud data center of the grid company. Each node is a full node in the
blockchain and stores all data of the whole system. An alliance chain

FIGURE 1
Framework of the credible and adjustable load resource trading system.
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is composed of station-area nodes, where each station-area node
manages the low-voltage users of the corresponding zone and stores
all the transaction data of those users. Each household uses
intelligent terminal equipment to manage household power
consumption and join the alliance chain as a lightweight node. It
is noted that the number of low-voltage users is huge, and various
power load transactions and incentive response businesses incur a
considerable amount of data. If the traditional blockchain is used, all
nodes need to broadcast data to the whole system to reach a
consensus before they can successfully add data to the main
chain. This will not only consume a lot of computing resources,
but also affect the data transmission efficiency. In order to improve
the throughput and scalability of the entire blockchain system, we
take the main chain of the grid company as the beacon chain, and
build an alliance chain for each station area. A station area contains
multiple station-area nodes. Each station-area node manages
multiple lightweight low-voltage user nodes. Each lightweight
low-voltage user node conducts various business transactions
with the station-area node by controlling the low-voltage
interactive response terminal equipped by the family. The
alliance chain diffuses the data to the main chain, and the main
chain performs the data synchronization of the whole network. The
advantage of designing lightweight interactive nodes for users lies in
their strong real-time performance, which can accurately record the
electric energy transactions of low-voltage users in a timely manner.
The data transmission mechanism optimized layer by layer by
vertical structure can improve the operation efficiency of the
blockchain system.

The blockchain system in smart grid takes smart contract as the
main body. Themain chain has strict requirements on data integrity,
privacy, security, and supervision, because it involves all data of
power consumption and demand response. The business responses
of the grid companies, load aggregators, lightweight low-voltage
users and other implementation entities must be uploaded to the
regional alliance chain before being synchronized to the main chain
network. The function of the alliance chain is to connect a large
number of demand response terminals, at the same time, collect the

demand response services of various low-voltage users, thereby
improving the data throughput and scalability of the entire system.

As shown in Figure 2, the blockchain-based smart grid is mainly
divided into three layers: hardware layer, core layer and application
layer.

3.1 The hardware layer

The hardware layer is composed of intelligent appliances,
gateways, low-voltage interactive response terminals, station-area
nodes and master stations. The main control chip inside the
intelligent gateway uploads the collected data such as voltage,
current, power, household appliance switching time and
household appliance status to the terminal. Considering the
hardware storage and performance problems, the low-voltage
interactive response terminal only stores the power consumption
information related to the home, and joins the alliance chain where
the station area is located as a lightweight node. In general, the user’s
transaction, electricity information and other data are
synchronously diffused from the low-voltage interactive response
terminal to the station-area nodes in this station area. One station-
area node manages multiple intelligent terminal devices. Each
terminal device is bound to each user. Finally, the data is
synchronously spread from the station-area node to full nodes of
the master station.

3.2 The core layer

The station-area nodes are organized into an alliance chain
according to geographical regions. Each alliance chain stores and
maintains all transactions and data of users associated with low-
voltage interactive response terminals in the chain, and runs its own
consensus mechanism independently. These alliance chains will
synchronously spread all data to full nodes of the main chain,
make consensus on the main chain and store it on the chain.

FIGURE 2
System model for load resource trading.
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The main chain, as a beacon chain, sends corresponding demand
response instructions to the network and records the response
results of all station-area nodes. Full nodes of the main chain will
audit and evaluate the response effect according to the
implementation requirements of the deployed smart contract,
and maintain the data of the entire system. All data information
stored on the chain cannot be changed. Users can view their own
related transactions, electricity and other information on the chain.
To improve the efficiency of the whole blockchain-based grid
system, we also adopt blockchain sharding technology to design a
reliable synchronization mechanism for cross-station-area
transactions, which enables users from different station areas to
conduct trusted transactions.

At the core level, there are three entity roles: load aggregator,
grid company and regulatory authority. The load aggregator is
responsible for aggregating the demand response and other
information of low-voltage users. The grid company is mainly
responsible for making decisions on electricity price and smart
contract. The regulatory authority supervises and manages the
whole trading process and the operation of the grid system.
When the grid company needs to release new power data, it will
synchronously spread the data to each low-voltage user’s intelligent
interactive device with the help of blockchain network broadcast
service information, and feed back to the user through the low-
voltage interactive response APP on the mobile terminal. Similarly,
when users conduct transactions, the information needs to be
uploaded to the main chain, which integrates the transactions
and power consumption data within a period of time and
broadcasts them to the whole network. In this process, the
regulatory authority can meet user needs at any time to view and
trace relevant transaction data to ensure the security of data on the
chain.

3.3 The application layer

The low-voltage interactive response APP receives the
interactive response demand from the grid company, collects and
reports the bidding response information from users in a unified
way, and realizes the low-voltage user interactive response business
processing, interactive response strategy generation, user
management, and data query and display. Low-voltage users will
generate their own independent user codes when accessing the
blockchain network, and control the low-voltage interactive
response terminals loaded in the home through the low-voltage
interactive response APP, so as to meet the needs of low-voltage
users in the same or another station area. For example, a low-voltage
user works overtime tonight, so the household electricity load is
small during this period. After this situation is reported to the
system, the system will release the invitation information and
distribute the power to other low-voltage users who have
successfully bid; The low-voltage interactive response APP will
reward or punish users according to their performance, thus
reducing the peak pressure of power consumption in the whole
grid. Users can view their own uplink historical data, which cannot
be changed or deleted. However, to protect the privacy of each low-
voltage user, users cannot view others’ uplink data. When the system
generates a new block, it also generates a large number of rewards,

that is, power incentive points. The points will be managed by the
grid company in a unified way. Low-voltage users can reasonably
allocate their own peak power consumption interval by participating
in the inductive load reduction compensation notice invitation sent
by the power supplier, so as to reduce the power load and respond to
the power supply, thus ensuring the stability of the grid. On the other
hand, in combination with the incentive compatibility demand in
the new energy electric vehicle Internet, the battery of the electric
vehicle is used as a distributed energy storage system to select
discharge at the peak load and charge at the low load, balance
the peak load of energy, reduce the fluctuation level of resource
supply, and realize the scheduling and commercial use of intelligent
energy. In addition, photovoltaic new energy technology is used to
realize the self-use of photovoltaic power generation. Excess
electricity can be sold to grid companies at the discretion of low-
voltage users. Each low-voltage user will have the credit value of his/
her own account. By actively responding to the energy-saving
incentive plan, accurately reporting electricity information, and
conducting power resource transactions among users in good
faith, high credit points can be maintained. Reliable users with
integrity will get more preferential rights and interests, while users
with low integrity will not only be included in the credit file, but also
have some impact on personal daily electricity use.

4 Synchronous diffusion mechanism of
transaction data based on sharding

In this section, we study the synchronous diffusion mechanism of
transaction data.Wemake full use of the tamper-resistant feature of the
blockchain to ensure the accuracy of transactions, and achieve reliable
synchronization of blockchain data. All nodes of the power grid master
station maintain a main chain, and the low-voltage interactive response
terminal synchronously diffuses the generated comprehensive energy
service data to the nodes of the local station area. Nodes of the same
station area reach a consensus on the data. Each alliance chain is
associated with themain chain, and the data are synchronously diffused
from the station-area node to all nodes of the master station. All nodes
agree and store the data in the main chain, which can ensure the
synchronous diffusion of demand response transaction data in the
station area. When the block is coming out, the grid company will
calculate the demand response strength of each station according to the
detailed information of the demand response report during the block
out period and the user feedback data, and determine the bookkeeping
node in each station area.

4.1 Design of consensus mechanism

The grid system is based on the alliance chain. The nodes
themselves have independent identification codes and have
certain credibility with each other. We design a hybrid consensus
mechanism of “response strength + PoW+ PBFT”, which groups the
nodes according to the transaction granularity, reduces the number
of nodes participating in the consensus, and improves the consensus
efficiency. The response mechanism of the station-area nodes is
based on the response value of the station-area node within the
station area to the business needs of grid companies. If a user actively
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participates in the energy conservation incentive plan of the grid, he/
she will obtain high response value. The higher the response value,
the more incentive points, and the higher the credit certificate. The
full name of PoW is Proof of Work. All nodes in the station region
use their computing power to solve a mathematical problem. The
nodes that get the correct results will be eligible to generate new
blocks, thus obtaining the accounting right of the block. PBFT is a
distributed system consensus algorithm that can tolerate Byzantine
errors. Its purpose is to improve the node fault tolerance of the
blockchain network and improve the throughput of cross-region
transactions.

In the hybrid consensus mechanism, because of the credibility
provided by the alliance chain, the station-area node does not need
to do more PoW consensus proof, which can avoid the formation of
computing power competition and resource waste in the whole
network and reduce the computing pressure of nodes. The rewards
obtained from the blocks will be uniformly recovered and managed
by the grid, and then a certain amount of power incentive points will
be issued according to the credit value and the response business
strength. Considering the strong interconnection of the station-area
nodes on the physical equipment, in order to get a better experience
when users interact with the blockchain grid using lightweight
interactive terminals, nodes in the blockchain can be divided into
groups via the sharding technology. Each partition processes
transactions in parallel, which can significantly improve the
throughput and scalability of the blockchain.

4.2 Trading process within the station area

The transactions within the station are all in the same alliance chain.
Each user node only stores the transaction data related to itself. The
station-area node stores the data of the entire station. The
synchronization consensus is completed within the station area. In
order to facilitate users to manage and operate their own nodes in the
mobile device and lightweight network environment, the low-voltage
interactive response terminal will only store key information related to
users, such as user name, password, power equipment, and power quota
statistics, and redundant data will be uploaded to the station. For
example, in a certain period of time, low-voltage usersA and B conduct
demand response transactions: A has a small demand for electricity,
which is reported to the system to respond to, and B purchases the
electricity. If two users are judged to belong to the same station, user B
confirms whether A’s credit value is lower than the penalty threshold
and whether his balance is sufficient. After confirmation, both parties
can quickly conduct transactions. A needs to save the submitted
response power within this time period. After the transaction is
completed, the smart contract will compare the response value
submitted by user A with the actual load of user A obtained from
the low-voltage interactive response terminal, in order to determine
whether user A performs. According to the performance of users,
corresponding rewards and punishments will be given.

4.3 Cross-area Trading process

We propose the reliable synchronous blockchain model for
cross-area transactions based on blockchain sharding. Existing

blockchain sharding methods can be divided into two types: full
sharding and partial sharding. In the full sharding model, each node
only stores the transaction data in its own shard. Hence cross-shard
transactions will incurs large time and communication overhead. In
the partial sharding model, cross-shard nodes store data of multiple
shards. Even if the sender and receiver of a transaction are located in
two different shards, the cross-shard nodes can verify the legitimacy
and atomicity of the transaction based on their own kept data,
without the cross-shard communication. In this way, the cross-
shard transactions are transformed into intra-shard transactions,
thereby reducing time cost. Therefore, we choose partial shards. The
nodes in each state area comprise a shard.We divide the station-area
nodes into two categories. The station-area nodes used for cross-area
interaction are called cross-nodes, and other nodes are called
normal-nodes. Cross-nodes store data of different shards, and
they are not resident. They are selected by the credit mechanism
and then re-selected periodically in the area. Power incentive points
will be awarded to corresponding lightweight users.

According to the total credit value and the variance of credit
value of users in the station area, we combine the two factors to select
the station-area node with a stable upward trend in credit value.
These key nodes use the client driven mechanism to submit cross-
area transactions, store all cross-area transaction data, and complete
cross-area consensus, storage, and communication. As shown in
Figure 3, when a user sends a request for the cross-area transaction,
the node of the area where the user belongs to will initiate a cross-
area consensus and call a universal smart contract that supports
cross-area transactions.

A cross-area transaction means that both low-voltage users of
the transaction are not in the same station area. If both parties to the
transaction are judged to be located in different areas, they will
initiate a transaction request at the cross-node in their respective
station. It is worth mentioning that since transactions in different
areas are asynchronous, data synchronization across areas is
required. In addition, the atomicity of cross-area transactions
must be guaranteed. The process of cross-area transactions is as
follows.

(1) After a low-voltage user node in area A sends a cross-area
transaction request, he/she broadcasts the request to the alliance

FIGURE 3
Reliable synchronous diffusion mechanism of transaction data.
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chain of A. For example, if user B works overtime tonight and
does not use electricity at home, he/she will report the situation
to the system and distribute electricity to the user A in different
areas.

(2) Cross-nodes i and j, both located in areas A and B, will initially
verify the legitimacy and atomicity of the transaction after
receiving the request. Atomicity means that the sender has
enough balance, so that the sender has enough expenses to
pay. The receiver actually saved the response power within the
specified time according to the content agreed in the smart
contract. Therefore, the alliance chain of the sender must
confirm that there is enough balance in user A’s account to
pay, and the alliance chain of the receiver must confirm that user
B has saved the response power in this period of time. If the user
fails to perform, the user can be warned and powered off.

(3) After the transaction, all nodes of the grid company will judge
whether user B performs according to the provisions of the
smart contract, and give corresponding rewards or punishments
to users according to the performance. Finally, the two cross-
nodes, i and j, will package all the transaction data into blocks
after completing the consensus of the A’s and B’s areas, and
broadcast them to the alliance chains to complete the
synchronization of cross region data. At the same time, the
cross-node will synchronize the block to all nodes of the main
chain, and the block will recorded on the main chain after all
nodes have reached a consensus.

4.4 Tracing and querying blockchain
Transactions

To ensure the authenticity and reliability of transaction data, we
have provided low-voltage users with query services for tracing
blockchain transactions, blocks, transaction time, by making use of
the openness and transparency of blockchain data. For business
transaction data in question, low-voltage users can first submit a
query service request to nodes of their own areas. In order to protect
the privacy of other low-voltage users, the data queried are limited to
those existing with them. If it is found that the sender or receiver of
the transaction to be queried is not in this area, the relevant request
shall be submitted to the regulatory authority, which will view the
main chain information of the grid company and feed back the
detailed transaction data records on the user chain.

To achieve transaction traceability, it is necessary to increase the
transparency of data governance. The trusted and queriable
transaction system can open the door to new digital reliability
sharing services. All online data are processed with encryption
technology to fully protect the privacy of low-voltage users. A
transaction chain governance model is established to provide
network supervision, so as to optimize the reliable synchronous
diffusion mechanism of the entire transaction data.

5 Low-voltage load demand response
trading

Low-voltage load demand response of users refers to the power
consumption adjustment made by users according to the demand

response of the grid when the power consumption peak or low peak
occurs due to the unbalanced load of the grid. The user completes the
demand response transaction based on the principle of signing a
contract before demand response and clearing after demand
response according to the point to point transaction power
consumption time and load of his own demand. Low-voltage load
demand response of users is realized by running the smart contract in
the lightweight blockchain system. The grid companies, low-voltage
users, aggregators and regulators in the system run the smart contract to
achieve information release, transaction matching, transaction
settlement, price incentive and other functions to complete the
trading process. The trading system consists of three modules: low-
voltage side adjustable capacity resource pool, trading rules and price
incentive mechanism. Among them, the response volume and expected
price provided by users during bidding form a low-voltage side
adjustable capacity resource pool, which together with the terminal
equipment provides the data source for the smart contract. When users
run the smart contract, they will match and conduct point-to-point
transactions according to the data and transaction rules of the resource
pool, and settle after the end of the demand response cycle. The
transaction matching and transaction settlement constitute a two-
level bidding model with the goal of maximizing the interests of
users and systems. After the demand response cycle is completed,
the price incentive mechanism will be implemented when verifying
whether the user performs the contract. A corresponding proportion of
price incentives will be given to the users who perform the contract, and
economic penalties will be given to the users who break the contract.

In the low-voltage load demand response trading system, the
grid company issues demand response signals according to the load
dispatching demand; low-voltage users independently choose to
participate in the demand response trading process according to
the optimal strategy provided by the signal and bidding model. The
aggregator conducts transaction settlement with the goal of
maximizing the return of users and grid demand response. The
regulatory authority is responsible for formulating trading rules and
supervising the process of trading. The specific transaction system is
shown in Figure 4.

We present a two-level bidding model in subsection 5.1. As
shown in Figure 4, this model is used for transaction matching and
transaction settlement. Next, we present the details of the trading
process based on smart contracts. The two-level bidding model is the
theoretical basis of transaction processing.

5.1 A Two-level bidding model to maximize
the interests of users and minimize the cost
of grid companies

The bidding model consists of two levels: the upper level
corresponds to the transaction matching stage, with the goal of
maximizing the interests of all groups of users participating in
demand response transactions; The lower level model
corresponds to the settlement stage, and the optimization goal is
to minimize the cost of the grid company.

5.1.1 The upper level model
The upper level model aims to maximize the interests of group

users under the constraints of communication cost, signing and
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actual power load, signing and actual power price. We use Iusers to
denote the income of low-voltage users. We use a and b to denote the
buyer and seller of point-to-point transactions, respectively. i and j
denote the number of the station where low-voltage users are
located. t denotes the time. C denotes the comfort cost. Wtia

represents the load signed by the seller in the i station at time t.
ptia denotes the unit price of the seller’s contracted electricity in the i
station at time t, and ∑

tia

Wtiaptia denotes total contract amount in

the system, namely Wtia and ptia product. Correspondingly, we use
Wtjb to denote the actual power load of the buyer in the j station at
time t. However, it should be noted that the power load may exceed
the contracted load at this time due to the possibility of the seller’s
breach of contract. We use ptjb to denote the unit price of the buyer’s
actual power load in the j − th station at time t, so the sum of the
demand response amount in the system can also be expressed by the
sum of the product of the two (Wtjb and ptjb). Therefore, we use∑
tia

Wtiaptia −∑
tjb

Wtjbptjb to denote the difference between the sum

of the contract amount in the system and the sum of the demand
response amount. It also means the amount and profit generated by
the point-to-point transactions of the total low-voltage user groups
in the entire demand response system. After the subtraction of the
cost of comfort, it can be used to express the goal of maximizing the
interests of group users. As shown in Eqs 2, 3, we useD to denote the
communicate cost, Temp to denote temperature, αtTempto denote
comfort coefficient, X to denote the time cost of a single
communication between a cross-node and a node in a station,
and Y to denote the communication time cost between two
cross-nodes in different station. In the system, the comfort cost
of low-voltage users equivalent to the power supply side in demand
response is mainly considered. The cost affected by natural factors
such as temperature and time can be obtained by summing the
product of comfort coefficient and actual power load, that is,∑αtTemp · Wtjb. The communication cost needs to be discussed
according to the situation of different stations. When users of both
sides of the transaction are in the same station, after submission and
confirmation, the communication time cost is twice the time cost of
a single communication, that is, 2X. If both parties are in different
station, the communication time cost should be added to the
communication between two CrossNodes in different stations,

that is, 2X + Y. Then the comfort cost can be calculated by the
cost affected by natural factors and communication cost, namely
C � ∑

tTemp

αtTemp ·∑
tjb

Wtjb +D. In Eq 4–7, we set the contracted load

and its unit price. Eq. 4 makes the constraint that the total load

signed by sellers must be non-negative. Eq. 5 makes the constraint

that the total actual power load of buyers must be non-negative. Eq.

6 makes the constraint that the total price of the seller’s contracted

electricity must be non-negative. Eq. 7 makes the constraint that the

total price of buyer’s actual power load must be non-negative. In Eq.

8, we use B to denote the comfort budget, representing the upper

limit of the comfort cost in the system.

maximize Iusers � ∑
tia

Wtiaptia −∑
tjb

Wtjbptjb − C (1)

C � ∑
tTemp

αtTemp ·∑
tjb

Wtjb +D (2)

D � 2X + Y
2X

{ i ≠ j
i � j

(3)

∑
tia

Wtia ≥ 0 (4)

∑
tjb

Wtjb ≥ 0 (5)

∑
tia

ptia ≥ 0 (6)

∑
tjb

ptjb ≥ 0 (7)

C≤B (8)

5.1.2 The lower level model
The lower level model aims to minimize the cost of grid

companies under the constraint of marginal generation cost
price. We use ICSG to denote the cost of the grid company, ptjm
to denote the generation price of the grid beyond the demand
response plan, and β to denote the real-time price adjustment
coefficient. If all users fulfill the agreement, the cost of the grid

FIGURE 4
Demand response trading.
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will just offset the settlement amount of the user’s participation in
the demand response. However, in the settlement stage, when a user
defaults, there may be two situations: excessive power consumption
and failure to reach the agreed power load. Therefore, we use
|∑
tjb

Wtjb −∑
tia

Wtia| to denote the unplanned power load. As

shown in Eq. 10, when ∑
tia

Wtia > ∑
tjb

Wtjb, the grid actually

provided more power to users than the planned load, and the

cost that could not be offset came from the cost of these multiple

generating loads. So the real-time price adjustment coefficient was 0.

When ∑
tia

Wtia ≤ ∑
tjb

Wtjb, the situation of excessive power

consumption by low-voltage users can be expressed. We use

∑
tjm

ptjm −∑
tjb

β.ptjb to denote the marginal cost price of grid

generation. The product of the unplanned power load and the

marginal cost price of grid generation can represent the cost of

the grid, as shown in Eq. 9. In addition, it should also ensure that the

grid generation price is non negative, that is, Eq. 11.

Minimize ICSG � ∑
tjm

ptjm −∑
tjb

β.ptjb
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠|∑

tjb

Wtjb −∑
tia

Wtia|

(9)

β �
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

0
β

∑
tiab

Wtia >Wtjb

∑
tiab

Wtia ≤Wtjb
(10)

∑
tjm

ptjm ≥ 0 (11)

5.2 Trading process

The trading process can be generally divided into five stages:
user registration, information release, transaction matching,
transaction settlement and price incentive. The specific trading
process is shown in Figure 5.

5.2.1 User registration stage
Firstly, all roles involved in the user low-voltage load demand

response trading system are registered in the blockchain system,
including grid companies, aggregators, regulatory companies,
and low-voltage users. According to the different roles of
registration, they perform different functions in the low-
voltage load response trading system. After registering in the
blockchain system, users can participate in demand response
through smart contracts.

5.2.2 Release demand response stage
The initialization function Initial(): according to the load

scheduling demand, the grid company sends a demand signal to
all users in the blockchain system through the Initial() function. A
global variable of boolean type will be set in the function. If the
variable is true, it means that it is allowed to participate in this
demand response.

Information collection function GetUsersInformation(): the
aggregator collects the information of low-voltage users
participating in this demand response point-to-point transaction
using the information collection function GetUsersInformation().
The information collected is divided into two parts: buyer
information and seller information. The information collected
from these two parties is used to calculate the maximum profit
of the user in the transaction matching of the bidding model. The

FIGURE 5
Smart contract based trading flow.
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buyer information includes the demand load, the price acceptable to
the user, the desired response time, and the station area where the
user is located. The seller information includes the load, price,
response time, user’s station area and user’s credit value that the
seller intends to provide.

Qualification verification functionQualificationVerification(): at
the same time, it is necessary to ensure that the seller is qualified to
provide demand response quantity, so it should be verified by the
function QualificationVerification().

5.2.3 Transaction matching stage
Profit maximization function for low-voltage users

MaxUsersProfit(): At this stage, the aggregator calculates the
maximum profit of the user through the function
MaxUsersProfit() and lists the matching pairs of transactions
under the condition of maximizing the benefits. This trading pair
is fed back to the user so that the user can decide whether to choose
the trading matching result, which is implemented by the bidding
model. The variables calculated by the user are from the information
collection function.

Submission function Confirmtransaction(): After the aggregator
calculates the user’s maximum profit, the Confirmtransaction()
function is required for the user to submit.

Confirmation function Confirm(): To ensure the user’s privacy,
the confirmation function Confirm() needs to be confirmed by the
buyer and the seller respectively. After the buyer and the seller
confirm respectively, the aggregator collects the confirmation results
and submits them to the blockchain system for the next stage of
transaction settlement.

5.2.4 Transaction settlement stage
Credit value settlement function SettlementCredit(): according

to the comparison between the data obtained from the user
intelligent terminals of the buyer and the seller after the
completion of the demand response phase and the electricity
quantity in the contract, if the contract is performed, the credit
value of the user in this transaction will be increased by two points. If
the contract is breached, the credit value will be decreased by four
points for the settlement of credit value.

Amount settlement function SettlementAmount(): the load and
price at the time of signing the demand response contract and after
the completion of the demand response phase are compared. The
point-to-point trading parties settle the transaction amount. The
real-time electricity price at the time of demand response is priced by
the grid company with the lowest cost as the optimization goal.

5.2.5 Price incentive stage
Price incentive function PriceIncentives(): in this stage,

according to the credit value obtained by the user whether to
perform the contract in the transaction settlement and the real-
time electricity price in response, the reward and penalty prices for
normal electricity use in the later period are calculated by the RP
price incentive model based on the user’s credit value.

Penalty function Punish(): according to the user’s credit value
when completing the transaction, it can judge whether the low-
voltage user has reached the power outage threshold. That is, if the
credit value is lower than 50, the intelligent terminal will be
controlled to power off.

6 Evaluation

In the evaluation, we test the reliable synchronous blockchain
model. Notice that this synchronous blockchain model is built on
partial sharding where cross-nodes store transactions of different
station areas. Hence, we compare the partial sharding with the full
sharding technique.

6.1 Experiment settings

Experimental data sets. The experimental settings are shown in
Table 1 s represents the number of shards, n represents the number of
nodes, and m represents the number of transactions. The number of
shards varies in [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10], and the number of nodes varies in
[2,3,4,5]. In the storage overhead experiment, assuming that the number
of transactions stored in different shards is the same. The number of
transactions in each shard varies in [250,500,750,1000]. The number of
slices varies in [2,3,4]. The blockchain accounts participating in the
power points transaction are distributed in different shards according to
the station area they are located in. The cross-node stores transactions in
their own regions and cross-district transactions, while a normal-node
only stores cross-sharding transactions in their own regions and related
transactions. Transactions are generated by a blockchain prototype
systems1.

Metrics. Time cost and storage cost are used to evaluate the
performance of the methods. In terms of time cost, when the
number of shards is fixed, the more nodes, the more consensus
time may be required, and the time cost will increase accordingly.
When the number of nodes is fixed, the more shards there are, the
more consensus time may be required. In terms of storage overhead,
since a cross-node needs to store two or more pieces of data, the
storage overhead will be much higher than that of a cross-node in
the sharding. As the number of shards increases, the storage
overhead of the cross-node will increase accordingly.

Experimental environment.A blockchain prototype system has been
built for the evaluation. The prototype system runs in a serverwith a 12th
Gen Intel® Core™ i7-12700F processor and 128GB memory. We use
theUbuntu22.04 operating system. All algorithms were coded with Java.
Multiple virtual nodes were generated with Docker.

Competitors. We tested the time cost and the storage cost. We
tested the influence of the number of nodes and the number of
shards. We compare two sharding methods: full sharding and partial
sharding. The sharding methods used in this paper is partial shard.
We also tested the storage overhead of the two types of nodes, that is,

TABLE 1 Experimental settings.

Parameters Values

The number s of shards [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]

The number n of nodes [2,3,4,5]

The number m of transactions [250,500,750,1000]

1 https://github.com/reveup/myproject.git
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FIGURE 6
Time cost vs n (s ∈ [2, 3, 4]).

FIGURE 7
Time cost vs n (s ∈ [5, 6, 7]).

FIGURE 8
Time cost vs n (s ∈ [8, 9, 10]).
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normal-node and cross-node, in the partial sharding method. The
full sharding storage model only contains normal-nodes, and the
entire blockchain ledger is divided into several disjoint ledgers and
stored in normal-nodes. Each shard maintains its own ledger, and all
shards of the entire blockchain network have a complete ledger
together. In the partial sharding storage model, a cross-node stores
data of multiple shards and processes cross-sharding transactions, so
as to shorten the consensus time, but this may bring a huge storage.

6.2 Results of the experiments

6.2.1 Influence of the number of nodes on time
cost

In this experiment, we fixed the number of shards as
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, and 10, respectively. We tested the time cost
required for full shards and partial shards, respectively. The
experimental results are shown in Figures 6–8.

From the experimental results, we can see that the time cost of full
shards is much higher than that of partial shards, and with the increase

of the number of nodes, the time cost shows an overall upward trend.
The main reason is that the increase in the number of nodes will affect
the consensus time. We use s = 2 as an example. When n = 2, the time
cost of partial shards is 54.3% of that of full shards.When n= 3, the time
cost of partial shards is 51.9% of that of full shards.When n= 4, the time
cost of partial shards is 54.3% of that of full shards.When n= 5, the time
cost of partial shards is 75.5% of that of full shards.

6.2.2 Influence of the number of shards on time
cost

In this experiment, we fixed the number of nodes as 2, 3, and 4,
respectively.When the number of shards is in [2,3,4,5].We compare the
time cost of the cross-chain transaction between full shards and partial
shards. Figure 9 shows the impact of the number s of shards on the time
cost of cross-chain transactions of full shards and partial shards. The
time cost of cross-chain transactions of full shards is much higher than
that of partial shards. With the increase in the number of shards, the
time cost of full shards is on the rise as a whole, while the partial shards
are relatively stable. The main reason is that the increase in the number
of shards involved in cross-chain transactions will lead to an increase in

FIGURE 9
Time cost vs s (n ∈ [2, 3, 4]).

FIGURE 10
Storage overhead vs number of transactions (number of shards: 2, 3, 4).
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consensus and communication time for full shards. However, because
partial shards use cross-nodes to store multiple pieces of data, the
consensus needs to be conducted only once. We use n = 2 as an
example. When s = 2, the time cost of partial shards is 47.5% of that of
full shards.When s = 3, the time cost of partial shards is 28.7% of that of
full shards.When s = 4, the time cost of partial shards is 16.6% of that of
full shards.When s = 5, the time cost of partial shards is 17.1% of that of
full shards.

6.2.3 Storage overhead
We compare the storage overhead required by a normal-node and a

cross-node in partial sharding model. The number of transactions is in
[250,500,750,1000].We assume that each shard stores the same number
of transactions. The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 10.
We can see that the storage overhead of a cross-node is much higher
than that of a normal-node. With the increase in the number of
partitions, the storage overhead of a cross-node will continue to
increase. This is because a cross-node will store all the data of the
shards, so the storage overhead must be higher than that of a normal-
node.When s = 2, the storage overhead of a normal-node is 50% of that
of a cross-node.When s = 3, the storage overhead of the a normal-node
is 33.5% of that of a cross-node. When s = 4, the storage overhead of a
normal-node is 25% of that of a cross-node.

6.2.4 Conclusion of the experiments
With respect to the time cost, for full shards, with the increase of

the number of nodes or the number of shards, the time cost becomes
larger. For partial sharding, the time cost increases slightly with the
number of nodes. When the number of shards involved in cross-
chain transactions is more, the time cost of partial shards will be far
less than that of full shards. Therefore, partial sharding performs
better than full sharding. With the increase in the number of shards,
the storage of a cross-node will become larger.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed a credible and adjustable load resource trading
framework based on blockchain. The blockchain system uses themaster
station as the full node and the intelligent interactive terminal/module
as the lightweight node. To realize the reliable synchronization of
blockchain data, we have proposed a synchronous diffusion
mechanism. Combined with the low-voltage side adjustable capacity
resource pool and market trading rules, We have constructed the user
low-voltage load demand response trading system. A two-level bidding
model based on maximizing the interests of users and minimizing the
cost of grid companies is proposed. The upper-level model corresponds
to the transaction matching stage, and the lower-level model

corresponds to the settlement stage. We have tested the proposed
method on the blockchain platform, and the experimental results
demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.
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To solve the theoretical solution of dynamic Sylvester equation (DSE), we use a fast
convergence zeroing neural network (ZNN) system to solve the time-varying
problem. In this paper, a new activation function (AF) is proposed to ensure fast
convergence in predefined times, as well as its robustness in the presence of external
noise perturbations. The effectiveness and robustness of this zeroing neural network
system is analyzed theoretically and verified by simulation results. It was further
verified by the application of robotic trajectory tracking.

KEYWORDS

dynamic sylvester equation, zeroing neural network, predefined-time convergence,
robustness, activation function, robot trajectory tracking

1 Introduction

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) have been extensively studied and applied in many
scientific and engineering fields in the past two decades, such as automatic control theory [1],
image processing [2, 3], data processing [4], and matrix equations solving [5–7]. The Sylvester
equation plays a very important role in mathematics and control fields, and it will be involved in
many practical applications [8–12].

The theoretical solution of the general Sylvester equation can be obtained through the
conventional gradient descent method [13]. Using the norm of the error matrix as a
performance indicator, a neural network is evolved along the gradient descent direction so
that the error norm in the fixed-constant case vanishes to zero over time [14]. However, in the
time-varying case, due to the lack of velocity compensation for the time-varying parameters, the
error normmay not converge to zero, even after an infinitely long time. To solve the problem of
solving the dynamic Sylvester equations, a design method based on zeroing neural network
system is adopted. Zeroing neural network is a special recurrent neural network proposed by
Zhang et al. [6, 15], and plays a crucial role in solving various dynamic problem fields. Generally
speaking, zeroing neural networks have better accuracy and higher efficiency than recurrent
neural networks based on gradient descent in solving time-varying problems [16, 17]. In recent
years, ZNN has been studied more and more, and many new models have been developed. For
example, the VP-CZNN in Ref. [5] and the FT-VP-CZNN in Ref. [18] realize super exponential
convergence, and the ZNN model activated by SBPAF in Ref. [19] realizes finite-time
convergence.

There are often many kinds of external noise interference in real life, and most neural
network systems do not consider the tolerance problem of noise, which reduces the effect of
dynamic systems. Through the above discussion analysis, a new activation function can be
introduced to improve the performance of the whole system. At the same time, it can also
ensure the predefined time convergence and noise resistance.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce zeroing neural network model and dynamic Sylvester
equation. In Section 3, we review some activation functions and
propose a new activation function with predefined time
convergence under noise interference. In Section 4, we focus on
the predefined-time convergence and anti-noise capability of the
model that we established. In Section 5, we verify the theory
through simulation experiments of solving the dynamic Sylvester
equations and the trajectory tracking problem of the robotic arm.
Finally, we give a brief conclusion to the paper in Section 6. In
addition, all the abbreviations used in this work are listed in the
following Table 1.

2 ZNN model and dynamic sylvester
equation

In this work, we are concerned with the Sylvester equation, and its
general expression is directly given as:

A t( )X t( ) −X t( )B t( ) � −C t( ) ∈ Rn×n (1)
where A(t) ∈ Rn×n, B(t) ∈ Rn×n, C(t) ∈ Rn×n stand for known
coefficient matrices, and X(t) ∈ Rn×n stands for an unknown
matrix we need to solve.

To solve the Sylvester equation, we define an error function:

E t( ) � A t( )X t( ) −X t( )B t( ) + C t( ) ∈ Rn×n (2)
If each elements of the error function E(t) converges to 0, we can

obtain the theoretical solution X(t). To make the error function
converge to 0, the ZNN design formula is designed by the
following derivative equation:

d E t( )( )
d t( ) � −γφ E t( )( ) (3)

where φ(·) ∈ Rn×n stands for an array of the activation function, and
γ> 0 are a known adjustable parameter which adjust the
convergence rate.

The time derivative of the error function is defined as:

E
•
t( ) � A t( )X• t( ) + A

•
t( )X t( ) −X

•
t( )B t( ) −X t( )B• t( ) + C

•
t( ) (4)

Then, by substituting error function into the ZNN design formula
and considering that the time derivative of the error function, the
following ZNN model for Sylvester equation is derived:

A t( )X• t( ) −X
•

t( )B t( ) � −A• t( )X t( ) +X t( )B• t( ) − C
•
t( )

−γφ A t( )X t( ) −X t( )B t( ) + C t( )( ) (5)

3 Activation function

The activation function is a monotonically increasing odd
function and is a key component of the ZNN model. It has
important implications for the convergence and robustness of the
ZNN models. Especially in the presence of noise interference, the
selection of an appropriate activation function can play a great positive
role in the ZNN model. In the past decade, many activation functions
have been proposed to improve the performance of neural networks,
and different activation functions can be found to have different
performance through comparison [20–22].

Several common activation functions.

1) Linear activation function (LAF)

ϕ x( ) � x (6)

2) Power activation function

ϕ x( ) � xp (7)
with p≥ 3 indicating an odd integer.

3) Power-sigmoid activation function (PSAF)

ϕ x( ) �
xp , x| |≥ 1
1 + exp −ξ( )
1 − exp −ξ( )

1 − exp −ξx( )
1 + exp −ξx( ) , x| |< 1

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ (8)

4) Sign-bi-power activation function

ϕ x( ) � 1
2
sgnξ1 x( ) + 1

2
sgnξ2 x( ) (9)

where ξ1 ∈ (0, 1) and ξ2 > 1, sgn(·) is defined as:

sgnn x( ) �
x| |n, x> 0
0, x � 0
− x| |n, x< 0

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (10)

Different activation functions have different convergence
performance, and non-linear activation function generally possesses
better performance than the linear activation function in the rate of the
accelerated ZNN model convergence. All of the above activation
functions can effectively improve the convergence rate, but they do
not consider the noise factor. The convergence performance is greatly
reduced in the presence of noise interference. Considering this factor,
we propose a new activation function (NAF) with predefined time
convergence under noise interference:

ϕ x( ) � k1 x| |p + k2 x| | 1 /p + k3( )sgn x( ) + k4x
2λ−1 (11)

TABLE 1 All the abbreviations used in this work.

Full names Abbreviations

Dynamic Sylvester equation DSE

Second-order dynamic Sylvester equation SDSE

Third-order dynamic Sylvester equation TDSE

Zeroing neural network ZNN

Recurrent neural network RNN

Activation functions AF

Linear activation function LAF

Power-sigmoid activation function PSAF

New activation function NAF

State solution SS

Theoretical solution TS
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where 0<p< 1, k1 > 0, k2 > 0, k3 > 0, k4 > 0, λ ∈ N+, and sgn(·) is
defined as described above.

4 Network model and theoretical
analysis

Before the main theoretical results of the ZNN are given, the
following lemma is first presented as a basis for further discussion [5].

Lemma. There is a non-linear dynamical system such as
X
• (t) � g(x(t), t), t ∈ [0,+∞), where g(t) is a non-linear function.
If a continuous radial unbounded function V: Rn → R+ ∪ 0{ } exists,
making U(ζ) � 0 and any solution satisfied:

U
•

t( )≤ − τUς ζ t( )( ) − ρUμ ζ t( )( ) (12)
where τ > 0, ρ> 0, 0< ς< 1, μ> 0 all are constants.

The predefined convergence time is:

T max � 1
τ 1 − ς( ) +

1
ρ μ − 1( ) (13)

Theorem 1. Starting with the random initial matrix, the exact
solution of the ZNN model predefined convergence is as:

tc ≤
1

γk1 1 − p( ) +
1

γk2 1 /

p − 1( ) (14)

where γ, k1, k2, p stand for the preset parameters.
Proof of Theorem 1. The ZNN model can be represented as

E
•(t) � −γϕ(E(t)), where E(t) represents error function, and
subsystem (i, j) can be expressed as:

ei,j
•

t( ) � −γϕ ei,j t( )( ) (15)

with i, j ∈ 1, 2, ..., n{ }. If the subsystem possesses predefined time
stability, the ZNN model also possesses it. To prove the stability of
the predefined time, we define a Lyapunov function as:

u t( ) � ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ (16)

The time derivative is:

u
•
t( ) � −ei,j• t( )sgn ei,j t( )( ) � −γϕ ei,j t( )( )sgn ei,j t( )( )
� −γ k1 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p + k2 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ 1 /p + k4 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2λ−1 + k3( )
≤ − γ k1 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p + k2 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ 1 /p( )
� −γ k1u

p t( ) + k2u
1 /

p t( )( )

(17)

Comparing with the lemma, predefined convergence time is
available:

tc ≤
1

γk1 1 − p( ) +
1

γk2 1 /

p − 1( ) (18)

Because there may be various disturbances in reality, the following
ZNN model perturbed by noise is studied:

A t( )X• t( ) −X
•

t( )B t( ) � −A• t( )X t( ) +X t( )B• t( ) − C
•
t( )

−γφ A t( )X t( ) −X t( )B t( ) + C t( )( ) + Y t( )
(19)

where Y(t) represents an additional noise.
Case 1. Dynamic bounded vanishing noise.
Theorem 2. There is a dynamically bounded vanishing noise,

where its elements (i, j) satisfy |yi,j(t)|≤ δ|ei,j(t)| and
δ ∈ (0,+∞), |ei,j(t)| is the absolute value of the element (i, j) in
the error function E (t). Starting with a random initial matrix
X(0) ∈ Rn×n, If it satisfy γk4 ≥ δ, it will output exact solutions of
the time-varying Sylvester equation at the predefined time tc.

tc ≤
1

γk1 1 − p( ) +
1

γk2 1 /

p − 1( ) (20)

Proof of Theoreim 2. The ZNNmodel which is perturbed by noise
can be reduced to E

•(t) � −γϕ(E(t)) + Y(t), The subsystem (i, j) is
expressed as:

e
•
i,j t( ) � −γϕ ei,j t( )( ) + yi,j t( ) (21)

where yi,j(t) stands for the element (i, j) of matrix Y(t).
To prove the predefined time stability of the subsystem subject to

noise perturbation, we define a Lyapunov function as:

u t( ) � ei,j t( )[ ]2 (22)

The time derivative is:

u
•
t( ) � 2ei,j t( )e• i,j t( ) � 2ei,j t( )( − γϕ(ei,j t( )) + yi,j t( ))
� −2γ k1 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p+1 + k2 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1 /p+1( ) − 2γk3 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣

+2 ei,j t( )yi,j t( ) − γk4 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 2λ−1( )( )
≤ − 2γ k1 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p+1 + k2 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1 /p+1( )

+2 δ ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 − γk4 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 2λ−1( )( )
≤ − 2γ k1 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p+1 + k2 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1 /p+1( )

� −2γ k1u
p+1( )/2 t( ) + k2u

1 /

p+1( )/2

t( )⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (23)

with λ is positive integer. Therefore, 2(2λ − 1) is certainly greater than
or equal to 2. If it satisfy γk4 ≥ δ, the upper formula must hold.

Comparing with the lemma, predefined convergence time is
available:

tc ≤
1

γk1 1 − p( ) +
1

γk2 1 /

p − 1( ) (24)

Case 2. Dynamic bounded non-vanishing noise.
Theorem 3. There exists a dynamically bounded non-vanishing

noise, where its elements (i, j) satisfy |yi,j(t)|≤ δ, and δ ∈ (0,+∞).
Starting with a random initial matrix, if it satisfy γk3 ≥ δ, it will output
exact solutions of the time-varying Sylvester equation at the
predefined time tc.

tc ≤
1

γk1 1 − p( ) +
1

γk2 1 /

p − 1( ) (25)

Proof of Theorem 3. The additive noise is just different,
comparing with Theorem 2. Therefore, we still choose the
following Lyapunov function:
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u t( ) � ei,j t( )[ ]2 (26)

The time derivative is:

u
•
t( ) � 2ei,j t( )e• i,j t( ) � 2ei,j t( ) −γϕ ei,j t( )( ) + yi,j t( )( )
� −2γ k1 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p+1 + k2 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1 /p+1( ) − 2γk4 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 2λ−1( )

+2 ei,j t( )yi,j t( ) − γk3 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣( )
≤ − 2γ k1 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p+1 + k2 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1 /p+1( )

+2 δ ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ − γk3 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣( )
≤ − 2γ k1 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p+1 + k2 ei,j t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1 /p+1( )

� −2γ k1u
p+1( )/2 t( ) + k2u

1 /

p+1( )/2

t( )⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (27)

If it satisfy γk3 ≥ δ, the above formula is established.
Comparing with the lemma, predefined convergence time is

available:

tc ≤
1

γk1 1 − p( ) +
1

γk2 1 /

p − 1( ) (28)

According to the above discussion and analysis, it can be
concluded that the proposed network model can effectively achieve
the predefined time convergence, and can attain better performance in
environments where noise disturbance exists.

5 Simulation effect verification

A network model based on a novel activation function is proposed
above. Unlike the common activation function, this activation
function can achieve predefined time convergence in a noisy
environment. And we perform a convergence analysis for different
types of noise. Then we will verify the convergence effect and compare
it with the simulation effect of other common activation functions.
Firstly, we apply the contrast by simulations of time-varying Sylvester
equations.

5.1 Simulation 1: second order coefficient
matrix

Generally, coefficient matrix A(t), B(t) and C(t) can be chosen
randomly, as long as A(t) and B(t) are both invertible matrix. For no
loss of generality, the following second-order matrices are selected:

A t( ) � sin 2t( ) cos 4t( )
−cos 4t( ) sin 3t( )( ), B t( ) � 3 0

1 2
( ),

C t( ) � sin 4t( ) cos 4t( )
−cos 4t( ) sin 4t( )( )

For random initial state X(0) ∈ [2, 2]2×2, the network model with
the classical linear activation function, the power-sigmoid activation
function, and the proposed activation function is simulated in a noise-
free environment.

The results are presented in Figure 1. The following figures are the
comparison of the state solution (SS) and the theoretical solution (TS)
of the three activation functions in a noiseless environment, where the
red dashed line represents the theoretical solution, and the blue solid
line indicates the state solution. Each group of status figure is
composed of four components, representing the four elements
(x11 x12;x21 x22) in the matrix in turn.

The first set of graphs shows a comparison of the state solution
produced by the newly proposed activation function with the
theoretical solution. And the second and third sets of graphs
represent the state contrast figures which are produced by the
power-sigmoid activation function and linear activation function. It
is obvious from the three groups that the state solutions produced by
the newly proposed activation function are closer to the theoretical
values.

The following sets of graphs in Figure 2 show the residual graphs
generated by the three activation functions in different noise
environments, where the blue line represents the newly proposed
activation function, the red line represents the power-sigmoid
activation function, and the yellow line represents the linear activation
function. The first figure shows the residual figure in a noiseless
environment; the remaining two figures are the residual figures in the
presence of an external noise of y(t) = 0.3t and y (t) = cos (t). Obviously,
the newly proposed activation function can achieve faster convergence
and possesses a better anti-noise interference ability.

FIGURE 1
The comparison of the state solution and the theoretical solution: (A) SS of NAF for solving SDSE; (B) SS of PSAF for solving SDSE; (C) SS of LAF for solving
SDSE.
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5.2 Simulation 2: Third order coefficient
matrix

The principle as above, coefficient matrix A(t), B(t) and C(t) are
chosen randomly, as long as A(t) and B(t) are both invertible matrix.
For no loss of generality, select following random third-order matrices:

A t( ) �
sin 2t( ) sin 2t( ) cos t( )
cos 3t( ) sin 2t( ) − sin 2t( )
sin t( ) cos 2t( ) sin 2t( )

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠, B t( ) �
10 0 5
0 20 10
0 15 20

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠

C t( ) �
sin 2t( ) sin 2t( ) cos 3t( )
cos 3t( ) sin 2t( ) − sin 3t( )
−sin t( ) cos 3t( ) sin 2t( )

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠

For random initial state X(0) ∈ [1, 1]3×3, the network model with
the classical linear activation function, the power-sigmoid activation
function, and the proposed activation function is simulated in the
presence of noise (Y(t) = 0.5t) environment.

The results are presented in Figure 3. The figure shows the
comparison of the state solutions and the theoretical solutions of
the three activation functions in this environment, where the red
dashed line represents the theoretical solution, and the blue solid line
indicates the state solution. Each group of status figure is composed of
nine components, representing the nine elements
(x11 x12 x13; x21 x22 x23;x31 x32 x33) in the matrix in turn.

The first set of graphs shows a comparison of the state solution
produced by the newly proposed activation function with the
theoretical solution. The second and third sets of graphs represent
the state contrast figures which are produced by the power-sigmoid
activation function and linear activation function. It is obvious from
the three groups that the state solutions produced by the newly
proposed activation function are closer to the theoretical values.

The supra sets of graphs in Figure 4 show the residual graphs
generated by the three activation functions in different noise
environments, where the blue line represents the newly proposed
activation function, the red line represents the power-sigmoid
activation function, and the yellow line represents the linear
activation function. The first figure shows the residual figure in a
noiseless environment; the remaining two figures are the residual
figures in the presence of an external noise of y(t) = 0.3t and y (t) =
cos(t). Obviously, the newly proposed activation function can achieve
faster convergence and possesses better anti-noise interference ability.

5.3 Simulation 3: Mechanical arm trajectory
tracking

The joint angle vector θ of the robotic arm and the actual trajectory
L of the end actuator are related to:

FIGURE 2
Residual graphs generated by the three activation function: (A) Simulated residual errors of ZNN for solving SDSE without noise; (B) Simulated residual
errors of ZNN for solving SDSE with y(t) = 0.3t; (C) Simulated residual errors of ZNN for solving SDSE with y(t) = cos(t).

FIGURE 3
The comparison of the state solution and the theoretical solution: (A) SS of NAF for solving TDSE; (B) SS of PSAF for solving TDSE; (C) SS of LAF for solving
TDSE.
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L � f θ( ) (29)
where f(·) is a known non-linear one-to-many function between the
joint angle and the actual trajectory of end-effector. Given the
movement path L of the end-effector, the motion change of the
corresponding joint angle vector θ can be determined.

From the time-varying view, the equations of motion of the
robotic arm can be expressed as:

L t( ) � f θ t( )( ) (30)
The track-tracking problem eventually turns into a speed problem.

Therefore, the two sides of the above equation are guided to obtain the
motion equation of the mechanical arm at the velocity level:

L
•
t( ) � J θ( )θ

•
t( ) (31)

where J(θ) represents a Jacobian matrix J(θ) � zf(θ)/zθ. After
introducing the Jacobian matrix, the time-varying joint angular

velocity θ
•(t) and the mechanical arm end time-varying velocity L

•(t)
can be regarded as a linear relationship. Generally, L

•(t) is known quantity
and θ

•(t) is unknown quantity. Thus, the upper equation belongs to an
inversion equation of motion and we can consider the trajectory tracking
problem as a problem of solving a time-varying linear matrix equation.

The proposed network model is used to solve the time-varying
problem and to construct the corresponding model:

J θ( )θ
•
t( ) � L

•
t( ) − γϕ L t( ) − J θ( )θ t( )( ) + y t( ) (32)

where y(t) is additive noise and set to y(t) = 0.1t.
The expected tracking trajectory of the mechanical arm is a four-

pointed star type, and the simulations in noisy environments are shown in
Figure 5. The first graph in Figure 5 depicts the whole track schematic of
themechanical arm, and the second figure illustrates traced trajectory of it
from the top perspective. Themovement trajectory of themobile platform
is described in (c). Furthermore, a contrast drawing between expected

FIGURE 4
Residual graphs generated by the three activation function: (A) Simulated residual errors of ZNN for solving TDSE without noise; (B) Simulated residual
errors of ZNN for solving TDSE with y(t) = 0.3t; (C) Simulated residual errors of ZNN for solving TDSE with y(t) = cos(t).

FIGURE 5
Simulations of mechanical arm tracking trajectory: (A) The whole track schematic; (B) Top plot of the traced trajectory; (C) Movement trajectory of the
mobile platform; (D) Expected path and actual trajectory contrast; (E) Tracking error.
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path and actual trajectory is exhibited subsequently. Finally, the tracking
error of this test in three dimensions is captured in (e). Therefore, the
novel neural network model can accurately complete the trajectory
tracking with small error under the noise polluted environment.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a zeroing neural network model by
introducing a novel activation function. Through the theoretical
analysis and simulation verification, the network model possesses the
characteristics of predefined time convergence and strong noise
resistance. In dealing with the problem of solving the dynamical
Sylvester equations, it has faster convergence rate, higher accuracy and
better robustness, comparing with several classical network models
constructed with the activation functions. Moreover, the effectiveness
and reliability of the network model have been validated by theoretical
analysis and simulation in the robotic arm trajectory tracking problem.

In addition, there are some difficulties in future research. On the one
hand, in the interest of improving the effectiveness of ZNN model, the
structure require further optimized, such as designing other new
outstanding activation functions and convergence factor. On the other
hand, for the sake of improving the practicality of the ZNN model, it is
necessary to expand the practical application scope of the model to other
scientific and engineering fields, such as applying it to time-varying
electronic circuits, chaotic systems, multi-agent research, chaotic systems.
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second-order memory elements
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As the product of a circuit’s voltage and current, apparent power (S) is of paramount
necessity and importance in electrical utilities, electronics, communication, and
neural network systems. Based on the existing AC power analysis on the two-
terminal passive elements (i.e., R, L, and C), some in-depth research on AC apparent
power calculations for second-order memory elements and memristive systems is
introduced to help with revealing their complex and unique non-linear phenomena.
This paper derives the forms of real power, reactive power, and apparent power for
the proposed second-order memory elements (i.e.,MR,MC, andML) and reveals the
difference between ideal memory elements and traditional passive ones (i.e., R, C,
and L). For all involvedmemory elements, harmonic values and an extra termoccur in
the expression of powers to represent their memory characteristics. Especially, the
real power is a function of a circuit’s dissipative elements (usually resistances R), but
not exactly the memristor (MR). Then, the corresponding curves could be depicted,
which demonstrate the differences between R/C/L andMR/MC/ML and verified that
harmonic values existed in SMR/SMC/SML, meaning that it would perpetually supply
energy when operated with an alternating current.

KEYWORDS

memristor, apparent power, reactive power, memcapacitor, meminductor

1 Introduction

Since the memristor was founded by L. O Chua in 1971 [1] and fabricated by HP
Laboratories in 2008 [2,3], the notion of the MR was expanded to encompass ‘memristive
systems’ and has demonstrated that the existence of a fingerprint (known as the ‘pinched
hysteresis loop’) is the sufficient condition of a memory system [1,4]. Subsequently,
memcapacitor (MC, abbreviation of ‘memory capacitor’) and meminductor (ML,
abbreviation of ‘memory inductor’) were postulated in 1978 [2,3]. Up to now, plenty of
memristive systems with different memory elements have been implemented. In the field of
neural systems and networks, in 2015, both single-associative memory and multi-associative
memories based on a memristive Hopfield network have been realized with memristors and
memristive systems [5]. In 2019, a novel synaptic unit with double identical memristors and its
neural network circuit architecture was built to update the weight matrices [6]. In 2020, C Y Lin
and his co-workers demonstrated one resistive random-access memory with a novel memristor
to mimic biological synapses, which offered a multi-bit functionality and synaptic plasticity for
simulating various strengths in neuronal connections [7]. In 2021, spiking and burst
phenomena were successfully simulated based on memristor circuits [8]. In 2022, Juan
Pablo Carbajal and his co-workers introduced a training algorithm for a memristor
network, which has been implemented in the hardware [9]. Also, Yi and his team reported
an activity-difference-based training on co-designed tantalum oxide analog memristor
crossbars, which has been termed memristor activity-difference energy minimization and
trained one-layer and multilayer neural networks that can classify Braille words with high
accuracy [10]. Then, Sun and his team proposed a multimode generalization and differentiation
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circuit for the Pavlov associative memory based on memristors [11].
Also, LiaoM et al. realized the associative memory neural network and
the gradual learning, gradual forgetting, and gradual transferring
processes of emotions and designed a memristor-based circuit of
the affective associative memory neural network [12]. Based on the
memristive Hopfield neural network, neural bursting and
synchronization have been imitated by modeling two neural
network models [13]. Moreover, the famous Hodgkin−Huxley
neuron model with a memristor [14] and firing mechanism for
both single memristive neuron and double memristive coupled
neurons [15] have been built. From the aforementioned works, it
has been widely recognized that memristors have been successfully
employed to configure neurons and synapses in a series of
neuromorphic circuits.

In the field of emulator and oscillation circuits, the following non-
linear behaviors have been founded, such as spiking and bursting
oscillation [8,16], coexistent and hidden attractors [17,18], two-
parameter bifurcations [8,19], chaotic dynamics [20,21], memristive
diode bridge-coupled oscillator [22], neural oscillation [23,24], and the
unified floating and grounded mem-element emulator [3,3].
Furthermore, there are some other applications. For example, in
memory computing, both charge-based and resistance-based
memory devices are used to analyze their physical attributes [25]. In
the machine learning and neuromorphic hardware, the memristor has
been applied for proving the effectiveness for edge detection [16]. In the
privacy protection of medical data [26], image encryption [27], and
audio encryption application [28], multi-scroll memristive Hopfield
neural networks have played an important role. In 2011, D Biolek et al.
presented is a proof that the ‘non-crossing-type pinched hysteretic
loops’ phenomenon cannot occur in ideal memory elements, which are
defined axiomatically via corresponding constitutive relations or via
other equivalent characteristics and pointed that the ‘crossing-type
hysteretic loop’ is one of their typical fingerprints [29,30]. In 2020,
Guo Z et al introduced a phasor analysis method for memory elements
to help with the understanding of complex non-linear phenomena in
circuits with a memristor, memcapacitor, meminductor, and second-
order memristor [31]. In 2021, the expression of equivalent admittance
and impedance connected in parallel and seriesmemristive circuits were
derived [32], which are still in their infancy. Also, these existing
researches have opened new realms for non-linear circuit investigations.

The second-order memristor, such as the ideal HP memory
elements, could be considered as one of the most closely related
ways to reflect the constitutive relationship of a physical memristor
and are also the keys to developing a new generation of intelligent and
neuromorphic devices. There are few pieces of literature that involve
power analysis for these memory elements. Although some effort has
been applied and published inAC circuit analyses, they are not sufficient
in obtaining entry characteristics for an electric circuit in practical
engineering. For the sake of the completeness of the non-linear electric
circuit theory, power analyses and calculations should be given more
and more attention. In this paper, based on constitutive relationships,
some in-depth research on AC power calculations for memory elements
are introduced to help in revealing their complex and unique non-linear
phenomena andmemory features. The difference between ideal second-
order memory elements (i.e.,MR,MC, andML) and traditional passive
ones (i.e., R, C, and L) is presented according to the forms of apparent
powers for them. For all involved memory elements, harmonic values
and an extra term occur in the expression of apparent power to
represent their memory characteristics. Especially, the real power

equals the apparent power for a resistor (R), which is the positive
value, but this result is not available for the memristor (MR) in the unit
of Ohm (Ω). Moreover, observed from the curves of PR/QC/QL and SMR/
SMC/SML, harmonic values exist in all expressions of apparent power.
These harmonic (and negative) values represent that it would
perpetually supply energy when operated with an alternating current.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II,
the background on the apparent power for basic 2-terminal passive
elements (i.e., R, L, and C) and a brief introduction on ideal memory
elements are presented. Then, three apparent power models for an
ideal memristor (MR), memcapacitor (MC), and meminductor (ML)
are derived in Section III. In Section V, the apparent power for the
combination of memory elements is fully studied and analyzed.
Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section VI.

2 Background

2.1 AC power analysis of R, L, and C

Based on the circuit theory, instantaneous power (P(t)) could be
defined as the product of the instantaneous voltage v(t) across the

FIGURE 1
Instantaneous voltage and instantaneous power in the time
domain. (A) Instantaneous voltage in the time domain. (B) Instantaneous
power in the time domain.
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element and instantaneous current i(t) through the load element. The
combination of real power and reactive power is called apparent
power, without a reference to the phase angle. In a simple circuit with
the passive element, the applied current i(t) � I cos(ωt + θi) through
R, L, or C, instantaneous apparent power (SR(t), SC(t), or SL(t)), and
relations between the voltage and current are characterized by the
following representation:

vR t( ) � RI cos ωt + θi( )

vC t( ) � I

ωC
cos ωt + θi − π

2
( )

vL t( ) � ωL cos ωt + θi + π

2
( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
and

SR t( ) � PR t( ) � RI2

2
1 + cos 2ωt + 2θi( )[ ]

SC t( ) � QC t( ) � I2

2ωC
cos 2ωt + 2θi − π

2
( )

SL t( ) � QL t( ) � ωLI2

2
cos 2ωt + 2θi + π

2
( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

,

(1)

where variables vR, vC, and vL present the voltages; SR, SC, and SL are
the apparent powers; PR, QC, and QL stand for the real power for a
resistor (R) and reactive powers for both the capacitor (C) and
inductor (L), respectively.

Then, considering a current source (i) is applied as the input
excitation, setting the parameters (I = 1A, ω = 0.002 rad/s, θ = π/6, R =
2Ω, C = 40F, and L = 30H), the following curves of instantaneous
voltage (vR(t), vC(t), or vL(t)) and instantaneous power (PR(t),QC(t), or
QL(t)) are drawn in Figure 1.

From Figure 1, the instantaneous real power (PR(t)) is always
positive, and reactive power (QC(t) and QL(t)) may be positive or
negative values.

Next, AC power analysis should be present, which is of paramount
importance that involves the transmission of power from one point to
another. It could be considered as a basic and useful technique for
analyzing circuits with AC signals.

Recalling from physics, the phasor-domain representation of
impedances for passive elements (i.e., R, L, and C) can be given as
follows:

ZR

· � R

ZC

· � 1
jωC

� 1
ωC

∠ −π
2

( )
ZL

· � jωL � ωL∠
π

2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
. (2)

We consider a practical circuit network, which is the arbitrary
combination of passive elements under sinusoidal excitations, as
shown in Figure 2.

Both the voltage and current at the terminals of the network can be
described as follows:

i t( ) � I cos ωt + θi( ) and v t( ) � U cos ωt + θv( ) , (3)

where both variables I and U present amplitudes (or peak values); θi
and θv stand for phase angles of the voltage and current, respectively.

Thus, instantaneous power for the network is computed as follows:

P t( ) � 1
2
UI cos 2ωt + θv + θi( ) + cos θv − θi( )[ ]. (4)

From Eq. 4, there are two terms in the form of instantaneous
power. The first part is a sinusoidal function whose frequency is 2ω,
which is twice the angular frequency of the voltage or current, plus the
sum of the phase of the voltage and current. The second one is time
independent, which depends upon the phase difference between the
voltage and current.

Practically, instantaneous power is difficult to measure. Also, the
value measured by the wattmeter is the average power, which shows
the average of instantaneous power over a period of time and is
given by

Pavg � UI

2T
∫ T

0
cos 2ωt + θv + θi( )dt + 1

2
UI cos θv − θi( ), (5)

where Pavg means the average of power. It has two integrals. The first
integral is a sinusoid. The average of this sinusoid over a period of time
is zero. The second integral term is constant. Thus, average power can
be denoted as Pavg � 1

2UI cos(θv − θi).
Subsequently, based on the concept of the effect value or the root

of the mean of the square of the AC signal, the effect value of power
(Prms) can be written as follows:

Prms � U	
2

√ I	
2

√ cos θv − θi( ) � UrmsIrms cos θv − θi( ). (6)

Moreover, in order to clearly show the related concepts on load
impedance (Z � R + j(ωL − 1

ωC)) in an AC circuit, apparent power (S)
and reactive power (Q) can be presented as follows:

S � I2rms · Z � P + jQ
P � Re S( ) � UrmsIrms cos θv − θi( )
Q � Im S( ) � UrmsIrms sin θv − θi( )

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ , (7)

where real power (P = Prms = Pavg) is delivered to a load in watts, which
is the only useful and actual power dissipated by the load. Reactive
power (Q) is related to the energy exchange between the source and the
reactive part of the load.

2.2 Mathematical models of the ideal second-
order memristor, memcapacitor, and
meminductor

According to the concepts of memristors in [1], there are three
mathematical representations of the time-invariant ones, which have
been named as extended memristor, generic memristor, and ideal
memristor; each one has two forms depending on whether the input
signal is a current source (current-controlled memristor) or a voltage
source (voltage-controlled memristor). In this section, we focus on one
of the specific cases based on the constitutive relationship, i.e., the ideal
second-order memristor (MR), second-order memcapacitor (MC),
and second-order meminductor (ML).

Considering a charge-controlled memristor for an ideal second-
order one, its constitutive relationship can be described analytically by
a proposed cubic polynomial:

FIGURE 2
Practical network with passive elements excited by the sinusoidal
source.
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φ � 1
3
a11q

3 + 1
2
b11q

2 + Rq (8)

where φ and q are the accumulated flux and charge, respectively; a11
and b11 are the two parameters; R represents the initial memristance in
Ohm (Ω).

The pinched hysteresis loop occurs at the origin (v, i) = (0, 0) and is
depicted in Figure 3A. The Lissajous figures of v−i for C−1

m and Lm are
the approximative conical ellipse loops and semi-ellipse loops in
Figure 3B, respectively.

Also, the proposed ideal second-order memristance R(q) can be
calculated as follows:

Rm q( ) � a11q
2 + b11q + R. (9)

Then, constitutive relations and notions of the ideal second-order
memcapacitor and meminductor can be expanded as follows:

Cm φ( ) � a12φ
2 + b12φ + C

Lm q( ) � a13q
2 + b13q + L

{ , (10)

where Cm and Lm stand for the memcapacitance and meminductance,
respectively; φ and q are the time-domain integrals of u and i,
respectively; a12, b12, a13, and b13 are the parameters; both C and L
represent the initial memcapacitance in farad (F) and meminductance
in henry (H).

Both pinched hysteresis loops occur at the origin (v, i) = (0, 0) and
are depicted in Figure 4.

From Figure 3 and Figure 4, ‘crossing-type hysteretic loops’ are
exhibited as one of their typical fingerprints for ideal memory
elements [4].

3 Power analysis for memory elements

We consider a non-linear circuit which is a combination of a
memory element and several resistors under sinusoidal excitation. It
is tested with bipolar periodic input sinusoidal signals, which result in a
periodic sinusoidal response with a different frequency. Both the resistor
and memristor have the unit of Ohm, and the “in-phase” relationship
could be found for the purely resistive circuit, but different conclusions
could occur for the non-linear circuit with a memory element. As
mentioned in the previous section, this section begins by defining and
deriving the apparent power for this special non-linear circuit with only
one memory element, as shown in Figure 5.

3.1 Apparent power of an ideal MR

For a charge-controlled ideal second-order memristor (see Eq. 9),
we assume that the applied current source is i(t) � I cos(ωt + θi),

FIGURE 3
Pinched hysteresis loop and Lissajous figure of v−i. (A) Pinched
hysteresis loop of an ideal memristor. (B) v−i for the inverse
memcapacitance and meminductance.

FIGURE 4
Pinched hysteresis loops. (A) Double-valued Lissajous figure of q(t)
and v(t) for an ideal second-order memcapacitor. (B) Double-valued
Lissajous figure of i(t) and ϕ(t) for an ideal second-order meminductor.

FIGURE 5
Memristive system with a memory element and several resistors
excited by a sinusoidal source.
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and the relation between the voltage and current can be given as
follows:

i t( ) � I cos ωt + θi( ), t ≠ 0

v � RI + a11I
3

4ω2( )cos ωt + θi( ) − a11I
3

4ω2 cos 3ωt + 3θi( ) + b11I
2

2ω
sin 2ωt + 2θi( )

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ ,

(11)

where the variables i and vMR with the period t could be presented in the
form of the Fourier series; I, (RI + a11I3

4ω2 ), (−a11I3

4ω2 ), and (b11I22ω ) are real
coefficients. The voltage (vMR) has three parts, and all of them are
sinusoidal functions; the frequency in the first part is also ω, which is
the same angular frequency and phase between the voltage and current.
The frequency in the second one is 3ω, which is triple the angular
frequency and phase of the current. The frequency in the third one is 2ω,
which is double the angular frequency and phase of the current.

Then, instantaneous power PMR(t) for a memristor in Figure 5
could be also defined as the product of instantaneous voltage vMR(t)
across this element and the instantaneous current i(t) through it, given
as follows:

PMR t( ) � vMR t( )i t( ) � RI2

2
+ a11I

4

8ω2( )
+RI

2

2
cos 2ωt + 2θi( ) − a11I

4

8ω2 cos 4ωt + 4θi( )

+b11I
3

4ω
sin 3ωt + 3θi( ) + sin ωt + θi( )[ ],

(12)

where the variable PMR is also presented in the form of the Fourier
series; (RI22 + a11I4

8ω2 ), (RI22 ), (−a11I4

8ω2 ), and (b11I34ω ) are real coefficients. In Eq.
(12), there are five terms in the form of memristor instantaneous
power. The first part is constant or time independent, which depends
on the angular frequency of the current. The second part is a sinusoidal
function whose frequency is 2ω, which is twice the angular frequency
and phase of the current. The third part is a sinusoidal function whose
quadruple frequency and phase are 4ω and 4θi, respectively. The last
part is also a sinusoidal function.

Moreover, the average value of memristor instantaneous power
over on period can be given as follows:

PavgMR t( ) � RI2

2
+ a11I

4

8ω2( ) + RI2

2T
∫T

0
cos 2ωt + 2θi( )dt − a11I

4

8tω2∫ T

0
cos 4ωt + 4θi( )dt

+b11I
3

4Tω
∫ T

0
sin 3ωt + 3θi( ) + sin ωt + θi( )[ ]dt

,

(13)

where PavgMR has two terms. The first one is a non-linear function with
frequency instead of the constant for purely resistive circuits. The
second integer term is a sinusoid, which equals to zero over a period of
time. Therefore, memristor average power could be denoted as
PavgMR � (RI22 + a11I4

8ω2 ), which is quite different from the value of
one linear resistor.

Furthermore, as mentioned in the concept of the effect value of
power (PrmsMR), it can be derived as follows:

PrmsMR � R
I	
2

√( )2

+ a11
2ω2

I	
2

√( )4

� RI2rms +
a11
2ω2

I4rms, (14)

where PrmsMR has two parts. The first part is a constant which is similar
to the effect power of the resistor. The second one is a non-linear
function, which could change with the frequency affecting the
memristive circuit effect power.

According to the concepts in the circuit theory, for an AC purely
resistive circuit, the current and voltage are in-phase and power at
any instant can be found by multiplying the voltage by the current at
that instant, and because of this “in-phase” relationship, P(t) and
Prms(t) values can be used to find the equivalent DC power or heating
effect.

PR t( ) � RI2 cos2 ωt + θi( ) � RI2

2
1 + cos 2ωt + 2θi( )[ ]

PMR t( ) � RI2

2
1 + cos 2ωt + 2θi( )[ ] + a11I

4

8ω2 1 − cos 4ωt + 4θi( )[ ]

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(15)

and

PrmsR � UI

2
cos θv − θi( ) � RI2rms

PrmsMR � R
I	
2

√( )2

+ a11
2ω2

I	
2

√( )4

� RI2rms +
a11
2ω2I

4
rms

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
. (16)

While comparing the instantaneous power between (PR) and
(PMR) (see Eq. 15) and effect power between (PrmsR) and (PrmsMR)
(see Eq. 16), there is an extra term in each equation; they are
unpublished and important special variables that change with the
frequency. Both of them can be considered as key points in exhibiting
memory characteristics for a memristor.

Hereby, when a current source (i) is applied through this memory
element, the parameters (I = 3A, ω = 1.5 rad/s, θ = π/6, R = 2, b11 = 2,
and a11 = 2), curves of the current (i(t)), voltage (vMR(t)), and
instantaneous powers (PR(t) and PMR(t)) are shown in Figure 6.

FIGURE 6
Different curves of instantaneous power in the time domain and
fingerprint of MR. (A) Curves of the current (i(t)), voltage (vMR(t)), and
instantaneous powers (PR(t) and PMR(t)). (B) Pinched hysteresis loops of
the ideal MR.
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From Figure 6, multiple frequencies between the input signal
(i(t))/response signal (vMR(t)) and instantaneous power (PR(t) and
PMR(t)) are observed. Also, the existence of fingerprints for the
proposed MR could be verified. For a traditional resistor (R), when
the current source i(t) is applied through R = 2Ω, it is absorbed power
in watts (W) and can be illustrated through red-dotted lines, which
present the twice frequency relationship between i(t) and PR(t).
Complex curves of vMR(t) and PMR(t) demonstrate unique memory
characteristics by negative values, i.e., the negative value would mean
that it would perpetually supply energy when operated with an
alternating current. However, according to concepts of real power
for a resistor, it should always be a positive value. Thus, real power is
not suitable for defining the features of an MR or memristive system,
with apparent power being applied (SMR(t)).

Furthermore, in general electrical engineering, the power factor
(abbreviated as pf) of an AC power system is defined as the ratio of
the real power absorbed by the load to the apparent power flowing
in the circuit. Real power is the average of the instantaneous
product of voltage and current and represents the capacity of
electricity for performing the work. Therefore, there are the
following relations: 1) Q = 0 for resistive loads (unify pf); 2)
Q < 0 for capacitive loads (leading pf); 3) Q > 0 for inductive
loads (lagging pf). However, from Figure 6A, both positive and
negative values exist in instantaneous power (PMR(t)), instead of
only the positive values in real instantaneous power (PR(t) in
Figure 1B).Here, there are two meanings: One means that the
perpetual supply energy could occur to keep its unique memory
characteristics and the other implies that the effect of the power
factor disappeared in such types of circuits and only the definition
of apparent power is still working.

3.2 Apparent power for an ideal MC

For a φ-controlled (φ denotes the time-domain integral of the
voltage) ideal second-order memcapacitor (see Eq. 10) and applied
voltage source v(t) � U cos(ωt + θv), the following relation between
voltage and current can be computed:

v t( ) � U cos ωt + θv( ), t ≠ 0

iMC t( ) � − UCω + 3α12U
3

4ω
( )sin ωt + θv( ) + α12U

3

4ω
sin 3ωt + 3θv( )

+b12U
2

2
cos 2ωt + 2θv( ) − b12U

2

2
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(17)

where the variables v and iMC with the period t can be presented in
the form of the Fourier series; (± b12U2

2 ), (−UCω − 3α12U3

4ω ), and (α12U3

4ω )
are real coefficients. The current (iMC) has four parts, and three of
them are sinusoidal functions, which are the multiple angular
frequencies and phases between the voltage and current. The
last part is a constant.

In an AC circuit, the product of voltage and current is
expressed as volt-ampere (VA) and is known as apparent
power, symbol “S”. Also, the “in-phase” relationship between
the current and voltage exists for an AC purely resistive circuit.
However, if the circuit contains reactive components, the voltage
and current waveforms will be “out-of-phase” by some amount
determined by the circuit’s phase angle. If the phase angle between
the voltage and current is at its maximum of π/2, the volt-ampere
product will have equal positive and negative values. In other
words, there is also another power component that is present

FIGURE 7
Different curves of instantaneous power in the time domain and
fingerprint of MC. (A) Curves of v(t), iMC(t), and QC(t) and QMC(t) in the
time domain. (B) Pinched hysteresis loops of the ideal MC.

FIGURE 8
Instantaneous values in the time domain and fingerprint of ML. (A)
Instantaneous values of the current (i(t)), voltage (vML(t)), and
instantaneous reactive powers (QL(t) and QML(t)) in the time domain. (B)
Pinched hysteresis loops of the ideal ML.
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whenever there is a phase angle. This component is called reactive
power (sometimes referred to as imaginary power) and is
expressed in a unit called “volt-amperes reactive”, (Var), and
symbol “Q.” When the reactive circuit returns as much power
to the supply as it consumes, it results in the average power
consumed by the circuit becoming zero. Then, the expression
of active power P(t) and Prms = UrmsIrms is no longer suitable. These
reactive components include the capacitor, inductor, and memory
elements (i.e., memcapacitor and meminductor). Also, both MC
and ML are not considered as new fundamental circuit elements
(Liu, 2020b).

Then, instantaneous reactive powerQMC(t) could be defined as the
product of the instantaneous voltage v(t) across this element and the
instantaneous current iMC(t) through it, given as follows:

QMC t( ) � −1
2
U2 Cω − a12U

4

4ω
( )sin 2ωt + 2θv( )

+α12U
4

8ω
sin 4ωt + 4θv( ) + b12U

3

4
cos 3ωt + 3θv( )

−b12U
3

4
cos ωt + θv( ),

(18)

where the variable QMC is also presented in the form of the Fourier
series; (−1

2U
2Cω − a12U4

4ω ), (a12U4

8ω ), (b12U3

4 ), and (−b12U3

4 ) are real
coefficients. There are four parts in QMC, whose values all depend
on changes with the angular frequency.

While comparing instantaneous reactive powers between (QC(t))
and (QMC(t)), there is an extra term in Eq. (19), which is unpublished
and important because special variables change with the frequency.
They could be considered as key points for exhibiting memory
characteristics for the memcapacitor.

QC t( ) � −U
2Cω

2
sin 2ωt + 2θv( )

QMC t( ) � −U
2Cω

2
− a12U

4

4ω
( )sin 2ωt + 2θv( )

+ b12U
3

4
cos 3ωt + 3θv( ) − b12U

3

4
cos ωt + θv( ) + a12U

4

8ω
sin 4ωt + 4θv( )[ ].

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(19)

When the phase angle between the voltage and current is at its
maximum of π/2, the relationship can be given as follows:

QC � −CU
2

2
ω

QMC � −U
2Cω

2
+ a12U

4

4ω

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
. (20)

Next, for an φ-controlled memcapacitor, when a voltage source (v)
is applied throughMC, the parameters (U = 1.5A, ω = 3 rad/s, θ = π/6,
C = 0.7, a12 = 1.3, and b12 = −1.3), the curves of voltage (v(t)), current
(iMC(t)), and instantaneous reactive powers between (QC(t)) and
(QMC(t)) are depicted in Figure 7.

As observed from Figure 7, multiple frequencies between the input
signal (v(t))/response signal (iMC(t)) and instantaneous powers (QC(t)
and QMC) are observed. Then, the existence of fingerprints for the
constructed MC could be verified. For one traditional capacitor (C),
when the voltage source v(t) is applied cross C = 0.7F, its reactive
power can be represented through a cyan-solid line, which presents the
twice frequency relationship between v(t) and QC(t). Complex curves
of iMC(t) and QMC(t) demonstrate unique memory characteristics
through negative values with the unit of volt-ampere reactive (Var).

3.3 Apparent power for an ideal ML

Similar to the description on MC and motivated by the
aforementioned analysis on the ideal ML, for a q-controlled ideal
meminductor (see Eq. 10) and applied current source
i(t) � I cos(ωt + θi), the relation between the voltage and current
can be given as follows:

i t( ) � I cos ωt + θi( ), t ≠ 0

vML t( ) � − ILω + 3a13I
3ω

4ω2( )sin ωt + θi( ) + a13I
3

4ω
sin 3ωt + 3θi( ) + b13I

2

2
cos 2ωt + 2θi( ) − b13I

2

2

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ ,

(21)

FIGURE 9
Special circuit with a current source i(t) through impedance (ZM).

FIGURE 10
v−i curves and apparent power of series-connected circuits. (A) v−i
curves of the series-connected combination of MR, MC, and ML. (B)
Voltage and apparent power in the time domain.
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where the I and VML with the period t can be presented in the form of
the Fourier series. (−ILω − 3a13I3ω

4ω2 ), (a13I34ω ), and (± b13I2

2 ) are real
coefficients. Similar to MC, the voltage (vML) has four parts; they
are one constant and three sinusoidal functions, which are multiple
angular frequencies and phases between the voltage and current.

Then, instantaneous reactive power QML(t) can be derived as
follows:

QML t( ) � −1
2
I2Lω − a13I

4ω

4ω2( )sin 2ωt + 2θi( )

+a13I
4

8ω
sin 4ωt + 4θi( ) + b13I

3

4
cos 3ωt + 3θi( )

−b13I
3

4
cos ωt + θi( )

, (22)

where (−LI2

2 ω − a12U4

4ω ), (a13I48ω ), (b13I34 ), and (−b13I3

4 ) are real coefficients.
In Eq. 22, there are also four parts, whose values could be determined
by the change in angular frequency.

The instantaneous reactive power between (QL(t)) and (QML(t))
(see Eq. 23) is computed as follows:

QL t( ) � −I
2Lω

2
sin 2ωt + 2θi( )

QML t( ) � −I
2Lω

2
− a13I

4ω

4ω2( )sin 2ωt + 2θi( )

+a13I
4

8ω
sin 4ωt + 4θi( ) + b13I

3

4
cos 3ωt + 3θi( ) − b13I

3

4
cos ωt + θi( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
,

(23)
where two extra negative terms exist in QL(t) and QML(t), which are
important special variables and change with the frequency. They can

be considered as key points in exhibiting memory characteristics for
the meminductor.

When the phase angle between the voltage and current is at its
maximum of π/2, the relationship can be given as follows:

QL � −I
2Lω

2

QML � −I
2Lω

2
− a13I

4ω

4ω2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
. (24)

Setting the parameters (I = 1A, ω = 3 rad/s, θ = π/6, L = 0.8, b13 = 3,
and a13 = 2), curves of voltage (vm(t)) and instantaneous reactive
power (QML(t)) are shown in Figure 8.

Observed from Figure 8, similar to MR and MC, multiple
frequencies are verified. Then, the fingerprint of the MC does exist.
For a traditional inductor (L), when the current source i(t) is applied
through L = 0.8H, its reactive power can be represented through a
cyan-solid line, which presents the twice frequency relationship
between i(t) and vML(t). Complex curves of vML(t) and QML(t)
demonstrate unique memory characteristics with the negative volt-
ampere product.

4Apparent power for the combination of
memory elements

When a specific circuit is built by an AC source and a combination
of the proposed memory elements, its apparent power could be
expressed by a function of the circuit’s total memory impedance
(ZM). In the previous section, the true power or reactive power is

FIGURE 11
v−i curves and apparent power of series-connected circuits. (A) v−i
curves of the series-connected combination of MR and MC. (B) Voltage
and apparent power in the time domain.

FIGURE 12
v−i curves and apparent power of series-connected circuits. (A) v−i
curves of the series-connected combination of MR and ML. (B) Voltage
and apparent power.
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discussed for MR, MC, and ML, respectively. According to the
definition of impedance (Z � v/i) and Ohm’s law, the impedance
of the memory elements can be derived as follows:

ZMR � a11I
2

2ω2 + R( ) − a11I
2

2ω2 cos 2ωt + 2θi( ) + b11I

ω
sin ωt + θi( )

ZML � − Lω + a13I
2

ω2( )tan ωt + θi( ) + b13I

cos ωt + θi( )[ ] + a13I
2

2ω
sin 2ωt + 2θi( ) + b13I cos ωt + θi( )

Z−1
MC � − Cω + a12U

2

ω
( )tan ωt + θv( ) + b12U

cos ωt + θv( )[ ] + a12U
2

2ω
sin 2ωt + 2θv( ) + b12U cos ωt + θv( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
,

(25)

where Z−1
MC is the inverse reactance of a memcapacitor. For the

proposed memory elements, the relationship of the lead and lag
between the current and voltage is not available and is difficult to
be described by any existing rule.

Hereby, a series-connected combination of all memory elements
denoted as (ZM) is designed in Figure 9.

When a series-connected circuit with an unknown combination of
memory elements is configured, the following four special cases occur,
and they are analyzed and discussed in this section. A typical situation
for the first case is the combination of MR, MC, and ML. Then,
parameter values are fixed as I = 1.5A, ω = 3 rad/s, θ = π/6, R = 2, C =
0.07, L = 0.5, a11 = 2, b11 = 2, a12 = 1.3, b12 = −1.3, a13 = 2, and b13 = 2;
the v−i curves, v(t) curves, and apparent powers in the time domain
are shown in Figure 10.

In Figure 10, the v−i curve of ZM � ZMR + Z−1
MC + ZML does not

cross its origin, and it is a loop structure bent clearly. Also, the loop is
asymmetrical with the origin-/x-/y-axis. Its apparent power presents
diversity but it could not be simply attributed to the individual
expression by any certain memory element or traditional component.

A typical situation for the second case is the combination of MR
andMC; the v−i curves, v(t) curves, and apparent power are shown in
Figure 11. For convenience, the parameter values of memory elements
used in this case are exactly the same as the ones in the last case.

In Figure 11, the v−i curve of ZM � ZMR + Z−1
MC, similar to

Figure 10, also does not cross the origin and asymmetry.
The combination ofMR andML is a typical situation for the third

case as shown in Figure 12. Its v−i of ZM = ZMR + ZML curves is a
triangle frisbee-like loop surrounding the origin.

The combination of MC and ML is a typical situation for the
fourth case; the v−i curves and apparent power are shown in Figure 13.

In practice, some different or same types of multiple memory
elements can be connected together, and the combination of the
memory elements is very complex. Hereby, four typical situations
are introduced and discussed to illustrate the physical characteristics
of v−i and apparent powers, which could conveniently help in
analyzing non-linear behaviors and finding phenomena of the
combination of the proposed second-order memristor,
memcapacitor, and meminductor. The theoretical analysis of the
combination problem of memory elements can conveniently reveal
whether some traditional definitions and rules are still available for
these memory elements. This method can also be suitable for the
physical connection problem when the connected memory elements
operate nearly in their ideal ranges.

5 Conclusion

Since memory elements have been considered as the key for
developing the new generation of intelligent devices postulated by
some researchers, some neuromorphic systems and basic memristive
circuits should become one of the hotspots, such as for physical
expression and power analysis. According to the concepts on
constitutive relationships, ideal second-order memory elements are
proposed; their expressions of current/voltage are derived according to
the input excitation. Then, the difference between ideal second-order
memory elements (i.e.,MR,MC, andML) and traditional passive ones
(i.e., R, C, and L) is presented according to forms of true power,
reactive power, and apparent power for them. Moreover, the
corresponding curves in the time domain are depicted. Observed
from the curves of PR/QC/QL and SMR/SMC/SML, harmonic (and
negative) values exist in all expressions of apparent power. These
harmonic values represent that they would perpetually supply energy
when operated with an alternating current. Finally, a series-connected
circuit with an unknown combination of memory elements is
configured; the v−i curves, voltages, and apparent power of four
special cases are shown in detail. For memristive circuits, analyses
show that the traditional relationship of the lead and lag between the
current and voltage is not available and is difficult to be described by
any existing rule. Their apparent power presents diversity, but it could
not be simply attributed to an individual expression by any certain
memory element or traditional component.
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FIGURE 13
v−i curves and apparent power of the series-connected circuit. (A)
v−i curves of the series-connected combination of MR and ML. (B)
Voltage and apparent power.
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Analytical expressions for scaling of brain wave spectra derived from the general
non-linear wave Hamiltonian form show excellent agreement with experimental
“neuronal avalanche” data. The theory of the weakly evanescent non-linear brain
wave dynamics reveals the underlying collective processes hidden behind the
phenomenological statistical description of the neuronal avalanches and
connects together the whole range of brain activity states, from oscillatory
wave-like modes, to neuronal avalanches, to incoherent spiking, showing that
the neuronal avalanches are just the manifestation of the different non-linear side
of wave processes abundant in cortical tissue. In a more broad way these results
show that a system of wave modes interacting through all possible combinations
of the third order non-linear terms described by a general wave Hamiltonian
necessarily produces anharmonic wave modes with temporal and spatial scaling
properties that follow scale free power laws. To the best of our knowledge this has
never been reported in the physical literature and may be applicable to many
physical systems that involve wave processes and not just to neuronal avalanches.

KEYWORDS

non-linear waves, critical exponent, Hamiltonian system, neuronal avalanches, critical
dynamics

1 Introduction

The complexity of oscillatory and wave patterns across a wide range of spatial and
temporal scales of brain activity results in multiple independent models for these activity
patterns. The standard view of brain electromagnetic activity classifies this activity into two
significant but essentially independent classes. The first class includes a variety of the
oscillatory and wave-like patterns that show relatively high level of coherence across a wide
range of spatial and temporal scales [3]. The second class focusses on the asynchronous,
seemingly incoherent spiking activity at scales of a single neuron and often uses various ad
hoc neuron models [4–8] to describe this activity. Linking these two seemingly disparate
classes to explain the emergence of oscillatory rhythms from incoherent activity is essential
to understanding brain function and is typically posed in the form using the construct of
networks of incoherently spiking neurons [9–11].

Coherent macroscopic behavior arising from seemingly incoherent microscopic
processes naturally suggests the influence of critical phenomena, a potential model from
brain activity that was bolstered by the experimental discovery of the “neuronal avalanches”
[12, 13] where both spatial and temporal distributions of spontaneous propagating neuronal
activity in 2D cortex slices were shown to follow scale-free power laws. This discovery has
generated significant interest in the role and the importance of criticality in brain activity
[14–20]. Crucial events, as a manifestation of criticality, have been discussed in [21] using
Diffusion Entropy Analysis [22]. It was also hypothesized that an existence of crucial events
facilitates information transmission in various states of brain functioning [23, 24].
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Although the precise neuronal mechanisms leading to the
observed scale-free avalanche behavior is still uncertain after
almost 20 years since their discovery, the commonly agreed upon
paradigm is that this collective neuronal avalanche activity
represents a unique and specialized pattern of brain activity that
exists somewhere between the oscillatory, wave-like coherent
activity and the asynchronous and incoherent spiking. Central to
this claim of neuronal avalanches as a unique brain phenomena is
that they do not show either wave-like propagation or synchrony at
short scales, and thus constitute a new mode of network activity [12,
13] that can be phenomenologically described using the ideas of the
self-organized criticality [25, 26], and extended to the mean-field
theory of the self-organized branching processes (SOBP) [27–29].

However, despite the success of the SOBP theory in describing
neuronal avalanche statistical properties, i.e., replicating the power
law exponents based on the criticality considerations, the SOBP
theory provides no explanation about the physical mechanisms of
the critical behavior and its relationship to the development of the
observed collective neuronal “avalanche” behavior. Because similar
statistics can result from several mechanisms other than critical
dynamics [30–32], it is essential to have a physical model that
explains the relationship between the statistical properties and the
existence, if any, of critical neural phenomena arising from the
actual collective behavior of neuronal populations. While it is
generally accepted in that some form of critical phenomena is at
work, this has led to the presupposition of ad hoc descriptive models
[33–36] that exhibit critical behavior, but provide no insight into the
actual physical mechanisms that might produce such critical
dynamics. It has been suggested that the brain can be at the edge
of a synchronization phase transition [36–38], but the usual
agreement is that avalanches belong to the mean-field directed
percolation universality class, which does not seem to be
compatible with a synchronization transition, as synchronization
transitions do not fulfill spatial correlations observed in
experiments, and the exponents tend to differ from directed
percolation ones [20].

In this paper we show that the above important observational
phenomenon, the so-called “neuronal avalanches”, which have
been noted and studied for almost 2 decades, can be naturally
explained by the wave activity model. Our recently described
theory of weakly evanescent brain waves (WETCOW) originally
developed in [1, 2] and then reformulated in a general
Hamiltonian framework [39] provides a physical theory, based
on the propagation of electromagnetic fields through the highly
complex geometry of inhomogeneous and anisotropic domain of
real brain tissues, that explains the broad range of observed
seemingly disparate brain wave characteristics. This theory
produces a set of non-linear equations for both the temporal
and spatial evolution of brain wave modes that includes all
possible non-linear interaction between propagating modes at
multiple spatial and temporal scales and degrees of non-linearity.
This theory bridges the gap between the two seemingly unrelated
spiking and wave “camps” as the generated wave dynamics
includes the complete spectra of brain activity ranging from
incoherent asynchronous spatial or temporal spiking events, to
coherent wave-like propagating modes in either temporal or
spatial domains, to collectively synchronized spiking of
multiple temporal or spatial modes.

We further demonstrate that the origin of these “avalanche”
properties emerges directly from the same theory that produces this
wide range of activity and does not require one to posit the existence
of either new brain activity states, nor construct analogies between
brain activity and ad hoc generic “sandpile” models. Both temporal
and spatial scaling expressions analytically derived from non-linear
amplitude/phase evolutionary equations show excellent agreement
with the experimental neural avalanche probability spectra
reproducing not only general average power law exponent values
and falloffs in the vicinity of the critical point, but also finding some
very subtle but nevertheless clearly experimentally evident fine
details, like bumps in the transition region at the edge of the
power leg of the spatial probability spectra. Overall, the
quantitative theoretical analysis presented in the paper clearly
shows the relevance of the wave Hamiltonian framework to the
neuronal avalanche dynamics and suggests that instead of relying on
clever but ad hoc analogies between live brain tissues and lifeless
loose sand piles often used to construct a phenomenological
statistical description of the scaling exponents, both the origin of
the critical phenomena and the physics behind the neuronal
avalanches can be understood from the same non-linear wave
dynamics that is responsible for the wide range of activities in
the brain tissue, ranging from the linear coherently propagating
waves to the non-linear incoherent asynchronous spiking, including
in between the peculiar power law-like coherence of the neuronal
avalanches.

We emphasize that although the general WETCOW theory
describes complex interactions between modes, the explanation for
neuronal avalanches and their attendant scaling properties presented in
this paper are based on the analysis of a single wave mode with
completely arbitrary set of mode parameters. This includes arbitrary
amplitude, phase, frequency, and criticality. No interaction between
modes, except a general form of the third order non-linearity that
characterizes anharmonicity of the non-linear wave modes due to non-
resonant interaction of the linear modes, is needed to derive the scaling
result. Thus a key result of this paper is the demonstration that neuronal
avalanches and their attendant scaling properties are obtained within
the simplest form of the WETCOW theory where mode coupling is
ignored, but significantly without the ad hoc and physically implausible
assumptions typicallymade that the parameters of all network nodes are
either constant and the same for all nodes [36], sometimes even
including inter-mode coupling [38], or are generated from some ad
hoc artificial distributions [40], and require the addition of stochastic
noise properties [41], etc. This emphasizes generality and importance of
our derivation.

2 Weakly evanescent brain waves

Beginning from our non-linear Hamiltonian formulation of the
WETCOW theory [39], we have for an anharmonic wave mode

Hs a, a†( ) � Γaa†+ aa† βaa + βa†a
†− 2α aa†( )1/2[ ] (1)

where a is a complex wave amplitude and a† is its conjugate. The
amplitude a denotes either temporal ak(t) or spatial aω(x) wave
mode amplitudes that are related to the spatiotemporal wave field
ψ(x, t) through a Fourier integral expansions.
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ak t( ) � 1
2π
∫∞

−∞
ψ x, t( )e−i kx+ωkt( )dx, (2)

aω x( ) � 1
2π
∫∞

−∞
ψ x, t( )e−i kωx+ωt( )dt, (3)

where for the sake of clarity we use one dimensional scalar
expressions for spatial variables x and k, but it can be easily
generalized for the multi dimensional wave propagation as well.
The spatiotemporal wave field ψ(x, t) is a superposition of
multiple waves, that may include neuronal firings, membrane
sub-threshold oscillations, LFPs, etc. The frequency ω and the
wave number k of the wave modes satisfy dispersion relation D(ω,
k) = 0, and ωk and kω denote the frequency and the wave number
roots of the dispersion relation (the structure of the dispersion
relation and its connection to the brain tissue properties has been
discussed in [1]).

The first term Γaa† in Eq.1 denotes the harmonic (quadratic)
part of the Hamiltonian with either the complex valued frequency
Γ = iω + γ or the wave number Γ = ik + λ that both include a pure
oscillatory parts (ω or k) and possible weakly excitation or damping
rates, either temporal γ or spatial λ. The second anharmonic term is
cubic in the lowest order of non-linearity and describes the
interactions between various propagating and non-propagating
wave modes, where α, βa and βa† are the complex valued
strengths of those different non-linear processes. As it was shown
in [1, 2] the inverse proportionality of frequency and wave number
in the dispersion relation 6) results in the third order expressions for
the non-resonant coupling between multiple waves.

Distribution of various charges in brain tissue, including free
ionic charges (sodium, potassium, etc), bonded macromolecular
volume charges, membrane polarization and/or surface charges, etc.,
determines brain electrodynamics. The voltages and currents
measured in real brains are produced by those electrodynamic
processes that in the most general form can be represented by
the Maxwell equations together with state or motion equations for

the brain matter, particularly by a generalized Ohm’s law, that
describes electro-diffusive flow of charged particles through
inhomogeneous media (that may include both concentration and
voltage gradients). The neuron action potential itself is nothing
more than propagating non-linear electrostatic wave described by
the same electrodynamics formalism. A set of derivations that lead
to this description was presented in details in [1, 2, 39] and is based
on considerations that follow from the most general form of brain
electromagnetic activity expressed by Maxwell equations in
inhomogeneous and anisotropic medium

∇ · D � ρ, ∇ × H � J + zD
zt

0
zρ

zt
+  · J � 0.

Using the electrostatic potential E = −∇ψ, Ohm’s law J = σ ·E
(where σ ≡ {σij} is an anisotropic conductivity tensor), a linear
electrostatic property for brain tissue D = εE, assuming that the
scalar permittivity ε is a “good” function (i.e. it does not go to zero
or infinity everywhere) and taking the change of variables zx →
εzx′, the charge continuity equation for the spatial-temporal
evolution of the potential ψ can be written in terms of a
permittivity scaled conductivity tensor Σ = {σij/ε} as

z

zt
∇2ψ( ) � − · Σ · ∇ψ + F , (4)

where we have included a possible external source (or forcing) term F .
For brain fiber tissues the conductivity tensor Σmight have significantly
larger values along the fiber direction than across them. The charge
continuity without forcing i.e., (F � 0) can be written in tensor
notation as

ztz
2
i ψ + Σijzizjψ + ziΣij( ) zjψ( ) � 0, (5)

where repeating indices denote summation. Simple linear wave
analysis, i.e. substitution of ψ ~ exp(−i (k · r − Ωt)), where k is
the wavenumber, r is the coordinate,Ω = ω + iγ is the frequency and
t is the time, gives the following complex dispersion relation:

FIGURE 1
[Left] Comparison of the analytical expression (29) for the effective spiking frequency ωs =2π/Ts (red) and the frequency estimated from numerical
solution of Eq. 21 and Eq. 22 (blue) as a function of the criticality parameter γ/γc. In the numerical solution only γwas varied and the remaining parameters
were the same as parameters reported in [39] [Right] Spiking solutions for typical parameters producing temporal ((21) and (22), red) and spatial ((38) and
(39), blue) spiking profiles where some signal of width δts or δls was detected and surrounded by quiet area with the total effective period Ts or Ls.
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D Ω, k( ) � −iΩk2i − Σijkikj − iziΣijkj � 0, (6)
which is composed of the real and imaginary components:

γ ≡ IΩ � Σij
kikj
k2

ω ≡ RΩ � −ziΣijkj
k2

(7)

Although in this general form the electrostatic potential ψ, as well as
the dispersion relation D(Ω, k), describe three dimensional wave
propagation, we have shown [1, 2] that in anisotropic and
inhomogeneous media some directions of wave propagation are
more equal than others with preferred directions determined by the
complex interplay of the anisotropy tensor and the inhomogeneity
gradient. While this is of significant practical importance, in
particular because the anisotropy and inhomogeneity can be
directly estimated from non-invasive methods, for the sake of
clarity we focus here on the one dimensional scalar expressions
for spatial variables x and k that can be easily generalized for the
multi dimensional wave propagation as well.

The multiple temporal ak(t) or spatial aω(x) wave mode
amplitudes can be used to define the time dependent wave
number energy spectral density Πk(t) or the position dependent
frequency energy spectral densityΠω(x) for the spatiotemporal wave
field ψ(x, t) as

Πk t( ) � |ak t( )|2, Πω x( ) � |aω x( )|2, (8)
or alternatively we can add additional length or time normalizations
to convert those quantities to power spectral densities instead.

The network Hamiltonian form that describes discrete spectrum
of those multiple wave modes was presented in [39] as

H a, a†( )�∑
n

Hs an, a
†
n( )+∑

m≠n
anrnma

†
m + a†nrnm* am( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ (9)

where the single mode amplitude an again denotes either ak or aω, a
≡ {an} and rnm � RnmeiΔnm is the complex network adjacency matrix
with Rnm providing the coupling power and Δnm taking into account
any possible differences in phase between network nodes. This
description includes both amplitude R(a) and phase I(a) mode
coupling and as shown in [39] allows for significantly unique
synchronization behavior different from both phase coupled
Kuramoto oscillator networks and from networks of amplitude
coupled integrate-and-fire neuronal units.

The third order nature of the theory is of particular interest, and
provide the theory with a broad range of applicability. It has
distinctly different characteristics than the harmonic oscillator.
Of particular importance is the fact that the third order terms
become important when wave amplitudes are high enough but
only if or until higher order terms are absent or suppressed by
some physical mechanism. This suppression becomes significant in
incorporating the anisotropic inhomogeneous and resistive nature
of brain tissues. An important consequence derived in [1] is that the
inverse frequency–wave number proportionality of the linear wave
dispersion guarantees that the resonant terms higher than the third
order are not important and can be neglected and, at the same time,
the non-resonant third order terms (that are typically excluded
when compared to the resonant terms) should now be retained
resulting in the third order form of Hamiltonian 1). It is our
contention, and the subject of future studies, that the
anharmonic third order forms 1) and 9) are not brain specific

FIGURE 2
(Top) The avalanche durations distribution for all wave modes compared with the -2 exponent (Bottom) WETCOWmodes randomly distributed and
propagated on a 1,000 by 1000 grid. Two examples of temporal signal snapshots with different values of signal threshold are shown (color pallet encodes
the change of frequencies from the smallest (blue) to the largest (red). Localized regions of wave activity in the spatial domain are clearly evident.
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and can be used to describe oscillations and waves in active media
abundant in various areas of physics.

Although the Fourier integrals 2 used for expansion of the
spatiotemporal wave field ψ into a set of wave modes imply
presence of a large (actually infinite) number of modes in the
network Hamiltonian 9 the derivation of neuronal avalanches is
evident even without this generality of this coupling between modes
expressed by the coupling parameters rnm, as it was done in [39].
Thus we will consider an ensemble of non-interacting modes,
effectively setting rnm = 0, for the analysis of this paper. But
importantly we will not make any assumptions about parameters
of the single mode Hamiltonian form 1, assuming that all
parameters (Γ, βa, βa† , α) are arbitrary and do not carry any
mode dependence. This is a non-trivial point worth emphasizing,
as it is a departure from the extant literature wherein the ad hoc, and
physically implausible, assumption of the equivalence of network
nodes is made. Therefore, we will proceed with our analysis of a
single mode amplitude a suppressing all subscripts and indices, and
assuming that a denotes an where n may represent either an
arbitrary wave number k from a range of wave numbers k0 ≤ k ≤
k1 or an arbitrary frequency ω from a range of wave frequencies ω0 ≤
ω ≤ ω1.

3 Single anharmonic mode criticality

An equation for the non-linear oscillatory amplitude a then can
be expressed as a derivative of the Hamiltonian form

da

dt
� zHs

za†
≡ Γa + βa†aa

† + βaa
2 − αa aa†( )1/2, (10)

after removing the constants with a substitution of βa† � 1/2~βa† and
α � 1/3~α and dropping the tilde. As frequencies and wave numbers
for linear waves satisfy the dispersion relation 6), they are related
and the same Hamiltonian expression 1) can be used either for
temporal ak(t) or spatial aω(x) wave amplitudes. Therefore, we note
that although (10) is an equation for the temporal evolution, the
spatial evolution of the mode amplitudes aω(x) can be described by a
similar equation substituting temporal variables by their spatial
counterparts, i.e., (t, ω, γ) → (x, k, λ).

Splitting (10) into an amplitude/phase pair of equations using
a = Aeiϕ, assuming βa � β̃ae

−iδa , βa† � ~βa†e
iδa† , and scaling the

variables as

A � γ ~A, t � τ

γ
, ω � ~ωγ, (11)

gives the set of equations.

d ~A

dτ
� ~A + ~A

2
βa† cosΨa† + βa cosΨa − α( ) (12)

dϕ

dτ
� ~ω + ~A −βa† sinΨa† + βa sinΨa( ) (13)

where Ψa ≡ ϕ − δa, Ψa† ≡ ϕ − δa† .
These equations can further be cast into amore compact form by

defining

β � βa
βa†

( ) , u � eiδa

eiδa†
( ) , v � ieiδa

−ieiδa†( ) (14)

so that.

za � β · u � Xa + iYa (15)
zϕ � β · v � Xϕ + iYϕ (16)

where.

Ra � za| | �
�������
X2

a + Y2
a

√
(17)

Rϕ � zϕ
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ � �������

X2
ϕ + Y2

ϕ

√
(18)

Φa � arg za( ) � arctan
Ya

Xa
(19)

Φϕ � arg zϕ( ) � arctan
Yϕ

Xϕ
(20)

whereupon (12) and (13) can be rewritten.

d ~A

dτ
� ~A + ~A

2
Ra cos ϕ −Φ( ) − α[ ], (21)

dϕ

dτ
� ~ω + ~ARϕ cos ϕ, (22)

where Φ = Φa − Φϕ.
A stationary (i.e., d ~A/dτ � dϕ/dτ � 0) solution of (21) and (22)

can be found from

−Rϕ

~ω
cos ϕ + Ra cos ϕ − Φ( ) − α � 0, (23)

as ϕe = ϕ0 ≡ const and ~Ae � ~ω/Rϕ cos ϕ0 ≡ const. This shows that for
α > Ra there exist critical values of ω̃ and Ae, where the stationary
solution disappears and is replaced by non-linear oscillations, such
that.

~ωc � Rϕ cos ϕc

α + Ra cos ϕc +Φ( ), ~Ac � ~ωc/Rϕ, (24)

ϕc � arctan
Ra sinΦ�������������

α2 − Ra sinΦ( )2
√⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (25)

which can also be expressed in terms of critical value of one of the
unscaled variables, either ω or γ

ωc � γ~ωc, or γc �
ω

~ωc
, (26)

This stationary solution provides the locus of the saddle node on an
invariant circle bifurcation point at where the non-linear spiking
oscillations occur (as was shown both in [1, 2] and in [39]).

4 Effective spiking rate

The effective period T s of spiking solutions of (21) and (22) (or
its inverse–either the firing rate 1/T s or the effective firing frequency
2π/T s) can be estimated from (22) by substituting ~Ac for ~A
(assuming that the change of amplitude ~A is slower than the
change of the phase ϕ) as

T s � ∫
2π

0

dϕ

~ω + ~ωc cos ϕ
� 2π�������

~ω2 − ~ω2
c

√ , (27)
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giving the unscaled effective spiking period Ts and the effective firing
frequency ωs

Ts � T s

γ
� 2π

ω
��������
1 − γ2/γ2c
√ � 2π

ω
���������
1 − ω2

c/ω2
√ , (28)

ωs � 2π
Ts

� ω
���������
1 − ω2

c/ω2
√

, (29)

with the periodic amplitude ~A reaching the maximum ~Amax �
1/(α − Ra) and the minimum ~Amin � 1/(α + Ra) for d ~A/dτ � 0
when ϕ = Φ and ϕ = Φ + π respectively.

The expressions (28) and (29) are more general than typically
used expressions for the scaling exponent in the close vicinity |γ −
γc|≪ γc of the critical point [42–44]. They allow recovery of the
correct T limits both at γ → γc with the familiar T ~ 1/

�����
γc − γ

√
scaling and at γ ~ 0 with the period T approaching T0 as T ~ T0 + O
(γ2) ≡ 2π/ω +O(γ2), where T0 is the period of linear wave oscillations
with the frequency ω. In the intermediate range 0 < γ < γc the
expressions (28) and (29) show reasonable agreement (Figure 1)
with peak–to–peak period/frequency estimates from direct
simulations of system (12) and (13).

5 Temporal probability of single spike
detection

As the periodic solution of Eq. 21 and Eq. 22 in the 0≪ γ≪ γc range
looks like linear waves at γ close to zero, but transforms to spike as γ
increases, we can approximate the probability of detecting a single spike
by a ratio of a spike peak duration (recorded above some threshold) to a
total peak-to-peak time. Taking into account that the initial phase of
spiking solutions of Eq. 21 and Eq. 22 is a random variable uniformly
distributed on [0, 2π] interval, the probability that a spike (either positive
or the more frequently experimentally reported negative [12, 13]) with
duration width δts and with the total period between the spikes (Ts) will
be detected is simply δts/Ts–where the distance between spikes is

determined as the time interval needed for 2π radian phase change,
that is the effective spiking period Ts. Assuming initially that the spike
width δts does not change when approaching the critical pointωc, δts can
be approximated by some fixed fraction of the linear wave period, i.e., δts
~ π/ω, that gives for the probability density

P ω{ }
k ω,ωc( ) ~ ω−1

���������
ω2/ω2

c − 1
√

, (30)

for every wave mode with the wavenumber k. It should be noted that
the probability density P{ω}

k has no relation to, and should not be
confused, with the frequency energy spectral density Πω(x) (or with
the power spectral density).

Transforming the frequency dependence of the wavenumber
spectra P{ω}

k to the temporal domain (T = 2π/ω, Tc = 2π/ωc)

∫
∞

ωc

P ω{ }
k ω,ωc( )dω � ∫

Tc

0

P ω{ }
k

2π
T
,
2π
Tc

( ) 2π

T2 dT

� ∫Tc

0

P T{ }
k T, Tc( )dT,

(31)

gives for the temporal probability density P{T}
k

P T{ }
k T, Tc( ) ~ T−2

���������
1 − T2/T2

c

√
, (32)

hence the scaling of the temporal probability density P{T}
k follows the

power law with -2 exponent with additional
�������
1 − T/Tc

√
falloff in

close vicinity of the critical point in agreement with temporal scaling
of neuronal avalanches reported in [12, 13].

6 Multi-mode avalanche probability

The above single wave mode analysis shows that the probability
density P{T}

k for any arbitrary selected wave mode k with arbitrary
chosen threshold follows a power law distribution with -2 exponent,
therefore, a mixture of multiple wave modes that enters into the

FIGURE 3
[Left] Analytical probability density spectra as a function of brain waves criticality parameter S/Sc show excellent agreement with the experimental
avalanche data [Right, from [12, 13]] reproducing not only the overall shape of the spectra with the -3/2 power exponent at the initial scale free part of the
spectra and the steep falling edge in the vicinity of the critical point, but also reproduce the fine details such as the small bump-like flattening of the
spectra at the transition from -3/2 leg to the steep falling edge that is clearly evident in experimental spectra.
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spatiotemporal wave field ψ(x, t) with different amplitudes and
different thresholds will again show nothing more than the same
power law distribution.

To clearly demonstrate that the probability density function P{T}
k

of finding a spike reflects the avalanche duration distribution we
conducted a simple numerical experiment using a procedure that
replicates the original experimental method of computing neuronal
avalanches employed in the original papers by Beggs and Plenz [12,
13]. We used 106 wave modes with arbitrary parameters and
computed avalanches by cutting the temporal series with a
threshold (converting the event to a single dot or “spike”), then
binning the signal using a time equal to the average inter-spike
interval. After that, an avalanche duration is given by the time
between two empty bins. Figure 2 compares the avalanche
distribution for all wave modes with the -2 exponent.

Similar proof of equivalence of the single mode probability
density function P{T}

k and a probability density of a multi-mode
avalanche event obtained by the method replicating the
experimental demarcation of the quiescence, that we will
denote as pa(T), can be also derived using simple analytical
considerations. The probability Pa

0≤T′≤T+ΔT that an avalanche
happens at any time between 0 and T + ΔT, where ΔT is some
small binning interval used by the above experimental method,
can be expressed as

Pa
0≤T′≤T+ΔT � ∫T+ΔT

0

pa T′( )dT′ � ∫T
0

pa T′( )dT′
+∫T+ΔT
T

pa T′( )dT′ ≈ Pa
0≤T′≤T + pa T( )ΔT.

(33)

Since the probability

P T{ }
kj

T, Tcj( )ΔT � ]jT−2
���������
1 − T2/T2

cj

√
ΔT, (34)

(where ]j is an arbitrary mode specific proportionality constant)
describes the probability of finding a signal for a single mode j (j =
1 . . .N) in a time interval between T and T + ΔT, the probability that
the condition for detection of a multi mode avalanche is recorded in
the same interval can be expressed as

pa T( )ΔT � 1 − P0 T − ΔT( )[ ] × P0 T( )
where P0 T( ) �∏N

j�1
1 − P T{ }

kj
T, Tcj( )ΔT( ) (35)

where all wave modes are assumed to be independent. The second
factor P0T) represents the probability that there is no signal for any
of the modes detected between T and T + ΔT. The first factor (1 − P0
(T −ΔT)) makes sure that no avalanche was recorded in the previous
ΔT bin, that is a signal for at least one mode has been found in the
interval between T − ΔT and T.

An expansion of Eq. 35 in the leading order of ΔT gives for the
avalanche probability density pa(T)

pa T( ) ≈ T−2∑N
j�1

]j
���������
1 − T2/T2

cj

√
, (36)

that is the avalanche probability density pa(T) shows the same T−2

scaling as the probability density of finding signal for a single mode.
If additionally the criticality parameters Tcj for all wave modes kj

are assumed to be the same (Tcj ≡ Tc) then the avalanche
probability density scaling takes exactly the same form as the
single mode probability density

pa T( ) ~ P T{ }
k T( ) ~ T−2

���������
1 − T2/T2

c

√
. (37)

7 Spatial spike detection probability

Due to the reciprocity of the temporal and spatial
representations of the Hamiltonian form Eq. 1 equations for the
spatial wave amplitude have the same form as the temporal
equations Eq. 21 and Eq. 22

d ~A

dξ
� ~A + ~A

2
Ra cos ϕ −Φ( ) − α[ ], (38)

dϕ

dξ
� ~k + ~ARϕ cos ϕ, (39)

under similar scaling (the spatial equivalent of Eq. 11) of the wave
amplitude, the coordinate, and the wave number

A � λ ~A, x � ξ

λ
, k � ~kλ. (40)

In the spatial domain, this leads to the critical parameters ~Ac and. ~kc

~kc � Rϕ cos ϕc

α + Ra cos ϕc +Φ( ), ~Ac � ~kc/Rϕ, (41)

ϕc � arctan
Ra sinΦ�������������

α2 − Ra sinΦ( )2
√⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (42)

Although our simple one dimensional scaling estimates do not
take into account the intrinsic spatial scales of the brain, e.g.,
cortex radius of curvature, cortical thickness, etc., nevertheless,

FIGURE 4
Analytical probability density spectra multiplied by a (S/Sc)3/2 as a
function of brain waves criticality parameter S/Sc plotted for several
values of the phase shift Φ.
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even in this simplified form the similarity between spatial and
temporal non-linear equations suggests that the non-linear
spatial wave behavior will generally look like spiking in the
spatial domain where some localized regions of activity are
separated by areas that are relatively signal free and this
separation will increase near the critical point. Exactly this
behavior was reported in the original experimental studies of
the neuronal avalanches [12, 13], where it was stated that the
analysis of the contiguity index revealed that activity detected at
one electrode is most often skipped over the nearest neighbors.
Interestingly, this experimental observation of near critical non-
linear waves was presented as an indicator that the activity
propagation is not wave-like. But we see here that they are
directly explained within the context of the WETCOW wave
model. Of significant practical importance will be the effects of
the intrinsic spatial scales of the brain that will certainly affect
the details of the spatial critical wave dynamics and so their
inclusion will be important for more completely characterizing
the details of brain criticality and will be the focus of future
investigations.

Using the spatial equations Eq. 38 and Eq. 39 similar scaling
results can be obtained for the wave number k and the linear spatial
dimension L probabilities for every wave mode with the frequency
ω as.

P k{ }
ω k, kc( ) ~ k−1

��������
k2/k2c − 1
√

, (43)
P L{ }
ω L, Lc( ) ~ L−2

��������
1 − L2/L2

c

√
, (44)

where L is the linear spatial scale related to the wave number as k =
2π/L.

The linear spatial dimension of the avalanche L is related to its
area S on a 2 dimensional surface as L � �

S
√

, hence

∫Lc
0

P L{ }
ω L, Lc( )dL � ∫

Sc

0

P L{ }
ω

�
S

√
,
��
Sc

√( )
2
�
S

√ dS

� ∫
Sc

0

P S{ }
ω S, Sc( )dS,

(45)

P S{ }
ω S, Sc( ) ~ S−3/2

�������
1 − S/Sc√

, (46)

hence the spatial probability scaling for the size S follows the power law
with -3/2 exponent again with additional

�������
1 − S/Sc

√
falloff in close

vicinity of the critical point, that is also in agreement with experimentally
reported spatial scaling of neuronal avalanches [12, 13].Wewould like to
mention that the non-linear anharmonic oscillations described by the
(21) and (22) only exists for frequencies and wave numbers that are
above the critical frequency ωc or the critical wave number kc values that
definemaximal possible temporal Tc or spatial Lc scales of the non-linear
oscillations. If the finite system sizes are below those maximal values the
cutoffs will be defined by the system scales.

We would like emphasize again the generality of our analysis that
makes no assumptions about parameters used in Hamiltonian form Eq.
1, and hence in the equations Eq. 21 and Eq. 22 or (38) and (39),
analytically deriving scaling valid for a wide (and arbitrary) range of
those parameters. This is in striking difference from analyses and results
based on oversimplified ad hoc numerical studies of synchronization in
networks [36, 38]. Those typical numerical analysis studies consider
networks of completely identical individual nodes sometimes even
globally connected with completely identical weights. Therefore, all
these studies require artificial (and significantly high levels of) noise
added to each node just to be able to impose some range of scales into
the system. This is an artificial and, as demonstrated here, unnecessary
complication. The consequence of such models is that they are capable
of obtaining something that resembles scale free behavior with exponent
values that are in general rather vague and strongly noise dependent.

FIGURE 5
Examples of complete wave mode trajectory snapshots for two randomly selected parameters and initial conditions. The trajectories was randomly
selected from an ensemble of 106 WETCOW modes used for generation of probability distributions of Figure 6.
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Without this sufficiently strong noise those studies of course are not
capable to show any scale free behavior. It is essential to realize that such
models are thus highly dependent on the noise properties, and less so on
the actual properties of the brain tissue itself as in the WETCOW
theory, which is the critical link to practical applications of any brain
activity theory. By contrast, no externally induced stochasticity in the
form of additional noise term is required for our analysis.

Another important point is that for deriving scale free exponents in
our approach we do not require to know the details of the coupling
between nodes, essentially viewing all nodes as completely non-
interacting. Presence of interactions in the form of (9) will not
modify our analysis, and will not require any of the common ad hoc
assumptions of identical global coupling between nodes [38]. When
coupling between some of the nodes in (9) is sufficiently strong and these
nodes are completely synchronized, we can always replace this subset of
completely synchronized nodes by a single node and continue again with
the same presented in this paper “coupling-independent” node analysis.

8 Effects of criticality on spike length

The assumption of the fixed spike duration δts used in Eq. 30 and
32 (or the spike length for spatial spiking in Eq. 43 and Eq. 44) can be
improved by estimating the scaling of the spike width as a function
of the criticality parameter from the amplitude equation (we will use
the temporal form of the equation Eq. 21 but the spatial analysis with
equation Eq. 38 is exactly the same).

Dividing equation Eq. 21 by ~A and taking an integral around
some area in the vicinity of the amplitude peak ~Amax we can write

∫
~A+

~A−

1
~A
d ~A � ∫τ+

τ−

dτ∫Φ+

Φ−

~ωc

Rϕ

Ra cos ϕ −Φ( ) − α

~ω + ~ωc cos ϕ
dϕ, (47)

where τ± = τmax ± δτ, and τmax is the location of spiking peak.
Neglecting the spike shape asymmetries, i.e., assuming that τ±
correspond to symmetric changes in both the amplitudes

FIGURE 6
Plots of spatial (A) and temporal (B) probability density spectra obtained by binning oscillatory signal of ensemble of 106 WETCOWmodes randomly
distributed and propagated through cortical tissue. Two examples of temporal signal (dots or “spikes”) snapshots with different values of signal threshold
are shown in (C) and (D) (color pallet encodes the change of frequencies from the smallest (blue) to the largest (red).
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~A± � ~A(τ±) � ~Amax − δ ~A, and the phases Φ± = Φ(τ±) = Φ ± δΦ, we
can then estimate the spike duration δts ≡ (τ+ − τ−)/γ as

δts � 1
γ
∫

Φ+δΦ

Φ−δΦ

1 − R cos Φ( ) + cos ϕ − Φ( )( )
~ω + ~ωc cos ϕ

dϕ, (48)

where, similar to the spiking period estimation in Eq. 28, we again
assume that the main contribution comes from the change of the
oscillation phase, hence ~Ac can be substituted for ~A. For δΦ some
fixed value that is smaller or around a quarter of the period (i.e., δΦ
≲ π/2) can be chosen, and R = ω̃cRa/Rϕ.

An expression (48) can be evaluated in closed form but we do not
include it here and instead plotted the final spatial probability density
spectra P(S/Sc), similarly obtained from the expression for δls/Ls again
substituting L � �

S
√

and dL � dS/(2 �
S

√ ), for several values of the Sc
parameter (Figure 3), as well as for several values of the phase shift Φ
(Figure 4). The spectra clearly show again the same power law
dependence with -3/2 exponent as was reported in [12, 13] followed
by a steep falloff sufficiently close to the critical point. What is
interesting, however, is that the spectra for Φ = π/2 (and this is the
phase shift value used for spiking solutions reported in [1, 2, 39])
recover even the fine structure of the scaling and clearly show the small
bump at the end of the scale free part of the spectra where the local
probability deflects from the initial -3/2 power exponent and flattens
first before turning in to the steep falloff. These small bumps are evident
in all experimental spectra [12, 13] shown in Figure 3 as well.

9 Conclusion

Brain activity in general and neuronal avalanches in particular show
an abundance of very complex and strangely organized activity patterns.
Understanding the nature and the origin of cascades of synchronized
activity in the cortex has multiple implications to understanding of
organization of cortical functioning. Although originally neuronal
avalanches were detected in vitro using multi-electrode arrays in 2D
slices of cultivated cortex cultures [12, 13], there are now multiple
experimental data of in vivo avalanche recordings [45–47] involving
optical recordings as well [48].

One of the properties of the WETCOW wave modes is that the
anisotropy structure of brain conductivity as well as the structure of brain
inhomogeneity favors their propagation in the outer regions of the cortex
(see, for example, Figure 2 of [1, 2]). Neuronal avalanches are measured
in the most external layer of the cortex and, usually, introducing the
electrodes deeper in the cortical columns will eliminate the scale-free
distributions. Therefore, it seems to be an interesting problem to check
the whole-brain scale free distribution in the region of typical
propagation of WETCOW wave modes. To do this numerical
experiment we generated an ensemble of 106 WETCOW modes
distributed and randomly propagating through inhomogeneous and
anisotropic cortical tissue. Figure 5 shows two randomly selected
snapshots of wave mode trajectories that were generated using the
procedure described in details in [1] and propagate in the surface-like 2D
manner in the external layer of the cortex. Using the same procedure,
that replicates the original experimental neuronal avalanche detection
method, that is thresholding and then binning the wave signal into dots
or “spikes”, we again see that the WETCOW modes show scale free
behavior as shown in Figure 6.

In summary, in this paper we have presented an analysis of temporal
and spatial probability density spectra that are generated due to the
critical dynamics of the non-linear weakly evanescent cortical wave
(WETCOW) modes [1, 2]. The Hamiltonian framework developed for
these WETCOW modes in [39] is advantageous in that it explicitly
uncovers the reciprocity of the temporal and the spatial dynamics of the
evolutionary equations. Therefore, in the non-linear regime sufficiently
close to the critical point the spatial behavior of the wave modes displays
features similar to the properties of their non-linear temporal dynamics
that can be described as spatial domain spiking, with localized regions of
wave activity separated by quiescent areas, with this spatial spiking
intermittence increasing near the critical point. Similar spatial behavior
was observed experimentally in neuronal avalanches, when activity
detected at one electrode was typically skipped over the nearest
neighbors. This was interpreted as evidence that avalanche spatial
intermittency is not wave-like in nature [12, 13]. Our results
demonstrate the contrary, however: the spatial patterns are the direct
result of non-linear interactions of weakly evanescent cortical waves.

Both temporal and spatial scaling expressions analytically estimated
from the non-linear amplitude/phase evolutionary equations show
excellent agreement with the experimental neuronal avalanche
probability spectra reproducing not only the general average power
law exponent values and falloffs in the vicinity of the critical point, but
also finding some very subtle but nevertheless clearly experimentally
evident fine details, like bumps in the transition region at the edge of the
scale free part of the probability spectra.

In a more general way these results may be applicable not only to
neuronal avalanches but to many other physical systems that involve
wave processes as they show that a system of wave modes interacting
through all possible combinations of the third order non-linear terms
described by a general wave Hamiltonian necessarily produces
anharmonic wave modes with temporal and spatial scaling
properties that follow scale free power laws.
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Hidden firing patterns and
memristor initial condition-offset
boosting behavior in a memristive
Hindmarsh-Rose neuron model

Weiwei Fan, Xiongjian Chen, Yiteng Wang, Bei Chen, Huagan Wu
and Quan Xu*

School of Microelectronics and Control Engineering, Changzhou University, Changzhou, China

Electromagnetic induction can effectively induce abundant firing patterns in
neurons. In modeling a neuron model with the electromagnetic induction
effect, an electromagnetic induction current is frequently added to the state
equation of membrane potential. To more properly reflect the non-uniform
distribution of the ions inside and outside the neuron membrane, an ideal flux-
controlled memristor with sinusoidal memductance function and non-linearly
modulated input is raised to depict an electromagnetic induction effect on a
Hindmarsh–Rose neuron model, and thereby, a three-dimensional (3D)
memristive Hindmarsh–Rose (mHR) neuron model is built in this paper. The
proposed mHR neuron model possesses no equilibrium point since the
involvement of the ideal flux-controlled memristor, which induces the
generation of hidden dynamics. Numerical results declare that the mHR
neuron model can generate abundant hidden dynamics, i.e., periodic spiking,
chaotic spiking, period-doubling bifurcation route, tangent bifurcation, and chaos
crisis. These hidden dynamics are much related to the memristor coupling
strength and externally applied stimulus. Afterward, the memristor initial
condition-offset boosting behavior is revealed. This can trigger the generation
of infinite multiple coexisting firing patterns along the memristor variable
coordinate. These coexisting firing patterns have identical attractor topology
but different locations in the phase plane. Finally, an analog circuit is designed
for implementing the mHR neuron model, and PSIM-based circuit simulation is
executed. The circuit-simulated results perfectly verify the generation of hidden
infinite multiple coexisting initial condition-offset boosting firing patterns in the
proposed mHR neuron model.

KEYWORDS

firing pattern, hidden dynamics, electromagnetic induction, memristor, analog
implementation, Hindmarsh–Rose neuron model

1 Introduction

The nervous system contains a huge number of biological neurons, which are the basic
information handling and integrating units of a biological nervous system [1]. The
dynamical properties of these biological neurons are crucial for determining the
behaviors of the nervous systems [2, 3]. Thus, modeling of the biological neuron and
exploring its dynamical behaviors are research hotspots and attract many researchers’
attention. Up to date, numerous neuron models have been constructed to depict different
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kinds of biological neurons, and they can roughly be divided into
two categories, i.e., the continuous-time neuron model [4–10] and
discrete-time map [11–13]. In the literature, some of the
continuous-time neuron models were built based on the
electrophysiological ion transport mechanism [4–7]. In addition,
some continuous-time neuron models [8–10] and discrete-time
maps [11, 13] were built on dynamical assumptions to reproduce
electrical activities without regard to the neuron structure [14]. No
matter which category they are, all these neuron models can
effectively reproduce abundant firing patterns in response to the
change of the electrophysiological environment. Recently, the
electromagnetic induction effect has immersed great scientists’
concern, which can greatly affect the neuron dynamics [15–17]
and neural network behaviors [18, 19].

Actually, the media of a biological neuron can be magnetized
during its polarizing and depolarizing processes [20]. On one hand,
periodic firing can control the transition, pumping, and distribution
of calcium, potassium, chloride, etc., ions in these processes. On the
other hand, the distribution, pumping, and transition of these ions
can induce fluctuation of the membrane potential. Meanwhile, the
electromagnetic induction effect is induced when the ions pass
through the neuron membrane. Thus, ion channel currents and
the electromagnetic induction current simultaneously affect the
membrane potential. In the literature, flux-controlled memristors
were used in various neuron models to depict the dynamic relation
between the membrane potential and magnetic flux [21]. In other
words, the flux-controlled memristors were used in the
Hodgkin–Huxley neuron model [22–24], Izhikevich neuron
model [25], FitzHugh–Nagumo neuron model [26], and three-
dimensional (3D) [27–31]/two dimensional (2D) [32–34]
Hindmarsh–Rose neuron model to depict the electromagnetic
induction effect. These memristive neuron models can generate
abundant firing patterns since the involvement of the flux-controlled
memristor. To explain in detail, these flux-controlled memristors are
non-ideal with a quadratic polynomial memductance function
[22–30, 32, 33] and ideal with hypertangent/sinusoidal/cosinoidal
memductance functions [20, 31, 33]. It is worth noting that the state
equations of these memristors are linearly controlled by amembrane
potential. Actually, the membrane potential possesses non-linear
regulation on magnetization since the non-uniform distribution of
the ions inside and outside the neuron membrane. To stress this
issue, an ideal flux-controlled memristor with a sinusoidal
memductance function and non-linear modulation on a
memristor magnetic flux is raised to availably depict the
electromagnetic induction effect in this paper.

The Hindmarsh–Rose neuron model is a simple kind of neuron
model built on dynamical assumptions, which can reproduce main
firing patterns of the biological neuron [9]. In the literature, the
memristive Hindmarsh–Rose (mHR) neuron models with ideal
memristors can easily generate multistability with coexisting
firing patterns. In this case, the mHR neuron model has no
equilibrium point, which induces the occurrence of hidden
dynamics [20]. In particular, the initial condition-offset boosting
behavior is triggered since the involved ideal flux-controlled
memristor possessing sinusoidal/cosinoidal memductance
functions [20, 34, 35], which is very different from the
parameter-offset boosting behavior [36–38]. This induces the
occurrence of extreme multistability with infinite multiple

coexisting firing patterns. These coexisting firing patterns own
attractors having identical topology and boosting along the
memristor variable coordinate [20, 34]. Herein, a mHR neuron
model with our proposed memristor is tamed for simplicity but
without losing generality. The hidden dynamics and initial
condition-offset boosting behavior of the mHR neuron model are
investigated by numerical simulation and PSIM-based circuit
simulation in this paper. A brief comparison between some
aforementioned mHR neuron models and the model reported in
this paper is demonstrated in Table 1. It is demonstrated that the
memristor employed in building the mHR neuron model in this
paper is different from the memristors reported in the
aforementioned literature works. The electromagnetic induction
effect characterized by the memristor is established by
considering the periodic magnetization processing and non-
uniform distribution of the ions inside and outside the neuron
membrane.

The remainder of this paper is formulated as follows: Section 2
explains the building of a mHR neuron model with hidden
dynamics. Section 3 explains memristor parameter- and stimulus
parameter-related dynamical distributions and bifurcation
behaviors by numerical simulations. Section 4 explains the
memristor initial condition-offset boosting behavior and infinite
multiple coexisting firing patterns. Section 5 explains the analog
circuit design and PSIM-based circuit simulation. Finally, Section 6
briefly concludes the main results of this paper.

2 Memristive Hindmarsh–Rose neuron
model

Considering the periodic magnetization process and non-linear
regulation of electromagnetic induction, a memristor with
sinusoidal memductance function and non-linearly modulated
input is raised, which is mathematically expressed as follows:

iM � W φ( )vM � sin φ( )vM,
_φ � tanh vM( ), (1)

where vM and iM represent the terminal voltage and current,
respectively. W(φ) = sin(φ) is the periodic memductance
function, and magnetic flux φ is the memristor inner state
variable. Different from the memristor reported in [20], this
memristor has a non-linearly modulated input, i.e., a
hypertangent function, to reflect the non-uniform distribution of
the ions inside and outside the neuronmembrane. The hypertangent
function is continuously derivable and bounded above and below.

To investigate this kind of electromagnetic induction effect on a
neuron, the memristor is introduced into the existing 2D
Hindmarsh–Rose neuron model [9]; thereby, a 3D mHR neuron
model is built as follows:

_x � y − ax3 + bx2 + I + k sin φ( )x,
_y � c − dx2 − y,
_φ � tanh x( ),

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (2)

where x is the membrane potential and y is the recovery variable. a,
b, c, and d are four controllable parameters in the original model
[39]. I is the externally applied stimulus, and k is the coupling
strength of electromagnetic induction. We mainly consider the
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dynamical effect of the externally applied stimulus I and coupling
strength k on the mHR neuron model in the following sections.
Therefore, the four controllable parameters, namely, a = 1, b = 3, c =
1, and d = 5, are assigned as the original parameters in [39, 40]; I and
k are adjustable parameters with positive values, and their typical
values are preset to I = 1.5 and k = 2.

By setting the left sides of (2) equal to 0, one can obtain the
following equation:

0 � y − x3 + 3x2 + I + k sin φ( )x,
0 � 1 − 5x2 − y,
0 � tanh x( ).

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (3)

Evidently, there is no solution of (3) since I has a positive value.
In other words, model (2) has no equilibrium point. Therefore, the
dynamical behaviors and firing patterns generated by the 3D mHR
neuron model (2) are hidden [41].

3 Parameter-related hidden dynamics

In this section, we mainly focus our concern on the parameter-
related hidden dynamics with the two adjustable parameters of the

coupling strength k and externally applied stimulus I. The initial
conditions [x(0), y(0), φ(0)] = [0, 0, 0] are utilized. The MATLAB-
based ODE45 algorithmwith a fixed time-step duration of 10−2 s and
time-end duration of 800 s is utilized to calculate the bifurcation
diagram, and the Jacobi matrix-based Wolf’s method with a time-
step duration of 0.1 s and time-end duration of 4,000 s is employed
to calculate Lyapunov exponent spectra [42].

3.1 Dynamical distribution

When the two adjustable parameters k and I are varied in 0.5 ≤
k ≤ 3 and 0 ≤ I ≤ 3, dynamical distributions of the bifurcation
diagram and dynamical map in the k–I parameter plane are
simulated, as shown in Figure 1. The 2D bifurcation diagram is
depicted by checking the periodicities of the membrane potential x,
as shown in Figure 1A, that is, the trajectories with different
periodicities are painted by different colors. The red marked by
CH represents chaos, and the other colors represent period-1 to
period-8 marked by P1 to P8, respectively. One can see that the 2D
bifurcation diagram possesses a ribbon structure in some regions
and the ribbons marked by P1, P2, P4, and P8 appear in sequence.

TABLE 1 Comparison of relevant papers on the mHR neuron models.

Paper Dimensionality Memristor state equation Implementation

[31] 3D iM � cos φ( )vM,
_φ � vM .

{ DSP

[32] 3D iM � k2 a + bφ + cφ2( )vM,
_φ � tanh vM( ).{ PSpice

[34] 4D iM � −tanh φ( )vM,
_φ � −vM .

{ —

This paper 3D iM � sin φ( )vM,
_φ � tanh vM( ).{ PSIM

FIGURE 1
Parameter-related dynamical distribution in the k–I parameter plane for a= 1, b= 3, c= 1, and d= 5 under the initial conditions [x(0), y(0), φ(0)] = [0, 0,
0]. (A) 2D bifurcation diagram depicted by inspecting periodicities of the membrane potential x and (B) 2D dynamical map described by LLE.
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Also, numerous ribbons marked by P3, P5, and P7 are embedded in
the CH (red) region or near the neighborhood of the CH region.
These declare that numerous periodic windows generated via
tangent bifurcations [42] and period-doubling bifurcations [29]
are triggered by varying the two parameters. In addition, the 2D
dynamical map described by the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE) is
employed to depict the parameter-related dynamical distribution in
the k–I parameter plane, as shown in Figure 1B. The colorized
domains are painted with different colors according to the values of
LLE: red for chaos with positive LLE and other colors for a period
with negative LLE.

It is demonstrated that the dynamical behaviors depicted by
dynamical distributions of the 2D bifurcation diagram and 2D
dynamical map are completely identical. These numerical results
demonstrate that the coupling strength and externally applied
stimulus can induce abundant dynamical behaviors on neuron
properties of the 3D mHR neuron model.

3.2 Bifurcation behavior

To more clearly demonstrate the bifurcation behaviors with the
coupling strength k and externally applied stimulus I, the one-
dimensional (1D) bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent
spectra (LEs) are numerically simulated with the variations of k
and I, as shown in Figures 2A, B, respectively. The representations at
the top of Figures 2A, B display the 1D bifurcation diagrams of the
membrane potential x, while the representations at the bottom
exhibit LEs.

Herein, the externally applied stimulus I = 1.5 is fixed, and
the coupling strength k is varied in 0.5 ≤ k ≤ 3. The 1D
bifurcation diagram for the maximum value of the membrane
potential x (marked as xmax) is depicted in Figure 2A. When k
increases from 0.5, the trajectory of mHR neuron model (2)
starts from period-1, then enters chaos via the forward period-
doubling bifurcation route [29], returns to period-2 via tangent
bifurcation [42], and ends up to period-1. It is worth noting that

the period-doubling bifurcation route demonstrates the
transition of P1-P2-P4-P8-CH. In Figure 2A, only the first
Lyapunov exponent LE1 and partial second Lyapunov
exponent LE2 are shown for better visualization since the
third exponent is very small. The LE1 exponent has a zero
value for periodic states with different periodicities and a
positive value for the chaotic state. The LE2 exponent
increases to zero and immediately returns to the negative
value along with the occurrence of period-doubling
bifurcations. It is observed that the bifurcation behaviors
revealed by the 1D bifurcation diagram (up) are effectively
verified by the LEs (bottom) in Figure 2A.

Then, we fix coupling strength k = 2 and change the externally
applied stimulus I in 0 ≤ I ≤ 3. In Figure 2B, one can see that with the
increase of I, the mHR neuron model undergoes period-1 to chaos
via chaos crisis [43], to period-2 via tangent bifurcation, to chaos via
forward period-doubling bifurcations, to period-3 via reverse
period-doubling bifurcations, to chaos via chaos crisis, and finally
to period-1 via reverse period-doubling bifurcations. It is worth
noting that there exists a small periodic window near the
neighborhood of I = 1.95. The LE1 exponent drops to zero and
maintains in the narrow parameter range and then returns to a
positive value with the appearance of a periodic window. Obviously,
the evolution of LEs confirms the occurrence of bifurcation
behaviors.

Consequently, these bifurcation behaviors can lead to the
occurrence of abundant periodic firing patterns with different
periodicities and a chaotic firing pattern in the 3D mHR neuron
model and can be regulated by the memristor coupling strength and
externally applied stimulus.

3.3 Hidden firing patterns

In this section, five values of coupling strength k with I = 1.5 are
selected from Figure 2A to partially display the firing patterns
emerged from the 3D mHR neuron model, as shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 2
Parameter-related bifurcation behaviors as k and I changed in determined ranges for a = 1, b = 3, c = 1, and d = 5 under the initial conditions [x(0),
y(0), φ(0)] = [0, 0, 0]. (A) k-related bifurcation diagram (top) and LEs (bottom) for I = 1.5 and (B) I-related bifurcation diagram (top) and LEs (bottom) for
k = 2.
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Time–domain waveforms of the membrane potential x (left) and
corresponding phase portraits in the φ–x phase plane (right) are
demonstrated; they are period-1 spiking, period-2 spiking, period-4
spiking, period-8 spiking, and chaotic spiking for k = 1, 1.5, 1.6, 1.65,
and 2, respectively. These numerical results further demonstrate that
the 3D mHR neuron model can generate hidden firing patterns of
periodic spiking behaviors with different periodicities and a chaotic
spiking behavior. Moreover, the state transition (P1-P2-P4-P8-CH)
of firing patterns confirms the generation of the period-doubling
bifurcation route.

4 Initial condition-related dynamics

Of particular interest, the 3D mHR neuron model (2) can show
the initial condition-offset boosting behavior since the involvement
of sinusoidal memductance function [20, 44]. This can trigger

infinite multiple coexisting firing patterns for a fixed set of model
parameters. In this section, we mainly focus our attention on this
issue. Herein, we only consider the memristor initial condition-
induced dynamical effect and set the initial conditions as [x(0), y(0),
φ(0)] = [0, 0, φ(0)]. The numerical simulation settings are identical
with those employed in Section 3.

4.1 Initial condition-offset boosting

Herein, two sets of model parameters, i.e., I = 1.5, k = 1.5 and I =
1.5, k = 2, are selected as paradigms to demonstrate the memristor
initial condition-offset boosting behavior. The memristor initial
condition is adjusted in the region [–20, 20]. The bifurcation
plots of the 1D bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent
spectra for the two sets of model parameters are shown in
Figures 4A, B, respectively.

FIGURE 3
Time–domain waveforms (left) and phase portraits in the φ–x phase plane (right) with a = 1, b = 3, c = 1, d = 5, and I = 1.5 and the initial conditions
[x(0), y(0), φ(0)] = [0, 0, 0] for k = 1 (period-1 spiking), k = 1.5 (period-2 spiking), k = 1.6 (period-4 spiking), k = 1.65 (period-8 spiking), and k = 2 (chaotic
spiking), respectively.
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Figure 4A shows the bifurcation plots for I = 1.5 and k = 1.5,
which demonstrates period-2 spiking firing patterns with the
increase of the initial condition φ(0). One can see that the
locations of these firing patterns possess a step-by-step structure
and their dynamic amplitude is identical. In addition, the memristor
initial condition applies at 2π initial condition-offset, which is the
period of the sinusoidal memductance function sin(φ). In this case,
the step change happens periodically. In addition, the LE1 and LE2
exponents demonstrate constant Lyapunov exponent spectra and
are not related to the memristor initial condition, i.e., LE1 = 0 and
LE2 = −0.15.

As shown in Figure 4B, the bifurcation plots for I = 1.5 and k =
2 are elaborated. The results also display the step-by-step memristor
initial condition-offset boosting behavior; thereby, multiple
coexisting chaotic firing patterns are generated. Also, the
memristor initial condition applies at 2π initial condition-offset,
and these steps periodically occur. Identically, the Lyapunov
exponent spectra display constant values of LE1 and LE2 and
possess LE1 = 0.21 and LE2 = 0 for the chaotic firing patterns. It
is worth noting that the initial condition-offset boosting behavior

exists for other firing patterns under different fixed model
parameters. In addition, the memristor initial condition-offset
boosting behavior can trigger infinite multiple coexisting firing
patterns. We only demonstrate this behavior in a finite range of
memristor initial conditions in this study.

4.2 Infinitemultiple coexisting firing patterns

In the previous bifurcation analysis for the memristor initial
condition-offset boosting behavior, the results display the
occurrence of hidden infinite multiple coexisting firing patterns
in the 3D mHR neuron model. To further demonstrate this striking
memristor initial condition-offset boosting behavior, the coexisting
firing patterns are displayed by the phase portrait in the φ–x phase
plane, as shown in Figure 5. The coexisting period-2 spiking firing
patterns for I = 1.5 and k = 1.5 under the initial conditions φ(0)
= −18, −12, −6, 0, 6, 12, and 18 are shown in Figure 5A. These initial
conditions are selected in each step from the bifurcation diagram in
Figure 4A. The offsets among each of the two adjacent attractors of

FIGURE 4
Memristor initial condition-offset boosting behaviors illustrated by 1D bifurcation plots of the 1D bifurcation diagram and LEs for the initial conditions
[x(0), y(0), φ(0)] = [0, 0, φ(0)]. (A) I = 1.5 and k = 1.5 and (B) I = 1.5 and k = 2.

FIGURE 5
Infinite multiple coexisting firing patterns for different memristor initial conditions of φ(0) = −18 V, −12 V, −6 V, 0 V, 6 V, 12 V, and 18 V under different
sets of model parameters. (A) Coexisting period-2 firing patterns for I = 1.5 and k = 1.5 and (B) coexisting chaotic firing patterns for I = 1.5 and k = 2.
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firing patterns are all 2π, and these attractors are not connected,
which implies the emergence of initial condition-offset boosted
attractors. The attractors possess identical topology but different
locations. Similarly, the memristor initial condition-offset boosted
coexisting chaotic firing patterns for I = 1.5 and k = 2 under the
initial conditions φ(0) = −18, −12, −6, 0, 6, 12, and 18 are also
demonstrated in Figure 5B. It is worth noting that we do not select
the initial conditions with the interval 2π for their convenient setting
in PSIM-based circuit simulation. These results demonstrate the
generation of hidden infinite multiple coexisting firing patterns in
our proposed 3D mHR neuron model.

5 Analog design and PSIM-based circuit
simulation

The analog circuit design of neuron models is crucial for
investigating the neuron dynamics and exploring neuron-based

engineering applications [45, 46]. The 3D mHR neuron model
can be easily designed by utilizing passive circuit components of
a capacitor and resistor and the integrated chips of operational
amplifier, multiplier, and trigonometric circuit modules. The circuit
schematic representation is well-designed and given in Figure 6. The
memristor equivalent circuit contains a hypertangent circuit module
[47], a sinusoidal function chip U5, an operational amplifier U4, a
multiplierM3, a capacitor, and two resistors, as shown in the bottom
part of Figure 6. The main circuit involves two integrators, two
multipliers, and an inverter, as shown in the top part of Figure 6.
Then, the circuit state equations can be correspondingly built as
follows:

RC1
dvx
dt

� RVI

R1
+ Rvy

R2
+ g1Rvx

2

R3
− g1g2Rvx

3

R4
+ g3R sin vφ( )vx

R9
,

RC2
dvy
dt

� −Rvy
R5

− g1Rvx
2

R6
+ RVc

R7
,

RC3
dvφ
dt

� R tanh vx( )
R8

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(4)

where vx, vy, and vφ are three circuit state variables corresponding to
the model variables x, y, and φ, respectively. We suppose C1 = C2 =
C3 = C and the integral time constant RC = 1 ms, i.e., C = 100 nF and
R = 10 kΩ. In addition, the recovery variable vy is linearly
transformed to reduce its dynamic amplitude as follows:

vx, vy, vφ( ) � vx, 10vy, vφ( ). (5)

The linear transformation is conducive to a hardware
experiment since the value of the recovery variable approaches
the saturation voltage of operational amplifiers without
transformation. Thereby, the other circuit parameters are
calculated as R1 = 10 kΩ, R2 = 1 kΩ, R3 = 3.3 kΩ, R4 = 10 kΩ,
R5 = 10 kΩ, R6 = 20 kΩ, R7 = 100 kΩ, R8 = 10 kΩ, R9 = 3.3 kΩ, g1 =
g2 = g3 = 1 V−1, and Vc = 1 V by comparing (2) with (4). It is worth
noting that the two adjustable parameters can be regulated by I = VI

and k = R/R9. The initial states of three capacitors are assigned as
[vx(0), vy(0), vφ(0)] = [0 V, 0 V, vφ(0)].

Employing the circuit schematic representation illustrated in
Figure 6, a PSIM-based simulation circuit is built and circuit

FIGURE 6
Circuit schematic representation of the 3D mHR neuron model.

FIGURE 7
PSIM-based circuit simulation of infinite multiple coexisting firing patterns for different memristor initial conditions of φ(0) = −18 V, −12 V, −6 V, 0 V,
6 V, 12 V, and 18 V under the two sets of circuit parameters. (A)Coexisting period-2 firing patterns for VI = 1.5 V (I = 1.5) and R9 = 6.667 kΩ (k = 1.5) and (B)
coexisting chaotic firing patterns for VI = 1.5 V (I = 1.5) and R9 = 5 kΩ (k = 2).
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parameters are accurately set. First, the two adjustable circuit
parameters are set to VI = 1.5 V and R9 = 6.667 kΩ
corresponding to I = 1.5 and k = 1.5. By respectively setting the
memristor initial condition vφ(0) to −18 V, −12 V, −6 V, 0 V, 6 V,
12 V, and 18 V, PSIM-based circuit simulations are executed and
phase trajectories are obtained in the vφ–vx phase plane, as shown in
Figure 7A. Then, the two adjustable circuit parameters are set toVI =
1.5 V and R9 = 5 kΩ corresponding to I = 1.5 and k = 2. The PSIM-
based circuit simulations are illustrated in Figure 7B. One can see
that the PSIM-based circuit simulations in Figure 7 are very
consistent with the numerical results in Figure 5. These circuit-
simulated results manifest the occurrence of hidden infinite multiple
coexisting initial condition-offset boosting firing patterns in our
proposed 3D mHR neuron model. It is worth noting that the power
supplies for operational amplifiers and multipliers are, respectively,
set to ±30 V and ±15 V in PSIM-based circuit simulation.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, an ideal flux-controlled memristor with sinusoidal
memductance and non-linearly modulated input was presented to
depict the electromagnetic induction effect in biological neurons.
Then, the electromagnetic induction effect on an existing 2D
Hindmarsh–Rose neuron model was elaborated. Theoretical
analysis and numerical simulation demonstrated that the 3D
mHR neuron model can generate the hidden memristor initial
condition-offset boosting behavior with infinite multiple
coexisting firing patterns. The attractors of these firing patterns
have an offset along the memristor variable coordinate, and the
offset is identical with the period of memductance function. In
addition, PSIM-based circuit simulation further confirmed the
validation of the analog circuit design and generation of the
initial condition-offset boosting behavior. It is worth noting that
the power supplies should be suitably set in PSIM-based circuit
simulation to capture the offset boosting firing patterns. The settings
can refer to the dynamic range for the attractors of these firing
patterns along with the memristor variable coordinate. This hinders
the hardware experimental measurement of initial condition-offset
boosting firing patterns. In addition, it is not easy to accurately set
the initial conditions in each step to acquire corresponding firing
patterns from hardware experiments. However, the memristor
initial condition-offset boosting firing patterns have potentiality
in neuron-based engineering applications [37, 48], i.e., the

waveform bias of chaotic signal and random signal generation
[49]. These deserve our future concern.
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Pilot optimization for OFDM in the
RSSB system

Long Chen*, Ziteng Yang and Qian Yu

School of Information and Electrical Engineering, Hunan University of Science and Technology, Xiangtan,
China

To increase the receiving sensitivity of the reversely single-sideband (RSSB) system
with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal transmission, we
use the improved pilot interval scheme and pilot power scheme in this system. The
improved pilot interval scheme uses more pilots in areas where channel
conditions are relatively good to avoid signal–signal beat interference (SSBI)
issues for sub-carriers. The improved pilot power scheme compensates for
frequency-selective fading by increasing the pilot power in areas where
channel conditions are relatively poor. According to the simulation, the
generated 60 GHz optical millimeter wave with 2.5 G bandwidth OFDM signal
is delivered over 100 km standard single-mode fiber (SSMF). The improved pilot
interval scheme and pilot power scheme can increase the system’s receiving
sensitivity by 2 dB, respectively. These schemes can enhance the system’s
performance without increasing the complexity of the algorithm and the costs
of the RSSB system.

KEYWORDS

radio-over-fiber, reversely single-sideband, OFDM, pilot interval, pilot power

1 Introduction

In recent years, wireless and broadband have become the research trends of the
communication industry. Radio-over-fiber (ROF) technology, combining the advantages of
high-frequency wireless communication and optical-fiber communication, can achieve high-
frequency signal transmission of ultra-wideband wireless access [1–6]. Orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) has become a research hot spot owing to the advantages of its high
spectral efficiency and its anti-interference capability. The application of the OFDM to the ROF
system can cause millimeter-wave resist dispersion impairments in the fiber link and multipath
fading in wireless transmission. Therefore, it is regarded as an effective approach to solving
broadbandwireless access in the future [7–10].With the high-frequency spectrum resources,many
countries have allocated continuous license-free spectrum resources around 60 GHz. It has
motivated many companies and research teams to study the signals in this spectrum segment
[11–13]. In the research on ROF, three main issues slow down its development: Improving the
energy efficiency of the signal modulation and the signal detection is a concern. The second issue is
resisting the loss andwalk-off effect in optical fiber links. The last issue is the platform transparency
for many signal services in different frequency bands. For the three major problems in ROF, a
reversely single-sideband ROF system has been proposed [14]. It is an ROF system without an
electric mixer, and it meets the optical frequency doubling. The system has three advantages,
including high energy efficiency in modulation, no work-off effect, and multi-band service [15].
Due to its superior performance compared to other earlier systems, the system has been widely
recognized and researched since it was proposed [15–18].

Channel estimation is an essential problem in OFDM system design. The basic task of
channel estimation is to calculate the channel response for the consequent equalization. The
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channel frequency response or impulse response is often derived
from pilot symbols. An efficient pilot scheme is necessary because we
need to use the channel information at pilot sub-carriers to estimate
the channel at data sub-carriers. There is no research on channel
estimation in the reversely single-sideband (RSSB) system. Because
of the unique character of the optical system, the pilot scheme that
performs well in wireless communication may perform much
differently in the RSSB system. In the present RSSB-OFDM
system, the interval of the pilots in the OFDM signal is an equal
scheme. However, the OFDM signal will be affected by frequency-
selective fading and signal–signal mixing interference in the RSSB
system, which differs from the impairment in the traditional wireless
communication channels. Therefore, estimating the channel
through the pilots is an important problem.

In this study, the pilot setting scheme was optimized. According
to the features of the RSSB-OFDM system, the improved pilot
interval scheme and the improved pilot power scheme are
proposed. In the simulation of the pilot interval scheme, we
placed more pilots in the area where channel conditions are
relatively good, which can avoid signal–signal beat interference
(SSBI). The simulation results show that the increased pilot
interval scheme can improve the performance of receiving
sensitivity. The improved pilot power scheme compensates for
frequency-selective fading by increasing the pilot power in areas
where channel conditions are relatively poor. The simulation results
show that the increased pilot power scheme can improve the
performance of receiving sensitivity.

2 Principle of the proposed pilot
optimization system

2.1 Principle of the RSSB system

The principle of the RSSB system is shown in Figure 1. The RSSB
system is based on a parallel Mach–Zehnder modulator (P-MZM).
The P-MZM includes three sub-modulators: up-road
Mach–Zehnder modulator-a, down-road Mach–Zehnder

modulator-b, and optical-phase modulator-c. The modulator-a
that operates in the linear region modulates the baseband OFDM
signal. The optical spectrogram of the baseband signal modulated by
modulator-a is shown in Figure 1A. The modulator-b that operates
in the non-linear region is driven by electrical radio frequency (RF)
to produce optical millimeter waves. When the bias voltage is at the
highest point, it can obtain a double-frequency modulation in the
optical domain. The optical spectrogram after modulation is shown
in Figure 1B. The two optical signals are combined in themodulator-
c. Because the baseband data are only modulated to a central optical
carrier, no data are carried by the sideband. The system reduces the
effect of walk-off in the fiber transmission. Modulator-a operates in
the linear regions, and modulator-b operates in the non-linear
region, which can meet the different modulation requirements of
the baseband signal and optical millimeter wave. Therefore, the data
format in the system is compatible. When two optical signals are
combined in modulator-c, we can adjust the bias voltage in
modulator-c to change the phase offset before the coupling of the
two optical signals. As the phase shift is set to π, the DC component
of the central optical carrier will be suppressed because of the phase
cancelation interference, as shown in Figure 1C. Thus, the
modulation power efficiency can be improved. Figure 1C shows
that the baseband OFDM is reversely modulated onto a light wave
owing to the phase shift of π.

2.2 Pilot interval optimization scheme

In theOFDMcommunication system, some researchers have shown
that a pilot distributed in an equal interval can obtain the best
performance [19]. In the RSSB-OFDM system, the OFDM signal will
be subject to frequency-selective fading and the SSBI during the
transmission. Generally, each sub-carrier of the OFDM signal is
subject to different intensities of the interference factors. Because the
beat interference has a large amplitude near the optical carrier, the sub-
carriers at the low frequency are subject to a stronger interference factor.
At high frequencies, sub-carriers are subject to strong frequency-selective
fading because the electronic devices cannot achieve the ideal spectral
characteristics. In addition, the frequency-selective fading factor in optical
fiber is directly proportional to the signal frequency. The higher the
frequency of the sub-carriers, themore serious the fading, and the greater
the power loss.

For the RSSB-OFDM, we can place fewer pilots at high
frequency to decrease the loss of the pilots used for channel
estimation. It can ensure the accuracy of channel estimation and
improve system performance. We set up three pilot interval
schemes. First, the equal interval scheme is as follows: keeping
the pilot interval constant in the OFDM signal. Second, the
increased interval allocation scheme is that the pilot is more
distributed in high frequencies. Third, the decreased interval
allocation scheme is that the pilot is less distributed in high
frequencies. In the three schemes, we keep the total number of
inserted pilots the same. We only change the interval distribution.

The three pilot interval schemes shown in Figure 2 are analyzed
and simulated. The abscissa axis represents the frequency. The
frequency of the intermediate carrier is 0. Frequency increases
from the center to both sides. The vertical axis represents the
power of the sub-carriers. This graph has three pilot schemes: the

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of the RSSB system. (A)Modulated lightwave;
(B) Pure lightwave; (C) Combined signal.
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equal-interval scheme, the decreased-interval scheme, and the
increased-interval scheme, as shown in Figures 2A–C, respectively.

2.3 Pilot power optimization scheme

In the communication system, we can increase the power of the
transmitted signal to resist interference under difficult channel
conditions. For this consideration, the power of each pilot should
be distributed reasonably to improve the accuracy of the channel
estimation and reduce the bit error rate (BER) of the system.

Because the sub-carriers are subject to serious interference from
frequency-selective fading at high frequencies, we can counter
channel interference by increasing the power of the pilot
information. Three pilot power schemes are set up in this study.

In Figure 3, the abscissa axis represents the frequency, and the
frequency at the intermediate carrier is 0. Frequency increases from
the center to both sides. The vertical axis represents the normalized
power of each sub-carrier. This graph has three different pilot power
schemes: the equal-power scheme, the decreased power scheme, and
the increased power scheme, as shown in Figures 3A–C, respectively.

3 Simulation design and results

3.1 Pilot interval scheme simulation design
and results

We have simulated the pilot-optimized scheme, and the simulation
structure diagram is shown in Figure 4. OptiSystem and MATLAB are

FIGURE 2
Three different pilot interval setting schemes.

FIGURE 3
Three different pilot power setting schemes. (A) The equal-power scheme; (B) The decreased-power scheme; (C) The increased-power scheme.
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used for simulation. Digital baseband OFDM signal is generated using
MATLAB. First, the sent data are mapped into QPSK, and each OFDM
symbol includes 192 data sub-carriers carrying information. Eight
pilots with three different pilot interval schemes are inserted for
channel estimation. Fifty-six virtual sub-carriers are used as a guard
interval, where zeros are inserted. These virtual sub-carriers are at high
frequency, as shown in Figure 2. The cyclic prefix used to reduce inter-
symbol interference contains 32 sub-carriers. Therefore, each OFDM
symbol consists of 288 sub-carriers. The OFDM signal used in this
system is called discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulated signal. The
generated OFDM signal is a real-valued signal because of the conjugate
symmetric signal used in the IFFT operation. Second, the digital QPSK-
mapped OFDM signal is converted into an electrical signal using the
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) in the transmitter. Then, a lowpass
filter (LPF) is used to filter out the higher-order sidebands and noise
from the electrical signal. The continuous light wave with a central
wavelength of 1,553.60 nm is generated using a laser, of which the
power is 13 dBm and the line width is 10 MHz. The optical signal from
the laser is divided into I/Q signals through a power splitter. The power-
splitting ratio for the two ports is 1:1. The two optical signals out of the
power splitter are the same signal, and both have a power of 6.5 dB m.
The electrical OFDM baseband signal with a bandwidth of 2.5 GHz is
fed into modulator-a operating in the linear region. The 30-GHz RF
signal is fed into modulator-b driving by DC offset at the highest point,
thus suppressing the odd sidebands. The optical signals from
modulator-a and modulator-b are combined in phase modulator-c.
The phase offset between two optical signals changed by modulator-c
can adjust the energy efficiency of the signal modulation. In all
simulation tests, an optical amplifier (OA) is used to amplify the
coupled optical signal to maintain the signal power at 0 dBm before

entering the standard single-mode fiber (SSMF). The second OA is
used to control the received signal so that it has sufficient optical power
after the optical fiber transmission. Then, an optical bandpass filter is
used for filtering out the extra sideband. The filtered optical signal,
containing the central carrier with data and one of the second-order
sidebands, is converted into a high-frequency electrical signal using a
photodetector (PD). The electrical 60 GHz mm wave with OFDM
signal is through an electrical bandpass filter (EBPF). The EBPF has
a center frequency of 60 GHz and a bandwidth of 20 GHz, making sure
useful signals get through. For each text, the power is amplified
to −14 dBm by an electrical amplifier (EA). Then, the
60 GHz millimeter-wave signal and the 60 GHz RF with a power of
4 dB m are mixed for down-conversion in an electric mixer. An LPF
with 3 GHz bandwidth is used to filter out the high-frequency noise
after down-conversion. The baseband OFDM signal after ADC is
further processed in MATLAB to measure the performance of the
link. The demodulation steps are shown in Figure 4. The detailed
processes are the same for different pilot schemes. We use three
indicators to measure the system performance: BER, error vector
magnitude (EVM), and Q-factor. EVM represents the approximate
degree between the I/Q components generated by the receiver during
the demodulation of the signal and the ideal signal components and is
an indicator of the quality of the modulated signal. The specific
parameters of each device in this system are shown in Table 1.

It is convenient to set the position of the pilot in the OFDM
signal when modulating the OFDM digital baseband signal in
MATLAB. Figure 5 shows three electrical spectrum diagrams of
OFDM signals in different interval setting schemes. The abscissa
axis represents the frequency, and the vertical axis represents the
power. The equal-interval scheme, the decreased-interval

FIGURE 4
Simulation structure diagram of the RSSB-OFDM system with pilot optimization.
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TABLE 1 Parameters of the devices in the simulation.

Parameter of the devices Parameter of the devices

Laser frequency 193.1 THz Optical fiber attenuation 0.2 dB/km

Laser line width 10 MHz Optical fiber dispersion 16.75 ps/nm/km

Laser output power 13 dB m Fiber dispersion slope 0.075 ps/nm2/km

Laser initial phase 0 PD sensitivity 1A/W

MZM-a extinction ratio 80 dB PD dark current 10 nA

MZM-a insertion loss 5 dB MZM-b extinction ratio 80 dB

MZM-a exchange bias voltage 4 V MZM-b insertion loss 5 dB

MZM-a exchange RF voltage 4 V MZM-b exchange bias voltage 4 V

MZM-a modulation voltage 1 2 V MZM-b exchange RF voltage 4 V

MZM-a modulation voltage 2 2 V MZM-b modulation voltage 1 4 V

MZM-a bias voltage 1 0 V MZM-b modulation voltage 2 −4 V

MZM-a bias voltage 2 2 V MZM-b bias voltage 1 0 V

Modulator-c phase offset π MZM-b bias voltage 2 0 V

FIGURE 5
OFDM spectrum of different pilot interval schemes in the transmitter. (A) The equal-interval scheme; (B) The decreased-interval scheme; (C) The
increased-interval scheme.
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scheme, and the increased-interval scheme are shown in Figures
5A–C, respectively. The larger power amplitude is the pilot
information component in each spectrogram. In the three
simulation schemes, the power of each pilot information
component is equal. The location of the pilots in each scheme
can be seen in the spectrogram.

Figure 6 represents the BER, EVM, and Q-factor on each sub-
carrier in an OFDM symbol after the signal has been delivered 100 km
in the fiber. A total of 192 sub-carriers carry data in the OFDM symbol,
and these sub-carriers are set to be conjugate symmetric in the
frequency domain. Because the channel characteristics of conjugate
symmetric parts in the transmission system are the same, only half of
the performance is analyzed and displayed. In Figure 6, the more to the
right on the abscissa, the higher the frequency. The sub-carrier with a
smaller index is at a high frequency, and the sub-carrier with a bigger
index is at a lower frequency. The performance of the system with an
optical received power of −18, −19, and −20 dBm is shown in Figure 6,
respectively. With the decrease of received optical power, the
performance of the system will degrade and the error rate on each
sub-carrier will increase. In Figure 6, the results of each sub-graph are
consistent and in line with the theory previously described. The data
sub-carrier is most influenced by frequency-selective fading at high
frequency, leading to higher BER and EVMand lowerQ-factor.We can
see from the graph that the lower frequency has better performance.
However, it is evident from the EVM and Q-factor that the trend

disappears at the lowest frequency, mainly because the sub-carrier at
low frequency is subject to serious interference from the SSBI, which
affects the performance.

Figures 7A–C represent the BER, EVM, and Q-factor curves
versus different received optical power after delivering 100 km SSMF
with different pilot interval schemes. The results of the sub-graphs in
Figure 7 are consistent and in line with the theory previously
described. The RSSB-OFDM are seriously affected by frequency-
selective fading. We can reduce pilot data at high frequency and
place more pilot data in the area where the channel condition is
relatively good at low frequency, which can improve the accuracy of
channel estimation with the pilot. The results show that the
increased interval scheme provides the best performance among
the three schemes and improves the performance by 2-dB receiving
sensitivity compared with the worst scheme.

3.2 Pilot power scheme simulation design
and results

The simulation system diagram and device parameters of the
pilot power scheme are the same as those of the pilot interval
scheme, as shown in Figure 4 and Table 1. The parameters of
these pilot scheme simulation cases are the same as those in the
OptiSystem. Only the methods of the pilot setting are different in

FIGURE 6
BER, EVM, and Q-factor distributions on each data sub-carrier. (A) BER distributions; (B) EVM distributions; (C) Q-factor distributions.
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MATLAB. When modulating the digital OFDM baseband signal
in MATLAB, the equal-interval distribution of the pilot position
is fixed, and then the power of the pilot data is set separately.
There are three different pilot power setting schemes at the
transmitter, as shown in Figure 8. The abscissa axis represents

the frequency. The vertical axis represents the power. The equal-
power scheme, the decreased-power scheme, and the increased-
power scheme are shown in Figures 8A–C, respectively. In the
three schemes, we keep the total power of the inserted pilots the
same and only change the power distribution. In the pilot

FIGURE 7
BER, EVM, and Q-factor curves under different pilot interval schemes. (A) BER curves; (B) EVM curves; (C) Q-factor curves.

FIGURE 8
OFDM spectrum of different pilot power schemes in the transmitter. (A) The equal-power scheme; (B) The decreased-power scheme; (C) The
increased-power scheme.
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increased-power scheme, the power of the high frequency is
increased to resist fading, and the power of the low frequency
is decreased to ensure the same total power in each simulation.
The larger power amplitude is the pilot information component
in each spectrogram. We can see the change in the pilot power in
each scheme from the spectrogram.

Figures 9A, B represent the EVM and Q-factor curves versus
different received power after delivering 100 km of SSMF with
different pilot power schemes. In Figure 9, the results of each
sub-graph are consistent and in line with the theory previously
described. RSSB-OFDM are seriously affected by frequency-selective
fading. We can increase the pilot power at a high frequency, which
can improve the ability to resist channel interference and the
accuracy of channel estimation with the pilot. Therefore, the
increased power scheme provides the best performance among
the three schemes and improves the performance by 2-dB
receiving sensitivity compared with the worst scheme.

4 Conclusion

For the channel characteristics of the RSSB-OFDM, the
improved pilot interval scheme and the pilot power scheme
are proposed in this study. We built a simulation system to
verify the correctness of the theory and the viability of the
solution. The improved pilot interval scheme uses the method
of placing more pilots in areas where channel conditions are
relatively good. The increased interval scheme provides the best
performance and improves the performance by 2-dB receiving
sensitivity compared with the worst scheme. The improved pilot
power scheme uses the method of increasing the pilot power in
areas where channel conditions are relatively poor. The increased
power scheme provides the best performance and improves the
performance by 2-dB receiving sensitivity compared with the
worst scheme. These schemes can enhance the system
performance without increasing the complexity of the
algorithm and the costs of the RSSB system. It is an ideal way
to improve the performance of the RSSB system.
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FIGURE 9
EVM and Q-factor curves under different pilot power schemes. (A) EVM curves; (B) Q-factor curves.
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Towards non-linearly activated
ZNN model for constrained
manipulator trajectory tracking
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1School of Information and Electrical Engineering, Hunan University of Science and Technology, Xiangtan,
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As a powerful method for time-varying problems solving, the zeroing neural
network (ZNN) is widely applied in many practical applications that can be
modeled as time-varying linear matrix equations (TVLME). Generally, existing
ZNN models solve these TVLME problems in the ideal no noise situation
without inequality constraints, but the TVLME with noises and inequality
constraints are rarely considered. Therefore, a non-linear activation function is
designed, and based on the non-linear activation function, a non-linearly activated
ZNN (NAZNN) model is proposed for solving constrained TVLME (CTVLME)
problems. The convergence and robustness of the proposed NAZNN model
are verified theoretically, and simulation results further demonstrate the
effectiveness and superiority of the NAZNN model in dealing with CTVLME and
the constrained robot manipulator trajectory tracking problems. In addition, the
wheeled robot trajectory tracking fault problems with physical constraints are also
analyzed theoretically, and the proposed NAZNN model is also applied to the
manipulator trajectory tracking fault problem, and the experimental results prove
that the NAZNN model also deal with the manipulator trajectory tracking fault
problem effectively.

KEYWORDS

zeroing neural network, activation function, robot trajectory tracking, trajectory tracking
fault problem, ABB simulation

1 Introduction

With the acceleration of industrialization, manipulator has been widely used in
industrial production. However, it is important to realize accurate control of robotic
manipulators because as there are various disturbances and constraints in the
production environment. In general, the behavioural control of a robot manipulator can
be modelled as a TVLME problem [1–3]. When designing behavioural controllers for robot
manipulators, there are necessary to consider robot dynamics [4,5], torque saturation [6] and
obstacle avoidance [7,8] of the problem. For example, wheeled robots are non-linear systems
and their controllers do not consider sliding, so it is difficult for these controllers to have
good control when wheeled robots work with some complex environments, such as wet and
icy, uneven surfaces. Moreover, the problems of dynamic coupling, dynamic limitations
caused by the environments, and delay problems of the controller are also should be
considered, and they complicate the control process of manipulator trajectory tracking.
Therefore, researchers have proposed the PID control [9,10], feedback control [11], finite-
time control [12–14], fuzzy control [15–18] and neural network control [19–25] to solve the
above problems.
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In recent years, with the continuous improvement and
development of deep learning [26–30], neural networks [31–36]
have become an efficient solution for various time-varying
problems. For example, Jin et al. build the interference-tolerant
fast convergence zeroing neural network (ITFCZNN) model [37]
based on a new activation function, which exhibit excellent time-
varying Robustness and convergence. One of the things that must be
mentioned is that the activation function heavily influences the
performance of the model. Therefore, the researchers have proposed
a corresponding novel activation function in order to achieve the
desired experimental results. For example [38], proposed zero-tuned
neural networks (ZTNN) to solve the Stein matrix equation based on
several new activation functions. In [39], it is proposed that the
PSAF-based ZNN model is applied to the secondary programming
problem. A ZNN model based on the activation function (HSAF) is
designed in [40] to solve the time-varying square root of the matrix.
In [41,42], it is proposed to apply the SBPAF-based ZNN model to
solve the time-varying Sylvester equation. In [43,44], a ZNN model
with adjustable convergence rate is designed based on the new
activation function and applied to the control process of a robotic
arm. However, most practical problems can be modelled as time-
varying non-linear systems of equations with constraints. In
contrast, the ZNN model described above only considers the
unconstrained ideal environment and may not work as well as
expected in practical applications, especially for the control of robot
behaviour.

The physical constraints of industrial robots must be taken into
account in the actual control process, otherwise specific tasks cannot
be performed and even the hardware of the industrial robot is
damaged. Considering the physical constraints of industrial robots
are less studied. In [45], the motion process of an industrial robot is
modelled as a multilayer time-varying problem in order to solve the
problem of joint angle constraints in the control process [46].
proposed a physical limit constrained minimum velocity
parametric coordination scheme to solve the constraints of a
wheeled robot. In [47], the analytical solution of the robot
controller is solved based on a parametric approach, which in
turn yields the joint angle range of the industrial robot. However,
the above methods only consider the angle overrun fault of the
robotic manipulator, and they ignore other faults, such as speed
overrun, noises, and the robotic manipulator does not stop in the
case of angle overrun, which is possible in practical situations.

It is clear that the usage of neural networks to solve constrained
manipulator trajectory tracking is still far from being investigated,
and the potential of neural networks in this area remains to be
exploited. Therefore, this paper develops the NAZNN for
manipulator trajectory tracking with joint angle and joint velocity
constraints in noisy environments.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
modeling process and theoretical proof of the NAZNN model are
analyzed in Section 2. Examples of the NAZNN model for solving
CTVLME problems are presented in Section 3. Modeling of a
wheeled robot is provided in Section 4, and simulation
experiments of the NAZNN model for failure case of
manipulator trajectory tracking with physical constraints are
provided in Section 4. Finally, The conclusions of the paper are
given in Section 5.

2 CTVLMA problem description and
NAZNN model

2.1 The CTVLMA problem

In mathematics, a constrained time-varying linear matrix
equation (CTVLMA) can be expressed as

A t( )X t( ) � C t( )
B t( )X t( )≤D t( ){ (1)

where A(t) ∈ Rm×n and B(t) ∈ Rp×n are smoothed full rank
matrices, and m < n. C(t) ∈ Rm and D(t) ∈ Rp are smooth vectors.
And X(t) ∈ Rn is the unknown vector to be solved. The time-varying
solution X(t) of A(t)X(t) = C(t) exists only if it satisfies the
restriction B(t)X(t) ≤ D(t).

For CTVLMA (1), the following equation is obtained by
introducing a non-negative variable v.2 ∈ Rp.

A t( )X t( ) � C t( )
B t( )X t( ) + v.2 t( ) � D t( ){ (2)

Here v.2(t) is also a unknown vector, and the superscript
.2 denotes the square operation of each element of v(t) ∈ Rp.
Defining the logarithmic matrix R(t) �
diag[v1(t), v2(t),/vp(t)] ∈ Rp×p leads to v.2(t) � R(t)v(t).
Thus, Equation 2 can be represented in a matrix form below.

A t( ) 0
B t( ) R t( )[ ] X t( )

v t( )[ ] � C t( )
D t( )[ ] (3)

Then, we define V(t) � A(t) 0
B(t) R(t)[ ] ∈ R(m+p)(n+p), w(t) �

[C(t) D(t) ]T ∈ Rm+p and u(t) ∈ [X(t)T, v(t)T]T ∈ Rn+p where
the upper label T denotes permutation.

Then, the following equation is obtained based on the above
equivalent substitution.

V t( )u t( ) � w t( ) (4)
Obviously, Eq. 4 is equivalent to Eq. 2, and solving CTVLMA (1)

is transformed into solving the matrix-vector Equation 4.

2.2 NAZNN model for CTVLMA problem
solving

In ordered to find the solution of Eq. 4, the NAZNN is designed
according to the following steps.

Firstly, denote the following error function E(t).

E t( ) � V t( )u t( ) − w t( ) (5)
Then, the time derivatives of E(t) are deduced below.

_E t( ) � λF E t( )( ) (6)
where λ > 0 is the convergence factor, and F(•) is an activation

function. In order to construct our model for solving Eq. 4, the
following theorem 1 is introduced in advance.
Lemma 1: The time derivatives of v.2(t) can be written as

_v.2 t( ) � dv.2 t( )
dt

� 2R t( ) _v t( ) (7)
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where _v(t) is the time derivatives of v(t).
Proof: Let _R(t) represent the temporal derivatives of R(t), and we
can obtain the following equation.

_v.2 t( ) � _R t( )v t( ) +R t( ) _v t( ) (8)

Then,

_R t( )v t( ) �
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

_v1 t( ) 0 / 0

..

.
_v2 t( ) / 0

..

. ..
.

1 ..
.

0 0 / _vp t( )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

v1 t( )
v2 t( )
..
.

vp t( )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

�
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

v1 t( ) 0 / 0

..

.
v2 t( ) / 0

..

. ..
.

1 ..
.

0 0 / vp t( )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
_v1 t( )
_v2 t( )
..
.

_vp t( )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
� R t( ) _v t( )

(9)

Then, Eq. 8 can be expressed in the following form.

v.2 t( ) � dv.2 t( )/dt � 2R t( ) _v t( ) (10)
The proof is completed.
Based on Eq. 5, Eq. 6 and Lemma 1, the following NAZNN

model is obtained.

A t( ) 0
B t( ) 2R t( )[ ] _X t( )

_v t( )[ ]�− _A t( ) 0
_B t( ) 0[ ] X t( )

v t( )[ ]+ _C t( )
_D t( )[ ]

−λ A t( ) 0
B t( )R t( )[ ] X t( )

v t( )[ ]− C t( )
D t( )[ ]( )

(11)

where _X(t), _A(t), _B(t), _C(t) and _D(t) are the time-derivatives
of X(t), A(t), B(t), C(t) and D(t).

Let us set N(t) � A(t) 0
B(t) 2R(t)[ ], _N(t) � _A(t) 0

_B(t) 0
[ ],

_u(t) � [ _X(t) _v(t) ]T, _M(t) � [ _C(t) _D(t) ]T, and Eq. 11 can be
transformed to the following simplified NAZNN (12).

N t( ) _u t( ) � − _N t( )u t( ) + _M t( ) − λF N t( )u t( ) −M t( )( ) (12)
The NAZNN model with noise Y(t) can be expressed in the

following form.

N t( ) _u t( ) � − _N t( )u t( ) + _M t( ) − λF N t( )u t( ) −M t( )( ) + Y t( )
(13)

where λ > 0 and F(•) are the same definitions above.
Actually, the performances of the ZNN models are closely

related with the activation functions F(•), and the existing
activation functions are listed in Table 1. Additionally, f(•)
denotes the element of F(•).

In order to enhance the performances of the NAZNN (13), the
following non-linear activation function (14) is designed.

f x( ) � k1 x| |p + k2 x| |q( )m + k3x + k4e
x| |z x| |1|z[ ]sgn x( ) (14)

where m > 0, p > 0, q > 0, k1 > 0, k2 > 0, k3 > 0, k4 > 0, 0 < z < 1 and
sgn(x) denotes the signum function.

2.3 Convergence and robustness analysis of
the NAZNN model

2.3.1 Convergence analysis
The following Lemma 2 is provided in advance for the

convergence analysis of the proposed NAZNN model.
Lemma 2: [48,49] Considering a non-linear dynamic system as
follows.

G � f G t( ), t( ) (15)
where f(•) is a continuously non-linear function. Assumed that there
is a continuous function L(b) satisfying both of the following
conditions.

(1) L(b) is a radial unconstrained function intersecting
with L(ξ) = 0.

(2) L ≤ −(pLa(ξ(t))) + qLb(ξ(t)))l, where p > 0, q > 0, a > 0, b > 0, l > 0
and al > 1, bl < 1.

Then, the above dynamic system (15) is fixed time stable, and
the upper bound of its stable time is Tmax ≤ 1/(pl(al − 1)) + 1/
(ql(1 − bl)).

The following Theorem 1 and 2 guarantee the convergence and
robustness of the proposed NAZNN model (12), respectively.

Theorem 1: If the NAZNN model (12) is not polluted by noise,
and Eq. 1 is smooth at all times. For any initial system state X(t), the
state solution of model (12) converges to the theoretical solution of
Eq. 1 at a predetermined time ts.

ts � 1/ λk1
m pm − 1( )( ) + 1/ λk2

m 1 − qm( )( ) (16)
where k1 > 0, k2 > 0, λ > 0, q > 0, m > 0, mp > 1, qm < 1.
Proof: If the error function E(t) in Eq. 5 converges to 0, the neural
state solution of NAZNN (12) will be equal to the theoretical
solution of Eq. 1, and the evolutionary formulation (6) assures
the convergence of the error function E(t). Furthermore, Eq. 6
consists of n2 independent subsystems. Therefore, we only need
to show these subsystems are stable at a fixed time.

_eij t( ) � −λF eij t( )( ); i, j ∈ 1, 2,/n{ } (17)

where the scalars _eij(t) and eij(t) mean the elements of the ith row
and jth column of _E(t) and E(t) respectively. The flowing Lyapunov
function is adopted for the convergence validation.

h t( ) � eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ (18)

Derive for h(t):

_h t( ) � _eijsgn _eij t( )( ) � −λF eij t( )( )sgn _eij t( )( ) (19)

Then, substituting the non-linear activation function (14) into
the above formula yields

_h t( )�−λ k1 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p+k2 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣q( )m[ +k3 exp eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣z( ) eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1−z t( )/z+k4]
≤−λ k1 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p+k2 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣q( )m �− λ1/mk1h

p+λ1/qk2hq( )m
(20)

Based on Lemma 2, the upper bound of convergence time tij for
the subsystem in row i and column j of E(t) is obtained.
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ts � max tij( )≤ 1/ λk1
m mp − 1( )( ) + 1/ λk2

m 1 − qm( )( ) (21)

On basis of the above analysis, it can be drawn the conclusion
that the state solution of the ZNN model (12) converges to the
theory solutions of Eq. 1 in a predetermined time.

2.3.2 Robustness analysis
The robustness of NAZNN model (13) in noisy environment is

discussed in this subsection. In order not to lose generality, the noise
in Eq.13 is chosen to be Y(t) = 0.1exp(0.5t), and the following
Theorem 2 guarantees the robustness of NAZNN model (13).

Theorem 2: Assume the theoretical solution of Eq. 1 exists, and
each element of Y(t) satisfies the conditions |yij(t)|≤ δ|eij(t)| and
0 < δ < λk3e/z. The NAZNN model (13) has the following fixed
convergence time ts with noise Y(t).

ts � 1/ λk1
m pm − 1( )( ) + 1/λk2m 1 − qm( ) (22)

Proof: Similar with the analysis of Theorem 1, Eq. 6 also contains n2

mutually independent subsystems with noise Y(t).

_eij � −λF eij t( )( ) + yij t( ) (23)

The following Lyapunov function is selected for the stable
validation of E(t).

h t( ) � eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 (24)

The derived of h(t) is obtained below.

_h t( ) � 2eij t( ) _eij t( ) � 2eij t( ) −λF eij t( )( ) + yij t( )( )
� 2eij t( ) −λ( k1 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p + k2 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣q( )m

+ k3 exp eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣z( ) eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1−z t( )/z + k4 _sgn eij t( )( ) + yij t( )
(25)

According to the conditions |yij(t)|≤ δ|eij(t)|, we can obtain the
following inequalities.

_h t( )≤ − 2λ eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ k1 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p + k2 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣q( )m(
+ 2δ eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 + 2λk3/z exp eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣z( ) eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2−z t( )/z (26)

In order to simplify the approach, setting up the following equation

R t( ) � 2δ eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 + 2λk3/z exp eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣z( ) eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2−z (27)

Then,

R t( ) � 2δ eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 + 2λk3/z exp eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣z( ) eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2−z
� 2 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2 δ − λk3 exp eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣z( )/ z eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣z( )[ ] (28)

Let u1(t) � δ − λk3 exp(|eij(t)|z)/(z|eij(t)|z), f(t) �
λk3 exp(|eij(t)|z)/(z|eij(t)|z) and ϖ � |eij(t)|z, f(t) can be
simplified to the following form.

f ϖ( ) � λk3e
ϖ/ zϖ( ) (29)

The derivative of (29) is provided in Eq. 30.

_f ϖ( ) � eϖ ϖ − 1( )/ϖ2 (30)

According to the above formula, it is clear that when 0 < ϖ <
1, the derivative of f(ϖ) is less than 0, and f(ϖ) decreases
monotonically; when ϖ > 1, f(ϖ) > 0 and the derivative of
f(ϖ) rises monotonically. Obviously, on basis of the above
monotonic analysis, ϖ = 1 is equivalent to z being close to
0 and f(ϖ) achieving a minimum, which indicates f(t) reaches
its minimum value.

f t( )min � λk3e/z (31)
Since δ ≤ λk3e/z, δ is less than the minimum value of f(t), and

u1(t) is always less than 0. In summary, inequality (26) can be further
simplified to the following form.

_h t( )≤ − 2λ eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ k1 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p + k2 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣q( )m + R t( )
≤ − 2λ eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ a1 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p + k2 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣q( )m
� −2λ eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1/m k1 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣p + k2 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣q( )m
� − 2λ( )1/m k1 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ p+1/m( ) + k2 eij t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ q+1/m( )( )[ ]m
� − 2λ( )1/m(k1h 1+pm( )/2m + 2λ( )1/m k2h

1+pm( )/2m( )[ ]m

(32)

Then, based on Lemma 2, the convergence time of the ijth
element of E(t) is obtained.

tij≤1/ 2λk1
m m pm+1( )/2m−1( )( )+1/2λk2m 1−m m pm+1( )( )( )

�1/2λk1m pm+1( )/2−1( )+1/2λk2m 1− qm+1( )/2( )
�1/ λk1

m qm−1( )( )+1/ λk2
m 1−qm( )( )

(33)
The maximal convergence time ts of the ZNN model (13) is

ts � max tij( )≤ 1/ λk1
m pm − 1( )( ) + 1/ λk2

m 1 − qm( )( ) (34)

TABLE 1 Classical activation function and ZNN model.

AFs Expressions ZNN model

LAF f(x) = x IZNN-1

LAF f(x) = kx, k ≠ 1 IZNN-2

HSAF f(x) = (e(kx) − e(−kx))/2 with k ≥ 1 IZNN-3

PSAF f(x) � kxv; k> 0, v � 1, 3, 5 . . . IZNN-4

SBPAF f(x) � (k1|x|p + k2|x|1q)sgn(x);p> 0, q> 0 IZNN-5
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From the above analyses, we can draw the conclusion that the
proposed NAZNN model has the fixed convergence time ts in
noiseless and noisy environments.

3 Numerical simulations for CTVLME
solving

In this section, an illustrative example of the NAZNN model for
solving CTVLME (1) is introduced to demonstrate its efficiency and
accuracy.

Consider CTVLME (1) with the following coefficients.

A t( )X t( ) � C t( )
B t( )X t( )≤D t( ){ (35)

where A(t) � [ sin(t) + 2 cos(t) + 3 −sin(t) + 5 ],

B(t) �
sin(2t) −cos(3t)
cos(3t) sin(3t)
−sin(3t) cos(3t)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
T

, C(t) � sin(2t) + cos(2t),D(t) �

sin(4t)
cos(4t)[ ].
Here, we set all the parametersm, p, q, z, k1, k2, k3, k4 in the non-

linear activation function (14) to 5, and the state solutions generated
by the proposed NAZNN model are shown in Figure 1.

According to Figure 1, it can be observed that the black curves
quickly coincide with the red curves, which indicate that the state
solutions generated by the NAZNN model converge to the
theoretical solutions of Eq. 1 in a very brief period of time.

In addition, the residual errors of the NAZNN model (12) and the
IZNNmodel activated by LAF, PSAF, HSAF and SBPAF for solving the
above same equation are compared in Figure 2. Figure 2A shows only the
residual error of the NAZNN model (12) converges rapidly to 0, while
the IZNN model activated by the activation functions converges slowly.

Furthermore, it can be observed that the convergence speed becomes
faster as the value of m increases in Figure 2B. This phenomenon
indicates that the time required for the NAZNN model (12) to solve
inequality (1) becomes shorter as m increases. Finally, from Figure 2C,
we can see that the convergence time of the NAZNN model becomes
smaller as the convergence coefficient λ increases, which indicates that
the convergence speed of the NAZNNmodel is also closely related to its
convergence coefficient. Therefore, we can set these parameter values
according to the accuracy requirements.

It is worth mentioning that the system environment in reality is
complex and variable. Therefore, the NAZNN model (13) is used to
solve inequality (1) with the different noises to highlight its
robustness, and the simulation result are shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen from Figure 3A-D, even under various noise
conditions, all the black curves still coincide exactly with the red
dashed curves, while the other curves do not coincide quickly and
accurately with the red dashed line. This indicates that only the
transient solution of the NAZNN model quickly tracks the
theoretical solution of inequality (1), while the transient
solutions of other models cannot. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the NAZNN model solves the time-varying
linear Equation 1 perfectly in a predetermined time, and it has
better convergence and greater robustness than the existing ZNN
models. To further compare the errors of the NAZNN model (13)
with the IZNN model for solving the inequality system (1) under
different noise conditions, the residual errors of all the model are
shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 1
Neural state solution of the NAZNNmodel whenm = 5 and λ = 1.

FIGURE 2
Comparative experiments of the ZNNmodels for solving Eq. 1. (A)
is the residual errors of all the models, (B) is the residual errors of the
NAZNNmodel with different parameter m, (C) is the residual errors of
the NAZNN model with different parameter λ.
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As can be seen in Figure 4A-D, the residual errors of the
NAZNN model (13) drops to 0 in a very short time in the
presence of four noises. However, the residual errors of the
IZNN model fluctuate greatly or converge very slowly, or even
fail to converge to 0 due to noises.

4 Applications on wheeled robots

In this section, the NAZNNmodel is applied to solve the wheeled
robot trajectory tracking problems [50,54].

4.1 The construction of NAZNN model for
wheeled robot trajectory tracking with
physical constrains

4.1.1 Modeling of the physical constrained
manipulator

In this subsection, themodeling of amovable six-joint three-wheel
manipulator is introduced and its 3D model is shown in Figure 5A.

The equations of motion are analyzed according to the wheeled
robot mobile device in Figure 5B, and the parameters are shown below.

W0: the midpoint of the drive axis, expressed in the world
coordinate system as (x0, y0, z0).
Ws: the position of the manipulator, expressed in the world
coordinate system (xs, ys, zs).
d: distance from W0 to Ws, d = 0.1m.

b: distance from the midpoint of the drive axis to the left and right
drive wheels, b = 0.32m.
r: radius of each driving wheel, r = 0.1025m.
θ: The heading angle of the mobile device, expressed as the angle
of the mobile device from the X-axis to the symmetry axis; its
time derivative is the heading speed.
P: the mobile device rotates around the point P.
R: the distance of point P from the left driving wheel.
ω: the rotation speed of the mobile device around point P; and
ω � _θ.

_β1 and _βr: rotation speed of the left and right wheels.
The next step is to establish robot model of the mobile device.

Assume that each link of the wheeled robot is rigid and there is no
relative sliding between the mobile device and the robot arm. Based
on Figure 5B, the kinematic equations for the mobile device are
established as follows, and the detailed derivation can be found in
Supplementary Appendix S1A.

x
•
s � r

2
cos θ + dr

2b
sin θ( )β•1 + r

2
cos θ − dr

2b
sin θ( )β•r

y
•
s � r

2
sin θ − dr

2b
cos θ( )β•1 + r

2
sin θ + dr

2b
cos θ( )β•r

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(36)

Rewrite Eq. 36 into matrix form

x
•
s

y
•
s

[ ] � cos θ −sin θ
sin θ cos θ

[ ]
r

2
r

2

−dr
2b

dr

2b

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ β

•

1

β
•
r

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (37)

FIGURE 3
Neural state solution of NAZNN model and IZNN model for solving Eq.1 with different noises, (A) is add Y(t)=0.5, (B) is add Y(t)=0.5t, (C) is add Y(t)
=cost, (D) is add exponential interference.
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where _xs and _ys denote the x-axis velocity component and y-axis
velocity of the pointWs, respectively. Figure 5A shows a 3D model of a
wheeled robot. The origin of the moving platform coordinate system (xs,
ys, zs) is defined at the point ws in Figure 5B, while xs is the positive
direction of the moving device. Let (xs, ys, zs) indicates the reference
points in the coordinate system of the moving platform, and for
computational convenience we set zs to 0. Similarly, the coordinate
system of the ith joint of the six-joint robot is defined as (Xi, Yi, Zi), as
shown in Figure 5C (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6). The articulation of each joint with
the previous joint is defined as the origin of each joint’s coordinate
system, and the direction along this joint is the Z-axis of this joint’s
coordinate system, which conforms to the left-hand rule to find the
X-axis and Y-axis. The coordinate system of the end-effector (X6,Y6,Z6)
position vector 6Wend belongs to Rm, and the homogeneity condition
shows that 6Wend � [6Wend

T, 1]T belongs to Rm+1. (The superscript T
denotes the transpose of the vector.) Based on the platform coordinate
system (xs, ys, zs), we can represent the end-effector vector as follows.

sWend � s
1T

1
2T

2
3T

3
4T

4
5T

5
6T

6Wend (38)
where s

1T,
1
2T,

2
3T,

3
4T,

4
5T,

5
6T denote the flush transformation

matrices. The position coordinate vector of the end-effector in
world coordinates can be expressed as

δz 1[ ]T � z
sT

sWend (39)
where δz ∈ Rn indicates the position relative to the world

coordinate system, and z
sT �

cos θ −sin θ 0 xs

sin θ cos θ 0 ys

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

According to the above analysis, the coordinates of the end-
effector in the world coordinate system can be expressed as (xz, yz,
zz), and the kinematic relations of the end-effector can be obtained
as follows:

δz � xz yz zz[ ]T � xs ys 0[ ]T + δs (40)

where δs is a three-dimensional vector, and the detailed expressions
and calculation procedure for δs are shown in Supplementary
Appendix S1B. Besides, Eq. 40 can be obtained by the time
derivative of the speed level equation.

_δz � _xz _yz _zz[ ]T � _xs _ys _zs[ ]T + _δs (41)

It can be reformulated as:

_δz � Jz _ϕ (42)

where _ϕ � [ _θ1, _θr, _γ1, _γ2, _γ3, _γ4, _γ5, _γ6]. In three-dimensional space,
the position of the end-effector is calculated with n = 3 (n is the
number of variables), and the position and direction of the end-
effector is calculated with n = 6. To control the wheeled robot, we set
n = 8 (including two rotation variables and six joint variables). _θ1
and _θr denote the rotational speed of the left and right drive wheels,
and _γi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) denotes the joint velocity vector of the robotic
arm. The combined velocity vector _ϕ is a derivation of the combined
angular vector ϕ with respect to t. In addition, Jz ∈ Rm×n denotes a
generalized Jacobi matrix and Jz ∈ Rm×n. The detailed expressions
and derivations are given in Supplementary Appendix S1C. The
physical constraints of the robot are shown in Table 2.

FIGURE 4
Residual errors of the NAZNNmodel and the IZNNmodels for solving Eq. 1 when disturbed by various noises. The noises considered in (A-D) are the
same ones with (A-D).
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Conventional control approaches have difficulty in handling
trajectory tracking with constraints, and physical constraints are
rarely considered before. However, almost all controllers have
physical constraints (angular constraints, speed constraints, etc.).
Therefore, it is very realistic and necessary to consider the failure
problem of trajectory tracking of wheeled robots subject to
constraints. The physical constraints of wheeled robot trajectory
tracking considered in this work are listed below.

Jz _ϕ � _δzd + v δzd − δz( )
ϕ− ≤ ϕ≤ ϕ+
_ϕ
−
≤ ϕ≤ _ϕ

+

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (43)

where v > 0 is the feedback gain, _δzd and δzd denote the position
vector and velocity of the desired end position of the tracking path.
ϕ− and ϕ+ denote the lower and upper limits of the joint angle ϕ, _ϕ

−

and _ϕ
+
denote the lower and upper limits of the joint velocity _ϕ,

respectively. For the range of motion of the wheeled robot, we
theoretically set the upper and lower limits of ϕ1 and ϕ2 to converge
to infinity.

To deal with the problem at the joint velocities level, the range of
active wheel rotation angles of the wheeled robot and the range of
robot joint angles are transformed into the corresponding velocities
as follows.

η ϕ− − ϕ( )≤ϕ≤ η ϕ+ − ϕ( ) (44)

where the coefficient η > 0 is used to calculate the range of joint
velocities, and the coefficient has η special points. The value of ηmay
lead to a sudden deceleration of the joint velocity when the wheeled
robot approaches the joint limit, in numerical terms,
η≥ 2max1≤i≤n{ _ϕi+/(ϕi+ − ϕi

−),− _ϕi
−
/(ϕi+ − ϕi

−)}. By calculating
and setting the next simulation experiment in η = 4; the
constraints of angle and velocity can be combined into constraint
ψ− ≤ _ϕ≤ψ+, where the κ th element of ψ− and ψ+ can be expressed as

ψ− � max ϕ−
κ η ϕ− − ϕ( ){ }

ψ+ � min ϕ+
κ η ϕ+ − ϕ( ){ }{ (45)

In summary, the velocity control of wheeled robot trajectory
tracking with physical constraints can be formulated as

Jq � _δ,
ψ− ≤ q≤ψ+,

{ (46)

where q ∈ Rm denotes the combined velocity vector _ϕ, J = Jz, and the
equation restriction represents the linear relationship between the
velocities. Besides, _δ � _δzd + v(δzd − δz) ∈ Rm, where v > 0 is the
feedback gain. _δzd and δzd denote the position vector and velocity at
the desired end position of the tracking path. ψ denotes the range of
active wheel rotation angles of the wheeled robot and the range of
robot joint angles transformed into the corresponding velocities. ψ+

and ψ− represent the upper and lower bounds of the transformed

FIGURE 5
Wheeled robot modeling process. (A) is 3D model, (B) is the model of mobile platform, (C) is Wheeled robot world coordinate system and axis
coordinate system.
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velocities, respectively. In order to keep the joint variables within the
set range, they can be constrained with restriction conditions.

4.1.2 NAZNN model for trajectory tracking control
of wheeled robots

Equation 46 with the above conditions can be transformed as

Jq � _δ
q≤ψ+

q≥ψ−

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (47)

Convert (47) to matrix form by referring to the CTVLMA
calculation process.

J 0 0
1 D1 t( ) 0
1 0 −E1 t( )

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ q
y t( )
o t( )

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �
_δ
ψ+

ψ−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (48)

D1(t), E1(t), y(t) and o(t) are process quantities generated by the
calculation process with reference to CTVLMA. Let

M(t) �
J 0 0
1 D1(t) 0
1 0 −E1(t)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(m+p)×(n+p) and N(t) �

[ _δ;ψ+;ψ− ]T ∈ R(m+p).
Then, define u(t) � [ q y(t) o(t) ]T, the following matrix

vector form of (45) is obtained

M t( )u t( ) � N t( ) (49)
The NAZNN model for trajectory tracking control of wheeled

robots with physical constraints is obtained.

M t( ) _u t( ) � − _M t( )u t( ) + _N t( ) − λF M t( )u t( ) −N t( )( ) (50)

4.2 Simulation results on physically
constrained wheeled robots

In this section, the above NAZNN model (50) and other related
ZNN models are all used to solve the same wheeled robotic arm
trajectory tracking problem with physical constraints for the
purpose of comparison.

The initial heading angle of the wheeled robot is set to zero, and
the motion direction of the wheeled robot is parallel to the x-axis of
the world coordinate system, and its initial position is (xs(0), ys(0),
zs(0)) = (0, 0, 0). The initial state of the robot arm joint is [π/5; π/3; π/
6; π/3; π/6; π/3]T, and the rotation angle of the drive wheel set to β1 =
βr = 0rad. In summary, the initial value of the combined angular
vector is ϕ (0) = [0,0; π/5; π/3; π/6; π/3; π/6; π/3]T.

4.2.1 NAZNN model simulation results
In this subsection, the proposed NAZNN model is applied to

control the wheeled robot to perform trajectory tracking, and the
corresponding simulation results are represented in Figure 6. As
observed in Figure 6, the wheeled robot controlled by the NAZNN
model completes the tracking task effectively.

Additionally, the joint angle variation of the robot for spiral
trajectory tracking is represented in Figure 7, and the joint velocity of
the robot for the tracking process is represented in Figure 8.

It can be observed in Figures 7, 8 that the joint angles and joint
speeds of the NAZNN model-controlled wheeled robotic arm are
within the physical limits until the end of the trajectory tracking,
which indicates that the NAZNN model-controlled wheeled robotic
arm successfully completes the tracking task.

TABLE 2 Physical constraints of the robotic arm.

Joint angle Upper limit (rad) Lower limit (rad)

Left wheel angle +∞ −∞

Right wheel angle +∞ −∞

Joint angle 1 + π/5 −π/5

Joint angle 2 +π/9 −π/3

Joint angle 3 +π/2 −π/6

Joint angle 4 +π/6 −π/9

Joint angle 5 +π/5 −π/3

Joint angle 6 +π/9 −π/9

velocity Upper limit (rad/s) Lower limit (rad/s)

Rotation speed +90 −90

Rotation speed +90 −90

Joint angular velocity 1 +3 −3

Joint angular velocity 2 +3 −3

Joint angular velocity 3 +3 −3

Joint angular velocity 4 +3 −3

Joint angular velocity 5 +3 −3

Joint angular velocity 6 +3 −3
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4.2.2 IZNN models simulation results
In this subsection, the IZNN models controlled robots are also

used for the same tracking task for the purpose of comparison, and
the corresponding simulation results are represented in
Figures 9–12.

Figure 9 shows the difference between the IZNN-1 and IZNN-2
models. Both the IZNN-1 and IZNN-2 models are activated by the
linear activation function. Because the parameter size has a great impact
on the models, the actual experimental results are also different.

As observed in Figure 9, the IZNN-1 model controlled robot
fails the tracking task due to robot joint angle _λ1 exceeds
limitation; besides, the IZNN-2 model controlled robot also
fails the tracking task due to robot joint speed _λ5 exceeds
limitation. Figure 9A shows that joint angle 1 of the IZNN-1
model exceeds the upper limit at 3.6 s, and it lead to the trajectory
tracking task fail; Figure 9B shows that joint velocity 5 of the
IZNN-2 model falls below the lower limit at 3.6 s, and it lead to
the trajectory tracking task pause.

FIGURE 6
NAZNN model-controlled wheeled robot trajectory and the end-effector trajectory. (A) is Robot operation trajectory, (B) is Robotic arm end-
effector trajectory.

FIGURE 7
The NAZNN model-controlled wheeled robots trajectory tracking with 6 joint angle changes.
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FIGURE 8
The NAZNN model-controlled wheeled robot successfully finishes the trajectory tracking with 6 joint velocities change.

FIGURE 9
(A) represent joint angle fault for IZNN-1, (B) represent joint speed fault for IZNN-2.

FIGURE 10
(A) represent IZNN-3 model-controlled wheeled robot's joint trajectory, (B) represent the end-effector trajectory.
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The wheeled robot controlled by the IZNN-3model for the same
tracking task is presented in Figures 10–12. As observed in Figure 10,
the wheeled robot controlled by the IZNN-3 model also fails the

tracking task. Additionally, the joint angle variation of the robot
controlled by the IZNN-3 model for spiral trajectory tracking is
represented in Figure 11, and the joint velocity of the robot

FIGURE 11
The IZNN-3 model-controlled wheeled robot fails trajectory tracking with joint angles exceed limits.

FIGURE 12
The IZNN-3 model-controlled wheeled robot fails trajectory tracking with Joint velocities exceed limits.
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controlled by the IZNN-3 model for the tracking process is
represented in Figure 12.

As observed in Figure 10, Figures 11, 12, the tracking task is
interrupted, with the joint speed ( _λ3) exceeds the physical limit
(3 rad/s) and the joint angle (λ3) exceeds the physical limit (exceeded
the lower limit - π/6). Speed 3 ( _λ3) in Figure 10 exceeds the limit at 3.3 s
and angle 3 (λ3) in Figure 11 exceeds the limit at 3.3 s, which stop the
tracking task. The above analysis indicates that the wheeled robotic arm
controlled by the IZNN-3model does not complete the tracking task due
to exceediton of the joint speed and joint angle constrains.

In summary, the proposed NAZNN model has better control
performances compared to other models for physically constrained
wheeled robot trajectory tracking, and it completes the physically
constrained trajectory tracking task smoothly and accurately
without exceeding the joint angle and joint speed. The detailed
comparative results of the models are presented in Table 3.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a NAZNNmodel is proposed and effective applied to
solve CTVLME problems. It is theoretically demonstrated that the
NAZNN model can obtain the exact solutions of CTVLME problems.
The validity and superiority of the NAZNNmodel is further verified by
two numerical examples. Besides, the proposed NAZNN model is also
applied to the failure problem of trajectory tracking of wheeled robots
with physical constraints. Finally, the NAZNNmodel is used to control
the wheeled robot to complete trajectory tracking under restricted
conditions to prove the feasibility of this control method.
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An image encryption algorithm
based on a 3D chaotic Hopfield
neural network and random
row–column permutation
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This study proposes a novel color image encryption algorithm based on a 3D
chaotic Hopfield neural network and random row–column permutation. First, a
3D chaotic Hopfield neural network is proposed to produce the random sequence
for generating the diffusion and permutation keys. Then, the rows and columns of
the original image are randomly arranged according to the permutation key in the
permutation process. Three subgraphs are formed by separating the R, G, and B
components of the color image in the diffusion process. Each of the three
subgraphs is split along the columns to form three parts; the left and middle
parts are exchanged. Three diffusion keys are used to encrypt each of the three
parts. Finally, the individually encrypted subgraphs are stitched together to obtain
the final encrypted image. Simulation results usingMATLAB and FPGA and security
analysis demonstrate that the encryption scheme has good performance.

KEYWORDS

image encryption, non-linear dynamics, diffusion and permutation, chaotic Hopfield
neural network, random row–column permutation

1 Introduction

In recent years, communication technology has made significant progress. At the same
time, the security of information distribution has been raised to a new level. Digital images
are an important means of multimedia expression [1, 2], which are widely used in clinical
medicine, astronomy, inspection, and other regions. In conclusion, image information
transmission urgently needs a set of new, more stable, not-easy-to-be-cracked image
encryption algorithms.

Chaos is a non-linear dynamical phenomenon that exists in a wide variety of natural
fields [3–6], such as biology, meteorology, and economics. Interestingly, chaos is not a pure
disorder but rather an ordered state that does not possess periodic changes and other notable
symmetrical features. One distinctive feature of chaotic systems is that they are extremely
sensitive to the initial values and parameters, and the dynamics and values of the system can
vary considerably for different initial values of the same parameters. These characteristics of
chaotic systems are well suited to the needs of image encryption algorithms [7, 8], and that is
the reason why many researchers have applied chaotic systems to image encryption in recent
years. Wang et al. [9] proposed a new image-encryption algorithm based on iterating chaotic
maps. Using the pseudorandom sequence generated by a group of one-dimensional chaotic
maps, Li et al. [10] used a 1-D chaotic tent map to generate a chaos-based key stream for
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image encryption. Lai et al. [11] proposed a novel image encryption
based on the 2D Salomon map.

Many image-encryption studies now combine chaotic systems
with other methods, such as DNA sequences [12–15] and diffusion-
permutation [16–18]. Enayatifar et al. [15]proposed a novel image-
encryption algorithm based on the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
masking hybrid model, genetic algorithm (GA), and logical
map. Chai et al. [19]designed an encryption algorithm based on
a chaotic system and DNA sequence operations. Liu et al. proposed
an image-encryption algorithm based on one-time keys and robust
chaotic maps and designed a novel encryption algorithm based on
the spatial bit-level permutation and high-dimension chaotic system
in Refs. 20, 21, respectively. Chen et al. [22] proposed a complete
cryptosystem, which is built by using Bake maps for image
permutations, and Diab et al. [23] improved it.

In recent years, some research studies on artificial neural
networks and their applications [24–29] have been widely
discussed. With the creation of the first memristor [30], many
researchers have used memristors to simulate synapses [31–33]
between neurons in the human brain and to analyze the
dynamical behavior [34–38] of artificial neuronal networks. The
combination of chaotic systems and artificial neural networks has
become a hot research topic nowadays [39, 40], and due to the
nonlinear characteristic of the Hopfield neural network model, this
model is capable of generating abundant chaotic behavior and is
often used by researchers to simulate the various dynamic behaviors
of neurons in the brain [41]. Using the Hopfield chaotic neural
network model, a random sequence can be generated, and the more
random the generated random sequence, the better the encryption of
the image. There are many works in the field of random number
generation using chaotic models [42, 43]. Wang et al. [44] proposed
a novel encryption algorithm based on a new fractional-order
chaotic system.

Before our work, Wang et al. [45] proposed a new color image
encryption, which uses Hopfield chaotic neural networks to generate
the self-diffusion chaotic matrix. Chen et al. [46] proposed a three-
dimensional fractional-order discrete Hopfield neural network. Wu
et al. [47] applied the Hopfield chaotic neural network together with
the novel hyperchaotic system to propose a new color image
encryption algorithm. The purpose of this study is to investigate
a simple but efficient image-encryption algorithm based on a chaotic
Hopfield neural network model.

This study proposed an image encryption based on a 3D chaotic
Hopfield neural network and random row–column permutation. In
this diffusion process, we separate the RGB components of the color
image. Each component is split into three equal parts along the
columns and then the middle and left parts are swapped. Three
different random sequences are obtained by the proposed chaotic
Hopfield neural network to encrypt the three parts of each
component. Finally, the R, G, and B components of the
ciphertext image are combined into the ciphertext image. Most of
the previous image-encryption algorithms [48–51] either encrypted
the RGB components using the same set of random sequences or
encrypted the RGB using three different sets of random sequences
separately. The association of each element of RGB in the relative
position of the image is ignored, which would make the image easier
to crack. Therefore, this study splits the RGB subgraphs separately
and then uses different encryption sequences for each part of the

subgraph. The experimental results are obtained by using MATLAB
and FPGA. The extensive security analysis shows that the proposed
algorithm improves encryption efficiency and has good security
performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the Hopfield neural network system. Section 3 presents the image-
encryption and -decryption algorithm. Section 4 shows the
simulation result of the image encryption and decryption. Section
5 analyzes the safety of this algorithm. Section 6 concludes this
paper.

2 Hopfield neural network systems

The Hopfield neural network was proposed by the American
physicist J. Hopfield [52]. In this study, the Hopfield neural network
model of three neurons with self-feedback is adopted. We can see
that the three neurons have the ability to connect together and
influence each other. The Hopfield neural network model is shown
as follows:

_xi i( ) � −xi i( ) +∑n
j�1

wijUi, (1)

where xi(t) represents the state variable of the i − th neuron. i =
1,2,. . .,n. Ui is the activation function, and w � [wij]nxn is the weight
matrix.

In this study, the weight matrix [53] is expressed as follows:

w �
1 −600 4
980 3.5 −1
−1 4 1.5

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠. (2)

The weight matrix w is obtained through constant exploration and
verification. The initial states of the system are x1(0), x2(0), and
x3(0). The system state changes continuously under the action of the
weight matrix and the excitation function. After continuous
iteration, the system gradually enters a chaotic state.

The 3D chaotic Hopfield neural network of this study can be
presented as follows:

_x1 t( ) � −x1 t( ) + U1 − 600U2 + 4U3,
_x2 t( ) � −x2 t( ) + 980U1 + 3.5U2 − U3,
_x3 t( ) � −x3 t( ) − U1 + 4U2 + 1.5U3,

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (3)

where x1(t), x2(t), and x3(t) represent the state variables of the three
neurons, respectively, and the activation function Ui is represented
as follows:

Ui � |xi t( ) + 1| − |xi t( ) − 1|
2

. (4)

Equation 3 represents first-order ordinary differential equations.
With the forementioned weight matrix (2) and the activation Eq. 4,
we find that the system is chaotically optimal at initial values
around [−0.215, −0.127, and 1.530] after continuous
experimentation and verification using MATLAB. To use
different keys for each encrypted image, we have changed the
initial value to a variable in the neighborhood of [−0.215, −0.127,
and 1.53], with two decimal places tending to be constant. Such
changes to the initial values are minimal, and the system still
eventually enters a chaotic state.
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The initial values are chosen as follows:

x1 0( ) � −0.215,
x2 0( ) � −0.127,

x3 0( ) � mod sum p′, all′( ), 10( ) + 1530
1000

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(5)

where sum represents the function of summing over pixel values, p
represents the 3D array of plaintext images, and mod represents the
residual function.

The phase diagrams of the system are shown in Figure 1, and the
initial values of the system are x1(0) = −0.123, x2(0) = −0.127, and
x3(0) = 1.530, respectively. The neural network system consisting of
three neurons enters a chaotic state with the presence of chaotic
attractors.

To further confirm whether the system is in a chaotic state, we
take the method of whether there exists a positive Lyapunov
exponent [54] to judge. As the weights are determined and the
initial values of the system are changed slightly, the Lyapunov
exponent is always larger than zero. So, we can consider the
proposed Hopfield neural network as a chaotic system [55].

3 Image-encryption and -decryption
algorithms

In this section, the encryption process and decryption process of
images are introduced.

3.1 Image encryption

Images are made up of pixels in electronics and are divided into
color and grayscale images. Each pixel of a grayscale image contains
only one pixel value, while every pixel of a color image consists of
three pixel values of RGB. The grayscale image can be regarded as a
two-dimensional array that contains the horizontal coordinates,
vertical coordinates, and pixel value information for every pixel.
The color image can be considered a three-dimensional array that
contains the horizontal coordinates, vertical coordinates, and the
RGB pixel values of every pixel. This study proposes a method to
separate the RGB components of the color image and then perform
the encryption operation. Equation 6 is used to separate the RGB
component of the color image, which is shown as follows:

FIGURE 1
Phase diagrams of the chaotic Hopfield neural network system.
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PR � P : , : , 1( ),
PG � P : , : , 2( ),
PB � P : , : , 3( ),

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (6)

where P represents the original image. PR, PG, and PB represent the
R, G, and B components of the original image, respectively.

This study proposes an image-encryption algorithm based on a
3D chaotic Hopfield neural network and random row–column
permutation. Row–column permutation is the process of changing
the position of the pixel without changing the value. The chaotic
sequences are generated by the proposed chaotic Hopfield neural
network for producing the permutation keys and diffusion keys. In the
permutation process, the positions of the ranks of the pixels will be
changed according to the permutation keys. Image diffusion is the
process of changing the pixel values of RGB with the diffusion keys.

The chaotic sequences are obtained through continuously
iterating the proposed 3D chaotic neural network system. The
length of the intercepted chaotic sequences depends on the
number of pixels in the image. Here, the first 3,000 numbers
should be removed from the sequences, which are generated
before the chaotic neural network system is stabilized with some
error and poor randomness. The intercepted sequences will stay

within the interval [0,255] by taking the absolute value,
expanding by 1015, and taking the remainder. The permutation
keys and diffusion keys are both obtained from the chaotic
sequences.

The encryption algorithm in this study consists of two main
steps: random row–column permutation and image diffusion.
Details of the process can be described as follows: First, the rows
and columns of the image are distorted through the permutation
keys. Next, the RGB components of the image are separated by
the method shown in Eq. 6. Each subgraph is formed by dividing
the RGB components into three parts along columns and
exchanging the middle and left part. The three parts of the
subgraphs are encrypted with three different sets of diffusion
keys. Finally, the subgraphs are synthesized to yield the
encrypted images. The image encryption flowchart is shown
in Figure 2.

3.1.1 Permutation process
The process of image permutation is to change the position of

the image pixels without changing the values. First of all, the
chaotic sequences are generated by the 3D chaotic Hopfield neural

FIGURE 2
Flowchart of image encryption.
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network (3) for producing the permutation keys, which are
combined with the increasing sequences of length and width of
the corresponding image to form 2 × M and 2 × N key pairs,
respectively. Then, the permutation process is achieved by the
determinant transformation of the original image through the key
pairs.

Step 1: The length M and width N of the image are obtained at
first. Then, the chaotic sequences x1(i) and x2(j) (i = 1,2,. . .,M and j =
1,2,. . .,N) are generated through the 3D chaotic Hopfield network
system, respectively.

Step 2: The permutation keys are obtained through the chaotic
sequences, and the expression of the generated function is as
follows:

RandM i( ) � mod floor x1 i( )p1015( ),M( ) + 1,
RandN j( ) � mod floor x2 j( )p1015( ), N( ) + 1,

{ (7)

where RandM(i) and RandN(j) (i = 1,2,. . .,M and j = 1,2,. . .,N)
represent the permutation keys of the row and column, respectively.
The floor is the downward-rounding function. x1(i) and x2(j) are the
chaotic sequences.

Step 3: Duplicate numbers are discarded when the permutation
keys are obtained. For each number stored in RandM(i) or
RandN(j), the corresponding position variables i or j increases by
1. This step is repeated until i and j have reached the values ofM and
N, or the chaotic sequences have been taken.

Step 4: The numbers in RandM(i) and RandM(j) are
complemented because there is no guarantee that all non-
repeating numbers from 1 to M or 1 to N will be taken; we need
to find numbers that do not exist in the arrays and add them to the
arrays until they are filled

Step 5: The key pairs are formed through the permutation keys
and increasing sequences. The generating function of the key pairs is
shown as follows:

Mchange � 1: 1: M;RandM[ ],
Nchange � 1: 1: N;RandN[ ],{ (8)

Specifically, Mchange and Nchange are 2 × M and 2 × N arrays,
respectively. The first row is an increasing sequence of 1 ~M or 1 ~
N, and the second row is the sequence of RandM(i) or RandM(j),
respectively. Ultimately, the mappings are formed by key pairs to
perform permutation.

Step 6: The rows and columns of pixels are randomly
permutated to get the permuted image. The permutation method
can be shown as follows:

P Mchange 1, :( ), :( ) � P Mchange 2, :( ), :( ),
P : , Nchange 1, :( )( ) � P : , Nchange 2, :( )( ),{ (9)

The outline and main information of the permuted image are
obscured after this process. However, there is still some plaintext
image information that can be captured by illegal hackers. At the
same time, the correlation between the pixel points of the adjacent is
still at a high level. To make the encryption system works better, the
diffusion process is performed.

3.1.2 Segmentation and diffusion process
The difference between image permutation and image

diffusion is that image diffusion needs to change the original

pixel value, which will completely distort the information of the
whole image. The main information and details of the image are
completely invisible, and the cryptographer cannot find any
useful information.

Three subgraphs are generated by separating the R, G, and B
components of the color image in the diffusion process. Each
subgraph is split along the columns to form three equal parts. The
primary information of the daily photos or machine-made
images is usually centered. So, the left and middle parts are
exchanged in this process. Three different chaotic sequences y1,
y2, y3 are obtained through the 3D chaotic Hopfield neural
network system to produce the diffusion keys, which are used
to encrypt the three parts, respectively. The experimental results
obtained using MATLAB and FPGA prove that our proposed
encryption algorithm has a good encryption effect. The detailed
steps are as follows:

Step 1: First, RGB components of the permuted image are
separated to form three subgraphs, which are divided along
columns into three parts to exchange the left part and middle
part. Three parts of the RGB components are generated by
Eq. 10:

LP i, j1( ) � PR i, 1 ~ floor
N

3
( )( ),

CP i, j2( ) � PR i, floor
N

3
( ) + 1 ~ floor

2N
3

( )( ),
RP i, j3( ) � PR i, floor

2N
3

( ) + 1 ~ N( ),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(10)

where j1 = 1,3. . ., floor(N3 ), j2 = 1,2,. . ., floor(2N3 ) − floor(N3 ), and
j3 = 1,2,. . ., N − floor(2N3 ) i = 1,2, . . . , M. PR represents the R
component of the permuted image. LP, CP, and RP represent the left
, middle , and right parts of the R component, respectively. The G
and B components can be obtained in the same way.

Step 2: The diffusion keys are obtained by Eq. 11:

k1 n1( ) � mod floor y1 n1( )p1015( ),M( ),
k2 n2( ) � mod floor y2 n2( )p1015( ),M( ),
k3 n3( ) � mod floor y3 n3( )p1015( ),M( ),

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (11)

where n1 = 1,2,. . .,floor(N3 ), n2 � 1, 2, . . . , N − floor(2N3 ), and n3 �
1, 2, . . . , floor(2N3 ) − floor(N3 ).

Step 3: Three different diffusion keys are used to encrypt the
three parts of the subgraph, which is shown as follows:

CLR i, j1( ) � bitxor LP i, j1( ), k1 n1( )( ),
CCP i, j2( ) � bitxor CP i, j2( ), k2 n2( )( ),
CRR i, j3( ) � bitxor RP i, j3( ), k3 n3( )( ),

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (12)

where CLR, CCR, and CRR represent the left, middle, and right parts
of the encrypted subgraph R, respectively. bixor(P, k) represents the
XOR operation. The pixel value of the cipher image is formed by the
XOR operation between the original pixel value and the diffusion
key. The information in the plaintext image is completely hidden.

Step 4: Splicing the three encrypted parts of the subgraph
together, we get

CR � CCR, CLR, CRR[ ], (13)
where CR represents the R component of the ciphertext image. The
positions of CCR and CLR are exchanged to obtain a better
encryption effect.
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Step 5: Step 1 to Step 4 is repeated to realize the encryption of the
G and B components.

Step 6: The encrypted RGB components are combined to form
the final encrypted image. Furthermore, three two-dimension arrays
are merged into one three-dimensional array, which is shown as
follows:

C � cat 3, CR, CG, CB( ), (14)
where C represents the ciphertext images after the diffusion process
and cat represents the splicing function.

3.2 Image decryption

The image decryption is the inverse process of the image
encryption. In this process, the ciphertext image is obtained at
first. Then, the R, G, and B components of the ciphertext image are
divided into three parts by columns, and then the middle part and
left part are exchanged. After that, the inverse diffusion process is
performed, and the RGB components are stitched to obtain the
complete images. In image encryption, the column-transformed
operation happens behind the row-transformed operation in the
permutation process. So, the inverse operation is done in the
inverse permutation process. Finally, the plaintext image is
obtained. The flowchart of the image decryption is shown in
Figure 3.

4 Simulation results

In this study, we selected four color images with a resolution of
512 × 512 for encryption.

4.1 Simulation results using MATLAB

The images with a clear outline, dense pixel distribution,
uniform color, and uniform light and dark are selected as the test
images because they are representative and better reflect the
performance of the encryption algorithm. From Figure 4, we can
see that the outline of the ciphertext image is invisible, and the pixels
are equally distributed. So, it is almost impossible to obtain plaintext
image information from the ciphertext image. The decrypted image
is exactly the same as the plaintext image. It can be said that the
encryption algorithm has excellent encryption performance.

4.2 Simulation results in FPGA

In this section, FPGA-based implementation of the proposed
image cryptosystem is introduced. We have implemented FPGA
debugging by using a Xilinx Zynq-7000 series XC7Z020 FPGA chip
and an AN9767 dual-port parallel 14-bit digital-to-analog converter
module with a maximum conversion rate of 125MHz, Vivado17.4,

FIGURE 3
Flowchart of the decryption algorithm.
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and a system generator. The proposed image encryption scheme
is implemented on an FPGA platform with the hardware design
shown in Figure 5, consisting of five components: image
memory, image encryption, image decryption, image display

controller, and chaotic sequence controller. The image memory
module is used to store plaintext images. The keys are obtained
from the chaotic sequence controller. The plaintext image and
the chaotic sequences are transferred to the image encryption

FIGURE 4
Simulation result: (A–D) plaintext images, (E–H) histograms of the plaintext images, (I–L) ciphertext images, (M–P) histograms of the ciphertext
images, and (Q–T) decrypted images of ciphertext images.
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module, which is used to generate the ciphertext image. The
image encryption module consists of the image permutation
process and the image diffusion process module. The image
decryption module is the inverse of the encryption module and
decrypts the ciphertext image into a plaintext image. The image
display controller module is used to display both plaintext and
ciphertext images.

FPGA-based implementation result of the proposed image
cryptosystem is shown in Figure 6. From Figures 6A, B, the
plaintext image and the encrypted image are shown on the
screen. The images on the right in Figure 6A and on the left in
Figure 6B are the permutated images, and the image on the right in

Figure 6B is the ciphertext image. Figure 6C is the decryption result
of the FPGA-based implementation. Experiments have
demonstrated no significant difference between the FGPA
platform and MATLAB regarding the effectiveness of image
encryption and decryption.

5 Performance analysis

This section is to verify the security and efficiency of the
proposed encryption algorithm. The simulation test is performed
on a computer using MATLAB R2020b.

FIGURE 5
Structural diagram of FPGA-based image encryption and decryption.

FIGURE 6
FPGA-based implementation results of the proposed image cryptosystem: (A, B) process of image encryption; (C) process of image decryption and
(D) experimental equipment and environment.
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5.1 Histogram analysis

The histogram can reflect the distribution of the overall pixel
values of the image accurately and intuitively. There is only one
component of the pixel value in a grayscale image, so the greyscale
image has only one histogram. However, the pixel value of the color
image consists of R, G, and B components. Therefore, a color image
has three histograms, representing the occurrence of R, G, and B
pixel values, respectively. The histogram is a two-dimensional
statistical map, where the abscissa represents each pixel value in
the color image and the ordinate indicates the frequency of each
pixel value appearing in the color image. The analysis of the
histogram can capture information about the images. The
encryption system with high security should make the histograms
of the ciphertext image as uniform as possible. Four color images are
selected for histogram analysis; the histograms of plaintext images
are shown in Figures 4E–H, and the histograms of the ciphertext
images are shown in Figures 4M–P.

The histograms of R, G, and B components of the plaintext
images show a mountainous pattern with an uneven distribution of
the pixels, while the histograms of the ciphertext images are very
uniform and the characteristics of the distribution of the image
pixels are well hidden. It is difficult for a cracker to obtain any useful
information from the histograms. It can be inferred that this
encryption scheme has great security.

5.2 Correlation analysis

Correlation analysis reflects the degree of correlation of pixel
values at adjacent positions in the image. The size of the correlation
coefficient of adjacent pixel values in the ciphertext image can better
reflect the effects of the encryption algorithm. The lower the
correlation, the better the encryption effects of the ciphertext
image obtained by the proposed encryption algorithm. The
correlation coefficient of a good color image-encryption
algorithm should be close to zero. The correlation analysis
equation is as follows:

E u( ) � 1
n
∑n

i�1 ui,

D u( ) � 1
n
∑n

i�1 ui − E u( )[ ]2.

cov u, v( ) � 1
n
∑n

1
ui − E u( )[ ] vi − E v( )[ ],

r � cov u, v( )���������
D u( )D v( )2

√ ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

where ui and vi represent the adjacent pixel values in the image and n
is the number of pixels sampled. E(u) and E(v) represent the
expectation of u and v. cov(u, v) represents the covariance, and r
is the correlation coefficient.

The correlations should be analyzed in the R, G, and B
components separately in the color images, and we need to
analyze the four directions of the image: horizontal, vertical,
positive-diagonal, and negative angles. Here, 10,000 pixels of the
components R, G, and B are randomly taken. If the coordinate point
of ui is (xi, yi), then the adjacent coordinate point in the horizontal

direction is set to vi (xi + 1, yi). Similarly, the adjacent coordinate
point we set in the vertical direction is vi (xi, yi + 1), in the positive-
diagonal direction; we set vi (xi + 1, yi + 1), and the adjacent
coordinate points in the opposite angular direction were set as vi
(xi − 1, yi + 1).

The correlation coefficient of the plaintext image is almost close
to 1, which indicates that the correlation of the pixels in the plaintext
image is extremely strong. However, the ciphertext image is almost
close to 0, indicating the adjacent pixels in the ciphertext image have
almost no correlation. The correlation test in plaintext and
ciphertext images is shown in Figure 7, which contains the
distributions in those four directions, respectively. The ciphertext
image shows the irregular distribution in four directions, and the
pixel values around each pixel point are arbitrarily random.
However, most of the points in Figures 7A, C, E, G are around a
straight line, indicating there is a significant correlation in the
plaintext image.

The results of the correlation coefficient in different
directions are shown in Table 1. We can see that the proposed
scheme has a remarkable performance. Only one of the
correlation coefficients obtained by the proposed algorithm is
higher than others.

5.3 Analysis of information entropy

Information entropy is an index to evaluate the performance of
the encryption algorithm. The higher the information entropy
index, the better the performance of this encryption algorithm. The
information entropy equation is as follows:

H � −∑L
i�0

P i( )log2P i( ), (16)

where P(i) represents the probability of the occurrence of the pixel
value of i. The ideal entropy for the R, G, and B components of the
color image should be equal to 8. The color Lena graph, Baboon
graph, Pepper graph, and plane graph are chosen as the test images,
which are encrypted by the proposed encryption algorithm. The
information entropy of R, G, and B components are analyzed by Eq.
16. The test results are shown in Table 2.

The table clearly shows the information entropies of the R, G,
and B components of the encrypted images Cipher-Lena, Cipher-
Baboon, Cipher-Pepper, and Cipher-plane. The entropies obtained
by the proposed algorithm are close to the ideal value. From Table 3,
we can see that most of the entropies are larger than those obtained
by other algorithms. This feature prevents information leakage
during the encryption process. So, we can infer that the proposed
algorithm is significantly secure.

5.4 Analysis of PSNR and MSE

PSNR and MSE are used to describe the difference between
the original and encrypted images. The greater the difference
between the plaintext image and the ciphertext image, the
better the performance of the encryption algorithm. PSNR is
the peak signal-to-noise ratio, which is an index of distortion
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between the plaintext and ciphertext images. The lower the
PSNR value, indicating that the greater the difference between
plaintext and ciphertext images, the better the encryption
algorithm is.

MSE is the mean squared error, which is used to calculate the
cumulative squared error between plaintext and ciphertext images.
The larger the MSE, the better the encryption effect. The PSNR and
MSE are defined as follows:

FIGURE 7
Correlation test result of Lena: (A)Horizontal diagonal of the plaintext image, (B) horizontal diagonal of the ciphertext image, (C) vertical diagonal of
the plaintext image, (D) vertical diagonal of the ciphertext image, (E) positive diagonal of the plaintext image, (F) positive diagonal of the ciphertext image,
(G) opposition diagonal of the plaintext image, and (H) opposition diagonal of the ciphertext image.
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PSNR � 10 × lg
MAX2

MSE
,

MSE � 1
M × N

P i, j( ) − C i, j( )[ ]2,
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (17)

where P and C represent the plaintext and the ciphertext images,
respectively. In addition, (i,j) stands for the position of each pixel.

The comparison of PSNR and MSE among the proposed and
other algorithms is shown in Tables 4, 5, respectively. Most of the
PSNR and MSE indices of our proposed algorithm are superior
compared to those of others. The results show that the proposed
encryption scheme has better performance.

TABLE 1 Correlation coefficient of the plain image and Cipher image.

Test image Direction Plain image Cipher image

Proposed Reference [56] Reference [57] Reference [58] Reference [23]

Lena Horizontal 0.99097 −0.00036043 0.0020 −0.004223 −0.0036 0.0030

Vertical 0.98199 0.0072923 0.0006 0.000551 −0.0045 0.0101

Positive 0.97328 −0.0022938 0.0055 −0.003665 −0.0041 0.0037

Diagonal

Negative 0.98019 −0.0009774

Diagonal

Baboon Horizontal 0.89991 −0.00057325 0.0032 0.002188 −0.0036 0.0021

Vertical 0.92837 0.0032677 0.0034 0.001276 −0.0014 0.0082

Positive 0.86561 0.0025915 0.0014 0.002372 −0.0065 0.0095

Diagonal

Negative 0.8554 0.00051994

Diagonal

Pepper Horizontal 0.98899 0.00026825 −0.0078 −0.001830 0.0004 0.0012

Vertical 0.99003 0.00063181 0.0010 0.002380 0.0013 0.0037

Positive 0.97805 −0.00062647 −0.0014 −0.00310 −0.0007 0.0005

Diagonal

Negative 0.97989 0.0014451

Diagonal

Average Horizontal — 0.000400643 0.0078 0.002747 0.0025333 0.0021

Vertical — 0.0032677 0.0040666 0.0014023 0.0024 0.0037

Positive — 0.001837357 0.0027667 0.003045667 0.0037667 0.0045667

Diagonal

Negative — 0.000980813

Diagonal

TABLE 2 Analysis of information entropy.

Image R G B Average

Lena 7.9993 7.9993 7.9993 7.99926

Baboon 7.9993 7.9992 7.9993 7.99926

Plane 7.9993 7.9994 7.9993 7.99933

Pepper 7.9993 7.9992 7.9992 7.99923

TABLE 3 Information entropy comparison.

Image Lena Baboon Pepper

Proposed 7.99926 7.99926 7.99923

Reference [12] 7.9993 7.9994 —

Reference [59] 7.9975 7.9975 —

Reference [56] 7.9992436 7.993865 7.9994558

Reference [57] 7.9992495 7.9992635 7.9993617

Reference [58] 7.9977 7.9976 7.9992
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5.5 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis is decrypting the encrypted image with the

keys whose initial values are slightly different from the original keys

to see if the encrypted image can be decrypted correctly. The Lena

plaintext image is encrypted by using the keys. Then, the ciphertext image

is decrypted with the pseudo-keys of three very close key values Y1, Y2,

and Y3, respectively. The initial values of the pseudo-keys are as follows:

Y1: x1 0( ) � x1 0( ) + 10−10, x2 0( ) � x2 0( ), x3 0( ) � x3 0( ),
Y2: x1 0( ) � x1 0( ), x2 0( ) � x2 0( ) + 10−10, x3 0( ) � x3 0( ),
Y3: x1 0( ) � x1 0( ), x2 0( ) � x2 0( ), x3 0( ) � x3 0( ) + 10−10,

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(18)

TABLE 4 Result of PSNR analysis.

Image Proposed Reference [56] Reference [57] Reference [59] Reference [23]

Lena 8.6485 9.2238 9.2267 8.5979 9.3494

Baboon 8.81 9.5161 9.7296 9.0304 9.5334

Pepper 8.0439 8.4531 8.8792 — 9.0214

Average 8.0439 9.0643 9.2785 8.81415 9.33014

TABLE 5 Result of MSE analysis.

Image Proposed Reference [56] Reference [57] Reference [59] Reference [23]

Lena 8876.1674 7775.0 31078.8827 8980.4 7553.4

Baboon 8552.2752 7269.0 6920.1784 8129.1 7240

Pepper 10245.3434 9284.7 33667.8582 — 8145.9

Average 9924.59533 8109.567 23888.9731 8554.75 7646.433

FIGURE 8
Test results of sensitivity analysis. (A) Plaintext image. (B) Decryption result of Y1. (C) Decryption result of Y2 (D) Decryption result of Y3.
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where x1(0), x2(0), and x3(0) are the initial values of the keys. The three
aforementioned sets of pseudo-keys with slightly different initial values
are used to decrypt the Lena ciphertext image. The results of decrypting
are shown in Figure 8. The plaintext image cannot be recovered
correctly. Therefore, the encryption system proposed in this study
satisfies the requirement of key sensitivity.

5.6 Analysis of key space

A good image-encryption algorithm must have the ability to
withstand outside attacks. Therefore, the key space must be large
enough to ensure the security of the encryption algorithm. The key
space of an ideal image encryption is larger than 2100.

The computer computational accuracy is about 1015, and the
compression rate CR is 105. In this study, the key generation process
consists of the following: 1) the initial values of x1(0), x2(0), and x3(0)
are used for the chaotic Hopfield system iteration and the sampling
time point, and 2) chaotic sequences y1(t), y2(t), and y3(t) are also
used. So the key space is calculated by Eq. 19:

102 × 1015 × 1014 × 1014 × 1014 × 1014 × 1014 × 1014 × 1014 ≫ 2100.

(19)
This shows that the encryption algorithm has a large enough key

space to resist exhaustive attacks.

6 Conclusion

This study proposes a color image-encryption algorithm based on
random row–column permutation and a 3D chaotic Hopfield neural
network. The 3D chaotic Hopfield neural network is used to generate
chaotic sequences to ensure the randomness of keys. After the
permutation process, three subgraphs are formed by separating the R,
G, and B components of the color image, and then, the subgraphs are cut
along the columns for swapping the middle part and the left part. Three
diffusion keys are produced through the chaotic sequence, and then the
three parts of the subgraphs are encrypted separately. In this study, we
consider the interrelationship of the pixel values of the RGB components
in the plaintext image, so three sets of diffusion keys are used to encrypt
the three parts of the split RGB subgraphs. This measure effectively
reduces the interconnection of pixel values. Through extensive simulations
and security analysis, the simulation results inMATLAB and FPGA show
that the encryption algorithmhas superior performance and high security.
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